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ABSTRACTGalaxies represent a fundamental atalyst in the �lifeyle� of matter in theUniverse, and the study of galaxy assembly and evolution provides unique insightinto the physial proesses governing the transformation of matter from atoms togas to stars. With the Hubble Spae Telesope, the astrophysial ommunity is ableto study the formation and evolution of galaxies, at an unrivaled spatial resolution,over more than 90% of osmi time. Here, I present results from two omplemen-tary studies of galaxy evolution in the loal and intermediate redshift Universe whihused new and arhival HST images. First, I use arhival broad-band HST WFPC2optial images of loal (d<63 Mp) Seyfert-type galaxies to test the observed orre-lation between visually-lassi�ed host galaxy dust morphology and AGN lass. Usingquantitative parameters for lassifying galaxy morphology, I do not measure a strongorrelation between the galaxy morphology and AGN lass. This result ould implythat the Uni�ed Model of AGN provides a su�ient model for the observed diversityof AGN, but this result ould also indiate the quantitative tehniques are insu�ientfor haraterizing the dust morphology of loal galaxies. To address the latter, I de-velop a new automated method using an inverse unsharp masking tehnique oupledto Soure Extrator to detet and measure dust morphology. I measure no strongtrends with dust-morphology and AGN lass using this method, and onlude that theUni�ed Model remains su�ient to explain the diversity of AGN. Seond, I use newUV-optial-near IR broad-band images obtained with the HST WFC3 in the EarlyRelease Siene (ERS) program to study the evolution of massive, early-type galaxies.These galaxies were one onsidered to be �red and dead�, as a lass uniformly devoidof reent star formation, but observations of these galaxies in the loal Universe atUV wavelengths have revealed a signi�ant fration (30%) of ETGs to have reentlyformed a small fration (5-10%) of their stellar mass in young stars. I extend thei



study of reent star formation in ETGs to intermediate-redshift (0.35< z <1.5) withthe ERS data. Comparing the mass fration and age of young stellar populationsidenti�ed in these ETGs from two-omponent SED analysis with the morphology ofthe ETG and the frequeny of ompanions, I �nd that at this redshift many ETGsare likely to have experiened a minor burst of reent star formation. The meh-anisms driving this reent star formation are varied, and evidene for both minormerger driven reent star formation as well as the evolution of transitioning ETGs isidenti�ed.
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Figure Page3.3 Windhorst et al. (in prep.) measured the surfae brightness of the zo-diaal bakground as a funtion of elipti latitude and longitude using
∼6600 dark-orbit, arhival F606W WFPC2 images. I estimate the sur-fae brightness of the zodiaal bakground along the line-of-sight to theatalog galaxies, and orret for this zodiaal emission by subtrating thebakground from the ore image in �3.3.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 483.4 The C∗, G∗, & M∗

20 parameters were de�ned in �3.3. Here, I plot the mea-sured parameters for Sy1 and Sy2 AGN as blue irles and red squares,respetively. In (a), I overplot the empirially (Lotz et al. , 2004) de�nedthat distinguished �normal� galaxies from Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies(ULIRGs), but �nd that this line does not strongly di�erentiate starburst-type galaxies from �normal� galaxies. The distributions of eah of theseparameters appear indistinguishable for Sy1 and Sy2 (see �3.3.2 for moredetails). I on�rm this with a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Themeasured K-S parameter is large for both the G∗ and M∗
20 distribution(d=0.28 and 0.29, respetively), but the assoiated probabilities are alsoboth large (p=0.09 and 0.08). Therefore, I an not rejet the null hypoth-esis that both distributions are drawn from unique parent distributions.However, the K-S test for the distribution of C∗ does suggest that the mea-sured distributions for Sy1 and Sy2 AGN are drawn from unique parentdistributions (d=0.38 and p=0.01). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 493.5 The distribution of A∗ and S∗, the non- parametri measure of asymmetryand lumpiness (as de�ned in �3.3) measured for the AGN. I �t a Gaussianfuntion to eah distribution, and measure the entroids and FWHM ofthese distributions�the distributions appear indistinguishable. The re-sults of a K-S test on�rms that the two distributions are not independent. 50xi



Figure Page3.6 A artoon representation of the inverse unsharp- mask tehnique (see�3.4.1) for deteting absorption of stellar light by dust and lumpy stru-tures along the line- of- sight. In panel (a), the 2kp × 2kp postage stampof NGC3081 is provided; here, gray indiates relatively high signal. Thethik blak square in this �gure emphasizes a spiral arm and inter-arm re-gion with interesting dust features and morphology. A surfae map of thisregion is provided in panel (b); the arm is indiated by the de�it in signal(i.e., a �trough� extending in an ar from East to West). To produe theinverse unsharp-mask image, I smoothed image (a) with a representativekernel (panel ) and divided the onvolved image by the original image. Inpanel (d), I provide the unsharp-mask surfae map of the region in panel(b). It is apparent in panel (d) that the signal assoiated with the spiralarm region where dust absorption was most signi�ant in panel (a) is nowsu�iently high above the bakground to be deteted using SE de�nedwith an appropriate detetion threshold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 513.7 The distribution of the best-�tting exponential slopes, α, to the objetsurfae density pro�le and the half objet radii of objets or features mea-sured for objets in all Sy1 and Sy2 galaxies deteted by SE using theIUM tehnique (see �3.4.1). I �t Gaussian funtions to eah of the distri-butions, and the results of a K-S test on�rms that the parents distributionfrom whih the distributions were drawn are likely to be the same. Thissuggests that there is no signi�ant di�erene between the azimuthally-averaged spatial distribution of objets, and thus the distribution of dustfeatures for the Sy1 and Sy2 populations appears to be indistinguishable. 52
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Figure Page3.8 The relative distributions of three statistis derived from the quantitativemorphologial tehnique disussed in �3.4.1. Panel (a)[Top℄: The numberof dust features, Nt, deteted in the ore of eah Seyfert galaxy. Panel(b): The distribution of overing fration fc of dust features in the sampleas de�ned in �3.4.2. fc equals to the fration of the total ore imagearea to the area assoiated with deteted objets. In general, Sy1 andSy2 host-galaxies over similar frations of area of the host galaxy ore.Panel (): The distribution of the average number of pixels Np (i.e., objetarea= Np×0.1′′2; see �3.4.2). Two galaxies (1 Sy1 and 1 Sy2) were detetedwith Np > 90 objets, indiated by the arrow. In all panels, vertialdotted and solid lines indiate the mean and entroid (measured from thebest-�tting Gaussian, or Lorentzian funtion to eah distribution) of thedistributions. The parameters of these �ts, as well as the results of thetwo-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of these distributions, are providedin Table 3.4. Only for the distribution of total objet number Nt does theK-S test suggest that the empirial distributions were not drawn from aommon parent population. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 533.9 C∗A∗S∗ measured for the ore (r<1kp) of 7 AGN using HST F606Wand SDSS r′ images. Line segments onnet the measured values for eahgalaxy, and the vetor points away from the parameter value measuredfrom the HST image. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
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Figure Page3.10 Parameter robustness to sky bakground (see Addendum C1). G∗ wasmeasured for the galaxies in images produed for three assumptions ofthe zodiaal bakground surfae brightness equal to : (1) zero, G∗
a; (2)estimated from Windhorst et al. (in prep.), G∗

b , and (3) a (hypothetial)10× larger than Windhorst et al.,G∗
c . In the left (right) panel, I showthe measured dispersion (δ = G∗

x−G∗
a

G∗
a

), where X indiates measurements insenarios (2) and (3). I measure a signi�ant di�erene (> 20%) only forsenario (3). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 624.1 Ten-band thumbnails of the �rst 9 atalog ETGs ordered, from left toright, by inreasing wavelength with the GOODS Objet ID. Eah imagehas been onverted into �ux units (nJy), and all are displayed with thesame sale. All postage stamps are 11.2 arseonds (128 pixels) on a side.Images of all ETGs are provided in Appendix B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 924.2 The spetrosopi redshift distribution of ETGs is plotted as a solid histogram;the distribution of spetrosopi redshifts for the entire CDF-S is plotted as adot-dashed histogram. The CDF-S distribution has been saled by a fator of
1
75 , suh that both redshift distributions an be plotted on the same axis foromparison. The peaks in this distribution indiate known large-sale struturein the CDF-S. The seletion of ETGs ampli�es these peaks beause ETGs areknown to be more strongly lustered than �eld galaxies. . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
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Figure Page4.3 Absolute and apparent magnitudes are plotted versus the spetrosopi red-shift of eah ETG. For larity, photometri unertainties are only overplotted ifthe ∆m > 0.1 AB mag. Upper Panel: The absolute F606W magnitudes weremeasured for the ETGs using the best-�t single burst stellar population modelto the SED of eah ETG as outlined in �4.2.3. I overplot the photometriompleteness limits (solid urve), whih I derived from the reovery limits (see�4.2.2). Lower Panel: In addition to the apparent F606W magnitudes measuredfor the ETGs, I overplot the apparent F606W magnitudes of a maximally oldBC03 model galaxy with a star-formation history de�ned by Equation 5.1, withlog(τ [Gyr℄)=−0.3 and zf=4.0. For eah model, we assume no dust, solar metal-liity and a Salpeter IMF. The only free parameter was the stellar mass of thetemplate galaxy, whih we overplot for eah urve. The majority of ETGs arebounded by the 10< log(M [M⊙℄)< 12 urves; in omparison to published massfuntions of massive galaxies (e.g., Marhesini et al. , 2009) this suggests thatthese ETGs are near or above the harateristi stellar mass. I provide for bothpanels, at right, a number histogram, orresponding to the plotted absolute(apparent) magnitudes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 964.4 Cutouts of six ETGs seleted to represent one of eah of the lasses de-�ned in �4.2.4. The galaxy utouts, and the omment lass it repre-sents, is de�ned as follows : J033210.0-274333.1 � Visual Group Member;J033227.1-274416.4 � Low Surfae Brightness Companion (North-east,roughly parallel to minor axis); J033228.8-274129.3 � dust; J033236.7-274406.4 � S0; J033244.9-274309.0 � ompat. These images were gen-erated using the GOODS ACS Cutout Tool, available at http: // arhive.stsi.edu/eidol_v2.php . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99xv



Figure Page4.5 Upper Panel : The observed (NUV�V) olors of the atalog of ETGs in the ERS�eld. I alulate the observed olors by di�erening the observed photometryfor the ombination of WFC/ACS �lters that most losely mathes that regionof spetrum assessed by the NUV and Johnson V �lters, respetively (see Table4.4). On the upper absissa, I provide the time (Gyr) sine zf=4.0 for referene.Bottom Panel : The (NUV�V)rest olors of the ETGs. I plot photometri andsystemati (assoiated with the transformation funtion, see �4.4) unertaintiesfor all deteted ETGs. I plot ETGs deteted in Radio and/or X-ray surveys ofthe GOODS-S �eld with an �asterisk� (∗). Photometri upper limits, de�nedby the reovery limits disussed in �4.2.2, are overplotted as downward-pointingarrows. I plot the olors of three, stellar evolution models derived from BC03,assuming a �xed redshift of formation (zf = 4.0), and a star-formation historyde�ned by Equation 5.1 with log(τ [Gyr℄)≃ 1.1 (Blue), −0.3 (Green) and −2.0(Red). Note that the low redshift evolution of the (NUV�V)rest olors of thesemodels is an empirial �t to the UVX in quiesent ETGs at this redshift, andis not motivated by a physial theory of the stellar soures of the UVX. . . . . 1074.6 The same as for Figure 4.5, but here the (FUV�V) olors are plotted. . . . . . 1084.7 Upper Panel : The (NUV�V)rest and (g′�r′)rest olors of the ETGs are plotted.Bottom Panel : The (FUV�V)rest and (g′�r′)rest olors of the atalog ETGs areplotted. The onversion between the observed and rest-frame olors is outlinedin �4.4. All data are olor-oded aording the the redshift-olor sheme de�nedint he bottom panel. The span of rest-frame olors in these panels likely indiatesreent star-formation in many ETGs (f. Kaviraj et al. , 2007b). . . . . . . . . 109
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Figure Page4.8 The (g′�r′)rest olors of the ETGs. For larity, error bars are overplotted only forETGs with measured (photometri and systemati) unertainties greater than0.01 mag. The broadband SED-�tting method for determining the absolutemagnitudes is outlined in �4.2.3. See �4.4 for full details of the olor transfor-mation that I use to alulate the olors and photometri ompleteness limitsplotted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1104.9 The total throughput for the F225W, F275W, and F336W �lters are shownhere. The inset in eah panel illustrates the transmission of eah �lterat the wavelengths where the red-leak is most severe. N.B. the rangedi�ers between eah panel. Using the BC03 and CWW template spetra,I estimate that for a typial ETG at 0.35 < z< 1.5 the red-leak, R < 3%.For more details, see Addendum A2 and Table 4.6. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1115.1 The mass (M⊙) and age (yr) of the old stellar populations of the ETGs,measured from best-�t stellar template (�5.2.1). Stellar templates were �tonly to the Optial+IR SED (F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP, F098M,F125W, F160W). In the primary panel, I plot the measured mass-agedistribution of ETGs, oded by the best-�tting dust extintion. Inset inthis panel are the distributions of the best-�tting τ (see �5.2.1) parameter(left) derived from the SED �tting, and redued χ2 values of eah �t. . . 1355.2 In �5.2.1, I measured the mass-weighted star-formations rates for the ETGs(i.e., spei� SFR, or sSFR) applying the onversion provided by Salim etal. (2012) measured for low-redshift ETGs using GALEX. These sSFRsare in good agreement with omparable ETGs observed at these redshifts(see Rowlands et al. , 2012). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138
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Figure Page5.3 Representative �ts of the two-omponent stellar models to the omplete(UV-optial-near IR) SED of the atalog. For more details regarding the�tting tehnique, see Jeong et al. (2009) and �5.2.2. . . . . . . . . . . . 1395.4 The rest-frame UV-optial olors of the ETGs from the best-�t two-omponentstellar population model (see �5.2.2). In Panels (a) and (b) I plot the rest-frame UV-optial olors, shaded aording to the olor sheme providedin the panel. Overplotted on these data are vertial lines representing theo�set in magnitude between olors measured in Chapter 4 and those pre-sented here. These o�sets are typially small (∆ ≪0.3), on�rming thetransformation applied in Chapter 4 to measure rest-frame UV-optialolors from the observed photometry is generally valid. . . . . . . . . . . 1405.5 In �5.3.1, I measured the best-�t Sèrsi funtion, e�etive radius and el-liptiity for the two-dimensional F160W light pro�le of eah ETG. Thedistribution of these parameters is provided here, with respet to the YSPmass fration. ETGs identi�ed in Chapter 3 as AGN are designated witha �lled star symbol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
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Figure Page5.6 One realization of a Monte Carlo simulation to measure the ompanionnumber for J033233.40-274138.9, an ETG identi�ed with greater than oneompanion in the simulation (N̄c ≃2.4, see Table 5.3). In this analyis, Irequired that all galaxies be identi�ed within 1000kp, on the plane of thesky, and that their veloities lie with vcomp = vETG ± 500km s−1 (hathedregion; 1.04< z< 1.05), minimally, 2σ from the mean of the galaxies' PDF.In this simulation, the ETG was identi�ed with both photometri (indi-ated by Gaussian funtions, with area normalized to one) and spetro-sopi (vertial dashed lines) ompanions within this range. For larity, Ihave extended the probability range of possible ompanions with spetro-sopi redshifts to +∞. In pratie, the PDF of these galaxies is de�nedby the Dira-delta funtion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1465.7 In �5.3.4 I measured the ompanion number for eah ETG using the sta-tistial likelihood formalism presented in López-Sanjuan et al. (2010).Here, I represent ETGs measured with more (fewer) than one ompanionwith large red (blue) �lled irles, plotting eah as funtion of the best-�t age and mass fration of the young stellar omponent (�5.2.2). Thedistribution of ETGs with more than one ompanion appears similar tothe broader distribution, but the mean age and mass fration measuredfor those ETGs with ompanions is signi�antly smaller (t̄Y C ≃ 260Myr;
f̄Y C ≃2%) than is observed for ETGs without ompanions (t̄Y C ≃ 660Myr;
f̄Y C ≃ 9%). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149
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Chapter 1INTRODUCTIONIt has been said that observational astrophysis is akin to journalism. Unlike our ol-leagues in many other disiplines of physis, we observers an not build experiments�in the sense that we an not fore galaxies to merge or stars to go supernova (onlytheorists have that awesome power). Instead, we an only observe the universe, takeas good notes as is possible and then ompile the data in suh a way that, after apply-ing our knowledge of the underlying physis, we an report the story of the universe insienti�ally rigorous way. If we have done our jobs orretly and answered the �FourW's��What, When, Where and Why�then with any luk, our reporting providesthe sienti� and general ommunity new perspetive on what the other 99.999999...%of the universe's mass, beyond our the Earth's loal neighborhood�with its solitarystar and few planet-sized dust bunnies�has been up to over the past ∼13 billionyears. Understanding the assembly and evolution of galaxies is fundamental to ourunderstanding this story beause of the unique role these objets serve. On sub-galati sales, galaxies are �osmi nurseries,� host to the transformation of old gasinto stars, whih will subsequently give rise to planetary systems, life, and apple pie.On supra-galati sales, the super-massive blak holes that galaxies foster, soure theinter-galati environment with hard, Ultraviolet photons, maintaining a fully-ionizeduniverse at the urrent epoh.Here I present the results of two unique investigations of galaxy evolution. Bysurveying �the sene� from multiple angles and �interviewing multiple witnesses,� thedeveloping story is best revealed. Though these studies have onsidered the prop-erties of two disparate galaxy samples, they are linked by a similar methodology.1



Spei�ally, in eah study I have used galaxy morphology to onstrain the formationand evolution of galaxies. In biology, it was one believed that �phylogeny reapitu-lates ontogeny�, or in other words, that the morphology of organism in (embryoni)development was partially indiative of the speies' evolutionary history. In observa-tional astrophysis, suh a mantra is often still assumed; i.e., galaxy morphology anindiate and be used to distinguish the evolutionary history of galaxies. For example,it is typially assumed that early-type galaxies formed their stars very early (z > 4)and now exist primarily as �red and dead� stellar systems, largely devoid of gas andyoung stars. In this dissertation, I intend to demonstrate that suh a link betweenevolution history and the morphology of galaxies is not so lear.In eah study, I use new and arhival data obtained with the Hubble SpaeTelesope. This telesope, a premier sienti� instrument for the study of a wide rangeof astrophysial phenomena, is an astronomer's dream. For more than two deades,HST has been a �workhorse� instrument, able to reveal the universe at a superiorspatial resolution from a unique perspetive above the Earth's obsuring atmosphere.1.1 Exploring the Nature of the Ative Galati Nulei in Loal GalaxiesIt is now understood that most massive galaxies possess a super-massive blak hole(SMBHs; ∼ 106 − 109M⊙) in their ores. At their loation at the bottom of theirhost galaxy's potential well, these SMBHs are in an ideal loation to arete baryonimatter in the form of stars and gas. But this onsumption does not our quietly noris all material in the loal potential well of the SMBH ultimately onsumed. Though�blak� themselves, the region immediately surrounding the blak holes an emitsigni�ant radiation that an be deteted by observers. The extreme physis of blakholes and their aretion regions is not entirely understood, but we know that theoupling of the matter with strong magneti �elds an drive �jets� of radiation from2



these objets, and the dynamial frition between baryons, whih an energize gas anddust in the loal environment ausing it to emit strongly aross the eletromagnetispetrum and produe an �Ative Galati Nulei� (AGN). The emission from thegas in the loal environment is on�gured in a �toroid�-shaped region immediatelysurrounding (r≃ 1− 100 p) the SMBH. For deades, these objets were identi�ed inboth nearby and distant (z ≫ 1) galaxies with a wide range of harateristis � somewere identi�ed with jets at radio, x-ray or even optial wavelengths, some outshinedthe stellar emission from their host galaxies, and others showed broad and narrowlines while others showed only narrow lines in their optial spetra. The Uni�edModel of AGN has provided a suessful explanation for this observed diversity. Inthe Model, the diversity in spetral pro�les in AGN an be attributed exlusivelyto the relative inlination angle of the dusty toroid in whih the AGN is embedded,with respet to the observer. In �Type 1� AGN, the dusty toroid and interveninginter-stellar gas along the sight is oriented perpendiular to the observer, whereasin �Type 2� AGN, the SMBH is partially or fully obsured by the toroid. Thus,there is no fundamental physial distintion between the lass of AGN. However,reent analysis of multi�wavelength spetral and image data suggests that the Uni�edModel is only a partial theory of AGN, and may need to be augmented to remainonsistent with all observations. Studies using high spatial resolution ground� andspae�based observations of loal AGN show that Seyfert lass and the �ore� (r<∼1kp) host�galaxy morphology are orrelated. Currently, this relationship has onlybeen established qualitatively, by visual inspetion of the ore morphologies of lowredshift (z < 0.035) Seyfert host galaxies (Malkan, Gorjian and Tam , 1998).In Chapter 3, I re�establish this empirial relationship in Hubble Spae Tele-sope (HST) optial imaging by visual inspetion of a atalog of 85 loal (D < 63Mp)Seyfert galaxies. These data were obtained with the Wide-Field Planetary Camera3



Figure 1.1: The WFPC2 onboard �SpaeShip Earth�, its �nal destination. PhotoCourtesy of Matt Mehtley.2, an instrument that now resides in a museum, but due to the e�orts of the HSTArhive team is still, e�etively, a �working instrument.�I also attempt to re�establish the ore morphology�Seyfert lass relationshipusing an automated, non-parametri tehnique that ombines both existing lassi�-ation parameters methods (the adapted CAS, G�M20), and a new method whihimplements the Source Extractor (hereafter,SE) software for feature detetion inunsharp�mask images. This new method is designed expliitly to detet dust fea-tures in the images. As all-sky surveys with large aperture telesopes beome moreommon in astrophysis, suh automated lassi�ation tehniques are desirable asthey provide a reproduible means for quikly assessing galaxy morphology. I usethis automated approah to lassify the morphology of the AGN ores and determinethat Sy2 galaxies visually appear, on average, to have more dust features and aremore onentrated in their stellar light pro�les than Sy1. With the exeption of this�dustiness� however, we do not measure a strong orrelation between the dust mor-phology and the Seyfert lass of the host galaxy using these quantitative tehniques.We disuss the impliations of these results in the ontext of the Uni�ed Model. The4



Figure 1.2: The launh of STS-125, SM4 from Cape Canaveral, Florida.results of this researh were published in 2013 in the Astronomial Journal.1.2 The Evolution of ETGs over ∼6 Billion Years of Cosmi HistoryETGs were one believed to have formed via a �monolithi ollapse�, forming themajority of their stars at high redshift. Reently, studies of the rest-frame UV-optialproperties of these galaxies at low redshift have revealed that many (> 30%) of thesegalaxies have reently formed a small, but a non-negligible fration of their mass inyoung stars. Due to the tehnial limitations of previous generations of spae-basedobservatories, it was impossible to extend an analysis of these galaxies reent starformation history to higher redshift, though. The suessful installation of the HSTWFC3 now makes suh a study possible. 5



In Chapters 4 and 5, I present a panhromati atalog of 102 visually-seletedearly-type galaxies (ETGs) using data from the Early Release Siene (ERS) programwith the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST) Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) of the GreatObservatories Origins Deep Survey-South (GOODS-S) �eld. The ETGs span a largeredshift range, 0.35 <∼z <∼1.5, with the redshift of eah spetrosopially-on�rmedby previous published surveys of the ERS �eld. I ombine our measured WFC3ERS photometry and ACS GOODS-S arhival data to gain ontinuous sensitivityto the rest-frame far-UV to near-IR emission of eah ETG. The superior spatialresolution of the HST over this panhromati baseline allows us to lassify the ETGsby their small-sale internal strutures, as well as their loal environment. By �ttingstellar population spetral templates to the broad-band photometry of the ETGs, Idetermine the mass, morphology, and star formation harateristis of these ETGs.This analysis on�rms that a signi�ant minority (∼30-40%) of these ETGs have likelyexperiened a burst of low-level, reent star formation as they are identi�ed with aminor fration (fY C ∼ 5−10%) of their total stellar mass in young stars (tY C
<∼1 Gyr).I measure trends between the frequeny of young stars and both the Sèrsi morphologyand ompanion number of these ETGs. Though we are limited by the small numberstatistis assoiated with this sample, these results likely imply multiple physialmehanisms motivate the observed star formation in ETGs at intermediate redshift,in aordane with theory and observation of massive galaxies from both the loal andhigh redshift universe. The work presented in Chapter 4 was published in 2012 in theAstrophysial Journal; Researh presented in Chapter 5 is urrently in preparationfor submission to the Astrophysial Journal in 2013.
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Chapter 2LIST OF ACRONYMSACS -Advaned Camera for SurveysAGN -Ative Galati NuleiBC03 -Bruzual & Charlot (2003)CAS - �Conentration�, �Asymmetry�,�Clumpiness�CDF -Cumulative Distribution FuntionCDF-S -Chandra Deep Field-SouthEHB -Extreme Horizontal BranhERS -Early Release SieneESO -European Southern ObservatoryETG -Early Type GalaxyFUV -Far UltravioletFWHM-Full-Width Half MaximumGALEX -Galaxy Evolution ExplorerGOODS-S -Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey-SouthHLA -Hubble Legay ArhiveHST -Hubble Spae TelesopeIPAC - Infrared Proessing and Analysis CenterIR - InfraredIUM - Inverse Unsharp MaskMARK-MarkarianMGT98 -Malkan, Gorjian & Tam (1998)NASA -National Aeronautis and Spae AdministrationNED -NASA/IPAC Extragalati DatabaseNGC -New General CatalogNUV -Near UltravioletPC -Planetary CameraSE - Soure ExtratorSED - Spetral Energy DistributionULIRG -Ultra Luminous Infrared GalaxyUV -UltravioletUVX -UV UpturnWFC -Wide Field CameraWFC3 -Wide Field Camera 3WFPC2 -Wide Field Planetary Camera 2
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Chapter 3INVESTIGATING THE CORE MORPHOLOGY�SEYFERT CLASSRELATIONSHIP WITH HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE ARCHIVAL IMAGESOF LOCAL SEYFERT GALAXIESThis hapter is modi�ed from Rutkowski et al. (2013), whih has been aepted bythe Astronomial Journal for publiation.Ative Galati Nulei (AGN) are sustained by the aretion of material fromtheir loal environment onto a super�massive (M >∼106-107M⊙) blak hole. In theUni�ed Model of AGN, the observed diversity in emission-line pro�les of AGN isbelieved to be an observational bias introdued by the relative inlinations (withrespet to the observer) of the entral engine as it is nested within a toroid of densemoleular material (Barthel et al. , 1984; Antonui et al. , 1993). Observations ofthe �zoo� of AGN (e.g., Seyferts, BL LAC objets, Radio galaxies) from X�ray toradio wavelengths have been remarkably well�explained by the Uni�ed Model (for areview, see e.g., Urry & Padovani , 1995).Despite the suess of the model, numerous AGN in the loal Universe arenot well�explained within the paradigm of the Uni�ed Model. Many tests of theUni�ed Model have onentrated on the observed diversity in the properties of Seyfertgalaxies, whih are broadly lassi�ed by their emission line pro�les as: a) Sy1�1.9(Sy1), observed with both broad (v>∼103km s−1) and narrow line emission; and b)Seyfert 2 (Sy2), observed only with narrow line emission. For example, Tran (2001,2003) identi�ed Sy2 AGN that lak �hidden� Sy1 AGN as predited by Uni�ed Model,indiating that Sy2s may not be�as a lass�idential to Sy1 AGN. Furthermore,Panessa & Bassani (2002) found that the olumn density of absorbers in Sy2 AGNimplies the existene of dust absorbers on a larger physial sale (r>∼1 kp) than the8



moleular toroid. Reently, Rii et al. (2011) found �exess� X�ray emission fromre�etion in Sy2 AGN, that did not appear to a omparable extent in Sy1 AGN,indiating an environmental distintion between these two lasses of AGN.Malkan, Gorjian, & Tam (1998, hereafter MGT98) tested the Uni�ed Modelvia a �snapshot� ampaign (see �3.1 for details) onduted with HST Wide Field Plan-etary Camera 2 (WFPC2) using the F606W (λ0=5907Å) �lter, in whih they observedthe morphology of the inner ore (∼1 kp) of 184 loal (z <∼ 0.035) Seyfert & HII (star-forming) galaxies. The authors visually inspeted these images and determined thatSy1s are preferentially loated in galaxies of �earlier�type� ore morphology, and on-versely that Sy2 AGN are more often hosted by galaxies with �later�type� ores wherethe de�nition of early- and late-type morphology is derived from a Hubble-type mor-phologial lassi�ation of eah galaxy. MGT98 also determined that the distributionof dust is more irregular and extends loser to the nuleus in Sy2 galaxies than it doesin Sy1 AGN. Hereafter, I refer to these two empirial relationships as the �MGT98relationship.� These independent studies suggest that there may be a fundamentalphysial distintion between Sy1 and Sy2 galaxies, one that is not explained by therelative inlination with respet to the thik, gas-rih toroidal in whih the AGNentral engine is embedded. The ontemporary debate on the nature of AGN is notframed exlusively by the Uni�ed Model; other models of the entral engine and thedusty aretion disk do exist (e.g., the �lumpy torus� model of Nenkova et al. , 2008),but I will disuss my analysis in the ontext of the Uni�ed Model to provide an easieromparison with published results in the literature.In this study, I test the Uni�ed Model using images downloaded from the Hub-ble Legay Arhive (HLA)1.. Spei�ally, I re�examine and extend the analysis �rstestablished in MGT98 using a atalog of 85 Seyfert galaxies seleted using the riteria1 http://hla.stsci.edu 9



outlined in �3.1. In �3.2, I present the results of the visual inspetion and lassi�ationof the atalog Seyfert galaxies. In �3.3, I present, apply and disuss an automatedtehnique, whih I use to quantify the distribution of any dust features (e.g., dust,stellar lusters, et.) present in the ores of the atalog galaxies. This lassi�ationtehnique quanti�es the distribution of the dust features that were used to qualifythe degree of dust irregularity or morphologial lass of a galaxy in the original visualinspetion (�3.2). In �3.4, I present a new automated tehnique developed to detetthe dust features, whih were identi�ed in �3.2 and used in the visual lassi�ationof the galaxies' ores. I disuss the results, and impliations, of the qualitative visualand quantitative automated analysis in Chapter 6. Throughout, I assume a ΛCDMosmology with Ωm=0.27, ΩΛ=0.73, and H0=70 km−1 s−1 Mp−1 (Komatsu et al. ,2011). 3.1 Data and Image ProessingTo test the MGT98 relationship, I require a su�iently large sample of Sy1 and Sy2AGN to ensure that any result an be interpreted in a statistially meaningful way.I therefore use the following seletion riteria to identify this sample of AGN:

• Initial Catalog: I develop a large (N≃240) atalog from three large HST surveysof Seyfert galaxies (Ho et al. 1997; MGT98; Ho & Peng 2001) that were inludedin the NASA/IPAC Extragalati Database (NED2). I refer the reader to therespetive surveys for spei� details assoiated with the sample seletion ofthese AGN. Together, these surveys an be used to produe a atalog thatis generally representative of the morphologial diversity of Seyfert galaxies,although none of the samples is stritly volume omplete.2available online at http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu)10



• HST WFPC2 F606W HLA Images: At optial wavelengths, the resolution offeatures with a linear spatial extent of 10 <∼ r (p) <∼ 100 an only be ahievedwith large�aperture spae�based observatories. Thus, I required galaxies tohave HST WFPC2 F606W �lter images in the HLA, prepared as mosais ofthe WF1�3 and PC CCD images multidrizzled3 to a uniform 0.10′′ pixel sale.The mosaied images were used to ensure that the intrinsially di�erent pixelsales of the individual CCDs did not bias the identi�ation and lassi�ationof soures. The HLA ontains an image for more than 90% of the galaxiesinluded in the initial atalog with this spei� amera and �lter ombination.The fat that these images are available is partly a seletion bias. Many of theobservations I inlude in the atalog were observed by MGT98 in the snapshotampaign. Note that the F606W �lter samples longward of the 4000Åbreak atall relevant redshifts in the atalog. This broad �lter inludes the rest-frameHα and [NII℄ line emission whih, in AGN, an be prominent. In �3.2, I disussthe e�et of this emission on the qualitative analysis.
• �Fae�On�: I only inluded �fae�on� galaxies to ensure that the dust featureslassi�ed in �3.2 are physially on�ned to a region relatively lose to the ore(1 kp) of the galaxy. I estimated the angle of inlination by eye, and exludedan additional 20% of AGN that appeared at inlinations approximately greaterthan ∼30◦. I did not exlude those galaxies with inlination angles that ouldnot be estimated (i.e., irregular galaxies), nor do I exlude elliptial galaxies.
• Distane less than 63 Mp: I am interested in haraterizing the struturalproperties of dust features with a linear size sale greater than 100 p (for moredetails, see �3.4.1). I require at least 3.5 WFPC2 pixels (0.35′′ in the HLAmosai images) to span this physial sale. This sets the maximum allowable3see http://stsdas.stsi.edu/multidrizzle/ 11



distane to a atalog galaxy of 63 Mp or, equivalently, a redshift z <∼ 0.015.Sub�kiloparse sale features (e.g., dust lanes, lump, or loud formations suhas bars, wisps, and tidal features like warps and tails) are easily diserniblein galaxies nearer than this distane observed at the HST spatial resolution.I exluded an additional 50% of galaxies that were at distanes greater than63 Mp. I model and disuss the dependene of the morphologial lassi�a-tion parameters on spatial resolution (Addendum A1), and the galaxy distane(Addendum B1).31 Sy1 and 54 Sy2 galaxies from the initial sample met all of these seletionriteria, ombined for a total of 85 Seyfert galaxies. This large sample ensures that the(Poisson) unertainties from small number statistis are small. The atalog inludessigni�antly fewer Sy1 than Sy2 galaxies, partly due to a bias towards Sy2 AGN in theinitial sample. For example, only 44% of the galaxies in MGT98 are lassi�ed as Sy1AGN. In the Uni�ed Model, this represents a bias in the opening angle through whihthe AGN is viewed. Though this bias may be present, it will not signi�antly a�etthis study, beause I am investigating the ore morphologial distintions betweenthe AGN sub-lasses of the host galaxies (i.e., on sales of hundreds of parses, wellbeyond the ∼parse sale of the thik, dusty torus). Where the data are availablefrom NED, I plot the number of Seyfert galaxies by their host deVauouleurs galaxytype and 60µm �ux in Figures 3.1 & 3.2, respetively. These �gures demonstrate thatthe atalog is not strongly dominated by a partiular galaxy type or observed AGNluminosity.I prepared the HLA mosaied images for analysis by �rst visually identifyingthe (brightest) entral pixel of eah galaxy. I extrated a ore region with physialdimensions of 2×2 kp entered at this point. The HLA images that I used have12



only been proessed to the Level 2 standard, i.e., only images aquired during thesame visit are drizzled and mosaied in the HLA. Many of the galaxies were originallyimaged as part of HST snapshot surveys (single exposures with texp ≃ 500s). As aresult, osmi rays an be a signi�ant soure of image noise in the mosais. I used theroutine, l.a.cosmic (van Dokkum , 2001) to lean the CCD images of osmi rays4.Initially, we implemented l.a.cosmic using the author's suggested parameters, butfound by iteration that a lower value for the objet�detetion ontrast parameter,
sigclip=2.5, produed leaner images without signi�antly a�eting the pixels ofapparent sienti� interest. Additional leaning and preparation of the imaging wasneessary for the following analyses, and I disuss those task�spei� steps taken in�3.3.1. 3.2 Visual Classi�ation of Core MorphologyThe ore morphologies of the AGN�host galaxies are diverse and early� and late�typemorphologies, with varying degrees of omplexity in dust and gas features, are repre-sented in the atalog. In Figure 3.6, I provide images of a subset (4) of the galaxies forillustrations; eah image has been saled logarithmially. Images of all (85) galaxiesare available in Appendix A. Here, I use this subset of galaxies spei�ally to disussthe various dust features and strutures that I lassify by eye.Galaxies in the atalog display a wide variety of spiral arms�like features. InAppendix A, I provide images of two galaxies (MARK1330, NGC3081; Fig. p. &an., respetively) that show spiral arms that are easily distinguished from the stellarlight. In some galaxies, these arms are reminisent of galati�sale spiral features,suh as a stellar bar (NGC3081). Some spiral�arm like features are more unique. Forexample, MARK1330 has a single arm that appears to originate in the bright ore of4available online at http://www.astro.yale.edu/dokkum/lacosmic/13



the galaxy. Furthermore, some galaxies appear to be relatively dusty with numerousfeatures of various size sales, appearing in either organized or haoti features (e.g.NGC1068, NGC1386, NGC1672, NGC3393; Figs. aa.,af.,ai.,& aq.).In Appendix A, I also provide examples of galaxies whose ores are relativelysparsely populated with dust features. In some ases (e.g., NGC3608; Fig. at., Ap-pendix A), these galaxies have few dust features. In other galaxies (e.g., NGC1058;Fig. z.) dust features appear most pronouned in the ore of the galaxy (r<∼100-200p) and are less signi�ant at larger radii.I have visually inspeted and lassi�ed eah of the 85 galaxies in the atalog,�rst using the following riteria that were de�ned and used in MGT98. I divide theseriteria into two general lasses:Class 1�Dust Classi�ers:
• DI : Irregular dust;
• DC : Dust�disk/Dust�lane passing lose or through enter (i.e., bi�seted nu-leus);
• D : Diretion of dust lanes on one side of major axis, where diretion is N, S,E, W, NW, NE, SW, or SE;
• F/W : Filaments/wisps, and;
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Class 2�Anillary Classi�ers:
• R : Ring;
• E/S0: Elliptial or Lentiular;
• B : Bar;
• CL : Cluster, lumpy HII region, knots;Four observers (P. Hegel, Hwihyun Kim, M. Rutkowski, & K. Tamura) in-speted the 2×2 kp postage stamp images in Appendix A and lassi�ed eah of theSeyfert ores. I did not use the �normal� lassi�er, beause its de�nition ould not beindependently inferred from MGT98. In pratie, I note that galaxies that showedregular spiral and dust features in their ore morphology were more often lassi�ed asF/W. Conversely those with more irregular spiral and dust features was lassi�ed asDI. These lassi�ations are not mutually exlusive, i.e., galaxies ould be lassi�edas both DI and F/W. In Table 3.1 all unique visual lassi�ations are provided.The majority (91%) of galaxies were identi�ed with dust features. Irregulardust features (DI) were observed in 42% (13/31) of Sy1 and 57% (31/54) of Sy2 AGN.In ontrast, 68% (21/31) of Sy1, and (31/54) 57% of Sy2 host galaxies, showed regular�laments and wispy features (F/W).Thus, by visual inspetion, I �nd that Sy1 host galaxies are more regular intheir dust morphologies than are Sy2 host galaxies, while Sy2 host galaxies are morehaoti or irregular in their dust morphologies than are Sy1 host galaxies.To redue ambiguity in the lassi�ation of regular and irregular dust featuresin the galaxies, and to provide a seond on�rmation of the MGT98 relationship,I developed an additional system spei�ally for the lassi�ation of the ore dustmorphology of Seyfert galaxies. This lassi�ation sheme is de�ned as follows:15



• 1-�Nulear spiral��Distribution of features resembles a �oulent or �grand-design� spiral;
• 2-�Bar��A bar�like feature in emission or absorption extends outward from theenter of the galaxy;
• 3-�Dust-spei� lassi�ation��The previous designations onsidered all stru-ture. The following lassi�ations desribe only the quality and spatial distri-bution of what we onsider to be dust:� Group A:� s-�Late-type Spiral��Dust appears distributed in a spiral pattern through-out more than 50% of the image. The �inner-arm� regions appear tobe lear of any dust;� i-�Irregular��No visually distinguishable pattern an be identi�ed inthe spatial distribution of dust, i.e., the dust is pathy and irregularin form;� Group B:� m-�High Extintion��Dust features appear to be of high olumn den-sity. The galaxy appears highly extinted. Dust lanes appear to �ut�through the ambient stellar light of the galaxy;� l-�Low Extintion��Low ontrast dust is present, but is barely dis-ernible from the ambient stellar light.In Table 3.2, I provide the lassi�ation using this sheme. If possible, galaxieswere lassi�ed using Class 1 and 2, but all galaxies were lassi�ed aording to theirdust struture (Class 3). The sub-groups of Class 3 (A&B) were mutually exlusive;16



e.g., no galaxy ould be lassi�ed as `3is'. Galaxies ould be lassi�ed by a singleGroup A and one Group B lassi�ation simultaneously (e.g., `3mi'). If there was aon�it in lassifying dust struture amongst the four o-authors, the majority lassi-�ation is listed in Table 3.2. If no majority was reahed after �rst lassi�ation, theorresponding author made the �nal lassi�ation without knowledge of the Seyfertlass in order to prevent any unintentional bias in the measurement of the Malkanrelationship.The WFPC2 F606W �lter I used in this image lassi�ation is broad (λλ ≃4800-7200Å) and inludes the Hα+[NII℄ line omplex. In priniple, this line emission oulda�et the visual lassi�ation. In pratie, the ontribution of line �ux to the on-tinuum is relatively minor �the ontribution of the [NII℄ doublet to the total �ux inthis bandpass using the SDSS QSO omposite spetrum (vanden Berk et al. , 2001)is ≪1%, and I estimate the ratio of the equivalent widths, EWHα
/EW[NII], of theselines to be ≃ 3:2. Despite the minor ontribution to the total observed �ux in lineemission, the photo�ionization of the gas-rih loal medium by the entral enginean produe signi�ant �hotspots� at the wavelengths of these atomi lines, whihappear as struture in the image. Cooke et al. (2000) has studied an example of thisphoto�ionization struture, the spiral-like �S� struture in one of the sample Seyfertshosts (NGC3393; Fig. aq. Appendix A). Though this emission ontributes very littleto the total �ux in the ore, the high ontrast between these bright emitting souresand the loal area ould lead to �false positive� lassi�ations of dust features. Fortu-nately, few AGN (∼7-8 galaxies, see e.g., MARK3, MARK1066, NGC1068, NGC3393,NGC4939, & NGC7682 in Appendix A show evidene of these emitting strutures andthese highly loalized strutures were easy to visually distinguish in pratie from thestellar and dust ontinuum. 17



In onlusion, I on�rm that Sy2 host galaxies are signi�antly more likely tohave irregular ore morphologies: 58% of Sy2 host galaxies were lassi�ed as `3i'. Inontrast, only 40% of Sy1 host galaxies were lassi�ed as `3i'. Furthermore, 39% Sy2AGN were lassi�ed as `3s' in ontrast to 53% of Sy1 host galaxies. The results ofthe visual lassi�ation agrees with the observations in MGT98.Although visual inspetion is e�etive for lassifying the morphology of spa-tially resolved sub�struture in galaxies, it is time�onsuming and it does not providea quanti�able and independently reproduible measure of the irregularity of struturesthat an be diretly ompared with the results of similar studies. Though guidanewas provided to the o-authors on how to lassify varying degrees of dust strutureusing the Class 3, suh lassi�ations are highly subjetive and on�its in lassi�a-tion ould arise between o-authors. For example, approximately 55% of the visuallassi�ations of dust struture (Table 3.2) were not unanimous. This disrepanyan be largely attributed to the subjetive de�nition of the Class 3 sub-lassi�ations.In eah galaxy, the o-authors impliitly emphasized the importane of dust featuresover when making their lassi�ation. In many galaxies, whether the authors hose toweight the signi�ane of physially small or large-sale dust struture ould hangethe strutural lassi�ation signi�antly. Consider the ase of NGC1365: this galaxywas lassi�ed with an irregular dust morphology due to the small-sale dust featuresthat appear to dominate the visible sub-struture in the ore. But, authors who(subonsiously or otherwise) emphasized the broad dust �lanes� in the north and(to a lesser extent) south may lassify the ore as having a �spiral� dust morphology.Neither lassi�ation is neessarily inorret �the broad dust lanes are learly asso-iated with the prominent spiral arms in this galaxy when viewed in full sale. Theseompliating fators an weaken any onlusion drawn from the visual lassi�ationof galaxies. 18



In reent deades, as image analysis software and parametri lassi�ationtehniques have beome prevalent, the astrophysial ommunity is beginning to im-plement automated methods for galaxy lassi�ation (e.g., Odewahn et al. , 1996;Conselie et al. , 2003; Lotz et al. , 2004). By relegating the task of objet lassi�-ation to automated software and algorithmi bath proessing, these methods havegained popularity, beause they an signi�antly redue the time observers must spendinspeting eah galaxy, and an provide a reproduible lassi�ation for eah galaxy.Therefore, I extend the original test of the Uni�ed Model to inlude a quanti-tative assessment of the morphologial di�erenes between Seyfert galaxies. I presentthese tehniques in �3.3 and �3.4. With these quantitative parameters I an reduesome of the biases impliit in visual inspetion and test the MGT98 morphologialdistintions in a new way.3.3 Conventional Quantitative Morphologial ParametersA number of parameters have been de�ned to quantify galaxy morphology. These pa-rameters are distinguished by their use of a pre-de�ned funtional form�i.e., paramet-ri or non-parametri�to express galaxy morphology. Some popular non-parametrimorphologial parameters are �CAS� (Conselie et al. , 2003, �Conentration�, �Asym-metry�, and �lumpinesS�) and �Gini�M20� (Abraham et al. , 2003; Lotz et al. , 2004,�Gini Coe�ient� and M20, the seond�order moment of brightest 20% of the galaxypixels). These methods are not without limitations (f. Lisker , 2008), but eah anbe useful for assessing galaxy morphology. I hose to use these parameters in thesubsequent analysis, beause the distribution of dust features in the ores of Seyfertgalaxies is unlikely to be well-desribed by a single funtional form, e.g., the Sérsifuntion, broadly distinguishes between bulge- and disk-dominated light pro�les.19



Conselie et al. (2000) provide the following funtional de�nitions of the CASparameters.The onentration index, C, is de�ned as:C = 5 ln (

r80
r20

)

, (3.1)where r80 and r20 are the values of the irular radii enlosing 80% and 20% of thetotal �ux. The typial range in onentration index values measured for galaxies onthe Hubble sequene is 1 <∼C <∼ 5 (Conselie , 2004; Hernández-Toledo et al. , 2008).Larger values of the onentration parameter are measured for galaxies that are moreentrally peaked in their light pro�les.The asymmetry, A, is de�ned as:A =

x,y
∑

a,b=0

|Io(a, b) − IΦ(a, b)|

2
x,y
∑

a,b=0
|Io(a, b)|

, (3.2)where x and y orrespond to the length (in pixels) of the image axes, Io is the originalimage intensity, and IΦ is intensity of pixels in an image with respet to the originalorientation rotated through an angle of Φ (I set Φ = 180◦). Typially, A ranges from0 (radially symmetri) to 1 (asymmetri), see e.g., Conselie et al. (2003).Clumpiness, S, is de�ned as:S = 10 ×
x,y
∑

a,b=0

(Io(a, b) − Iσ(a, b)) − B(a, b)

Io(a, b)
, (3.3)where Io(a, b) is the image intensity in pixel (a,b), Iσ(a, b) is the pixel intensity inthe image onvolved with a �lter of Gaussian width σ, and B(a,b) is the estimatedsky�bakground for a given pixel. Typially, 0 <∼S <∼ 1 (see e.g., Conselie et al. ,2003), and galaxies that appear to be visually �lumpier� have higher values of S.20



Abraham et al. (2003) and Lotz et al. (2004) provide the following funtionalde�nitions of the Gini�M20 parameters. The Gini parameter is de�ned as :G =
1

f̄n(n− 1)

n
∑

j

(2j − n− 1)fj, (3.4)where f̄ is the mean over all pixel �ux values (fj), and n is the number of pixels.This parameter measures inequality in a distribution using the ratio of the area be-tween the Lorentz urve, de�ned as:
L(p) =

1

f̄

∫ p

0
F−1(u)du, (3.5)and the area under the urve of uniform equality (= 1

2
of the total area). Althoughthis parameter was originally developed by eonomists to study wealth distribution,this parameter an be applied to understand the distribution of light in galaxies. Ifthe distribution of light in galaxies is sequestered in relatively few bright pixels, theGini oe�ient approximately equals unity. The Gini oe�ient is approximatelyequal to zero in galaxies in whih the �ux assoiated with eah pixel is nearly equalamongst all pixels. In other words, the Gini oe�ient quanti�es how sharply peaked,or �delta−funtion�− like the �ux in galaxies is. Note that this parameter an bea�eted by the �sky� surfae brightness estimate assumed by the user, whih I disussin Addendum C1.The M20 parameter is alulated with respet to the total seond�order mo-ment, Mtot, �ux per pixel, fj, whih is de�ned as:Mtot =

n
∑
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∑
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fj [(xj − xc)
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2], (3.6)suh that: M20 = log
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,while n
∑
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fj < 0.2ftot, (3.7)where Mj is the seond�order moment at a pixel j, and (xc,yc) are the oordinates ofthe entral pixel. In general, −3 <∼M20
<∼ 0 (Lotz et al. , 2004, 2008; Holwerda et al. ,21



2011). If onsidered jointly with the Gini oe�ient, Lotz et al. (2004) determinedthat larger values of M20 (with orrespondingly smaller values of G) are assoiatedwith �multiple ULIRG� galaxies, and that M20 is a better disriminant of mergersignatures in galaxies.I measure these �ve parameters�CAS and Gini� M20�to quantify distintionsbetween the distribution of light, whih underpins the lassi�ations I �rst made in(�3.2).3.3.1 Case�spei� Implementation of Conventional Morphologial ParametersThe authors of CAS and G�M20 (Conselie et al. , 2003; Abraham et al. , 2003;Lotz et al. , 2004, respetively) eah de�ned a method to prepare images for analysisthat aounts for systemati issues (e.g., ompensating for bright or saturated oresof the galaxies). This method of image preparation and analysis also ensures thatthe parameters are measured for the galaxy itself, and that the ontributions fromnon-galati emission are minimized. In this analysis, I alulate all morphologialparameters applying a funtional form that is onsistent with�or idential to�theform presented in the literature. However, I aution that the images and spei�siene goals require us to use an algorithm for image preparation and parametermeasurement that di�ers slightly from the published methods. In this setion, Ioutline key di�erenes between the data and methods I used and those presented inthe literature.First, I measured these onventional parameters in images of galaxies observedat fundamentally di�erent spatial resolutions (see �3.3.2). All galaxies in the ataloghave been observed with HSTWFPC2 at a pixel sale of 0.10′′ pix−1. In ontrast, CASand Gini-M20 are often measured from images obtained with ground�based telesopesthat have relatively low spatial resolution in omparison with HST. For example,22



Frei et al. (1996) present images obtained with the Lowell 1.1 and Palomar 1.5meter telesopes at ∼ 2.0′′ resolution at full�width half maximum (FWHM). Thisdata set has been used extensively to test the CAS and Gini-M20 parameters' abilityto disriminate between the morphologial lasses and star�formation histories ofnearby galaxies (e.g., Conselie et al. , 2003; Lotz et al. , 2004; Hernández-Toledo etal. , 2006, 2008). The di�erent spatial resolutions between ground-based images andHST implies that the parameters will measures features of fundamentally di�erentsize�sales. In ground-based images, the small�sale struture is, in fat, undeteted.Thus, parameters that are dependent on the pixel�spei� �ux values (e.g., M20),rather than on the average light distribution (e.g., onentration index), may bemore sensitive to these spatial�resolution di�erenes beause at lower resolution �ne�sale struture are e�etively smoothed out. In Addendum A1, I quantify the e�etof spatial resolution on these �ve parameters I used to haraterize the struture ofdust features in the Seyfert galaxies.Furthermore, in Conselie et al. (2003) and Lotz et al. (2004), the CAS andGini-M20 parameters are measured in an image that is trunated at the Petrosianradius. The Petrosian radius is de�ned as the radius (rp) at whih the ratio of thesurfae brightness at rp to the mean surfae brightness of the galaxy interior to rpequals to a �xed value, typially η=0.2. A Petrosian radius or similar onstraintis applied to di�erentiate between galaxy and sky pixels so that the latter are notinluded in the alulation of CAS and G-M20. The mean Petrosian radius measuredin the r′ ��lter (λ0=6166Å) of Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release 7 ofthese galaxies is ∼4.3 kp5. Sine I am did not lassify dust features loated at radiigreater than 1 kp, I do not use images trunated at rp. Furthermore, at the mean5Only 28 galaxies in the atalog were observed in SDSS DR7, available online at
http://www.sdss.org/dr7, but those galaxies ommon to the survey and SDSS span a range ofmorphologies and distanes, hene I onsider the measured mean Petrosian radius to be representa-tive for the atalog. 23



redshift of the atalog, the WFPC2 PC hip �eld of view is <∼ 2.8 kp.Finally, unlike with observations of the entire galaxy, I an make the reasonableassumption that most of the observed �ux in the ore arises from soures or featuresphysially assoiated with the galaxy. Not all pixels are sensitive to the �ux arisingfrom the galaxy, though, and I use the following method to di�erentiate between thelight arising from galaxy soures and other extraneous objets or noise.
• I set all pixels that our at the edges and the hip gaps between the WFC andPC CCDs in the mosaied images equal to zero. Furthermore, the enter ofthe galaxy is often muh (10�100×) brighter than the rest of the galaxy, likelydue to the AGN emission. To avoid suh extremely bright pixels from biasingthe measurement of any of the automated lassi�ation parameters, I set a highthreshold de�ned as the average of the inner�most 5×5 pixels for eah galaxy.I set the pixel values above this threshold equal to zero in the CAS & G�M20omputations.
• If the funtional form of a parameter expliitly required a bakground term,I set this term equal to zero. This analysis is foused on the ores of eahgalaxy (∼1 kp; or less than 0.5×rp), whih are signi�antly brighter, and havehigh enough surfae brightness, that the ontribution of bakground objetsan be onsidered to be minimal. I assume that the images inlude only lightfrom the galaxy itself and bakground emission from the zodiaal (foreground)light, whih arises from sunlight sattered o� of ∼100µm dust grains. From thegenerally dark HST on-orbit sky, the zodiaal sky surfae brightness is a simplewell�known funtion of elipti latitude and longitude (ℓEq., bEq.). The averageon�board HST F606W�band zodiaal sky brightness an be found in Table 6.3of the WFPC2 Handbook MMaster et al. (2008), but I use measurements of24



the zodiaal bakground from WFPC2 arhival images presented by Windhorstet al. (in prep.) to estimate the emission from this dust in the F606W band.The latter (see Figure 3.3) give a more aurate mapping as a funtion of ℓEq.& bEq. of the zodiaal bakground whih ould not be diretly alulated fromthe images, beause the galaxy ore typially over��lled the CCD. I orret forthe zodiaal foreground emission prior to image analysis in �3.3.2 and �3.4.1.For more details, see Addendum C1.
• To measure lumpiness, I inluded an additional proessing step motivated bythe algorithm de�ned in Hambleton et al. (2011). Prior to alulating thelumpiness parameter as de�ned in Conselie et al. (2003), we �rst applied a5×5 pixel boxar smoothing to the input image with a one�dimensional size ofkernel de�ned as: 2.0 × 1

6
× ℓ, where ℓ is the dimension of the galaxy image inpixels. By design (see �3.1), the linear size of the smoothing kernel is equivalentto 4

6
or∼0.67 kp. If I assume that 4 kp is approximately equal to the Petrosianradius for eah galaxy in the sample, then this dimension is omparable to thesmoothing kernel size applied in Conselie et al. (2003) and Hambleton etal. (2011). I tested this assumption of an average Petrosian radius, and foundthat using a larger or smaller value (∆=±2kp) for the linear dimension of thekernel has less than ∼1% e�et on the measurement of lumpiness.I produedthe residual map by subtrating the smoothed galaxy image from the originalinput image. In this analysis, I also set all pixels within 1.0′′ of the galaxy enterequal to zero.In the subsequent analysis, I removed all zero�valued pixels to prevent thosepixels from a�eting the alulation of any of the parameters.25



Though I use idential�or nearly idential�funtional de�nitions of eah mor-phologial parameter used in the literature, I am analyzing regions of the galaxies atphysial size�sales that are signi�antly di�erent than have been used in previousresearh. As a result, I annot assume that the parameter measurements are diretlyomparable to the CAS and G−M20 onventional measurements in the literature(e.g., Conselie et al. , 2003; Lotz et al. , 2004). I therefore refer to the parametersthat I derived using the above riteria hereafter as C∗A∗S∗ and G∗�M∗
20, in order todistinguish these measurements from the onventional parameters.3.3.2 Analytial Results and DisussionFigure 3.4 provides three permutations of the measured G∗�M∗

20�C∗ parameters. Sy1and Sy2 (irle and square symbols) galaxies are represented in blue and red, re-spetively. I use this olor sheme in all �gures to distinguish the measurements forthe two lasses of Seyfert galaxies. It is noteworthy that the distribution of eah ofthese parameters spans a range that is omparable to the range of the G, M20, andC measured from ground-based images at the lower spatial resolution; 0.7 <∼G∗ <∼ 0.1,
−2.5 <∼M∗

20
<∼−0.5, 2.5 <∼C∗ <∼ 5.5.In Figure 3.4(a) I overplot a dashed line whih Lotz et al. (2004) determineddi�erentiates �normal� galaxies (whih reside below this line) from starburst galaxiesor ULIRGs (i.e., Ultra Luminous Infrared Galaxies). Four of the Seyfert galaxies aremeasured to be on or above this line: NGC1672, NGC4303, NGC4395, NGC7469.The fat that these galaxies reside in this parameter spae is appropriate, sine thesefour galaxies are onsidered to be starburst or irum-nulear starburst galaxies inthe literature. However, approximately 32% of the Seyfert galaxies in the atalog arelassi�ed as starburst or irum�nulear starburst galaxies. Hene, I onlude that G∗and M∗

20 do not e�etively disriminate between �normal� and starburst galaxies, as26



these parameters are demonstrated to do in the literature. Note that G-M20 are usedto distinguish starburst and �normal� galaxies when the omplete galaxy morphologyis onsidered, thus the morphology of the omplete galaxy need not neessarily mathwith the ore morphology of the galaxies measured using C∗A∗S∗ and G∗�M∗
20.I an onsider the relative distribution of the G∗�M∗

20 values measured for theAGN. In Figure 3.4(a), I �t a Gaussian funtion to the G∗ and M∗
20 distribution andmeasure the shape, entroid, and peak of this funtion for both Sy1 and Sy2 AGN tobe omparable. The parameters of the �tted Gaussian funtion are provided in Table3.3. I draw similar onlusions from the distribution of M∗

20 − C∗ and C∗ − G∗presented in Figure 3.4(b) and (), respetively. First, C∗ is well�distributed in thesame parameter spae spanned by the onventional onentration index, alulatedfor the entire galaxy at lower spatial resolution. I �t a Gaussian to the C∗ distributionmeasured for Sy1 and Sy2 AGN, and measured omparable values for the entroidand FWHM of eah distribution (Table 3.3).I perform a two�sample Kolmogorov�Smirnov (K�S) for the Sy1 and Sy2 dis-tributions to test whether these distributions are self�similar. The two�sample K�Stest an be used to measure the likelihood that two empirial distributions were drawnas independent samples from the same parent distribution. I use the K�S test herefor two reasons, in ontrast to more ommonly measured statistial parameters (e.g.,the χ2 statisti): 1) the sample size for eah distribution is small, whih an lead toan inomplete distribution over the measured range; and 2) I do not know the parentdistributions�a priori�from whih the empirial distributions were drawn. I use theIDL routine kstwo to measure the K�S statisti, d, whih equals to the supremumdistane between the umulative distribution funtions (CDF) of the input distri-27



butions. kstwo also reports the probability statisti, p, whih is the likelihood ofmeasuring the same supremum in a random re-sampling of the parent distributionsexpressed by the empirial distributions. The K�S test annot provide any insightinto the parent distribution(s) from whih the empirial distributions are drawn, butit an be used to test the null hypothesis that the empirial distributions were drawnfrom the same parent distribution. When the K�S statisti is small or the probabilityis large (p>0.05), the null hypothesis annot be rejeted with on�dene.The results of the K-S test for the M∗
20 and G∗ parameter distributions areprovided in Table 3.3. These distributions are indistinguishable for both Seyfertlasses. However the K-S test measures a slightly larger values of d=0.38 for thedistribution of C∗, indiating that the CDFs are distint. The assoiated probabilitystatisti for C∗ is small (p=0.01). I onlude that the C∗ distributions measured forSy1 and Sy2 are signi�antly di�erent, and thus are likely to be drawn from uniqueindependent parent distributions. This ould support the morphologial distintionbetween the ores of Sy1 and Sy2 galaxies that was identi�ed by visual inspetion in�3.2. In ontrast, if G∗-M∗

20 are indeed su�iently robust metris for distinguishingthe distribution of light in the ores of these Seyfert galaxies, then the results of theK-S test suggest that these parameters do not quantitatively distinguish the galaxymorphologies of Sy1 and Sy2 AGN.In omparison with C∗�whih, in e�et, measures the isophotal brightness(i.e., azimuthally averaged) of the host galaxy, the A∗ (asymmetry) and S∗ (lumpi-ness) parameters are relatively better-suited, in priniple, to measure the e�et ofthe presene of relatively small-sale, spatially stohasti dust absorbers on the ob-served stellar light pro�le of the galaxy's ore. These parameters are not sensitiveto �pixel-by-pixel� variations, but by design they are more sensitive to the smaller-sale variations in the light pro�le that ourd due to loal absorbers. In the Figure28



3.5(a)&(b), I onsider the A∗&S∗ distributions for the sub-lasses of AGN, indepen-dently. I did not alulate asymmetry for NGC1058, NGC1386, NGC1672, NGC3486,NGC4051, NGC4303, NGC4395, and NGC4698, beause the WFPC2 images of thesegalaxies inluded o�-hip regions that were set to zero (see �3.3.1). These regions anseriously a�et these measurements beause asymmetry is alulated by di�ereninga rotated image with the original. The best-�t Gaussian funtion to eah distribu-tion are provided in Table 3.3. The Gaussians' parameters measured for Sy1 andSy2 galaxies appear to be indistinguishable. I on�rm this via a two-sample K-S test.The results of this test are presented in Table 3.3. I onlude from this test that both
A∗&S∗ distributions are likely drawn from the same parent distribution.The uniformity in the C∗, A∗, S∗, & G∗-M∗

20 distributions also suggests thatthe Hα+[NII℄ emission arising from the photo-ionization of gas (see �3.2) does notstrongly a�et the measurement of these parameters. Furthermore, if the A∗ and S∗parameters are suitable metris for quantifying the morphology of galaxies, then theresults of this quantitative analysis do not support the orrelation between ore dustmorphology and Seyfert lass established by MGT98 and on�rmed by the visualinspetion in �3.2.In onlusion, four of the �ve quantitative parameters (A∗, S∗, G∗, and M∗
20)measured for the galaxies do not support the qualitative onlusions developed fromvisual inspetion. The distribution of C∗ may be spei� to the lass of AGN, whihould support the MGT98 relationship, but this parameter is the least- suited, inpriniple, for use in quantifying the morphologial distintions that supported themorphology-AGN lass orrelation. In Chapter 6, we extend the disussion of thisparameter spe�ally, onsidering the results of Addendum A1, but here we onludethat, onsiderin in whole, these results do not support the MGT98 relationship.29



3.4 Quantitative Morphology with Soure ExtratorThe results of the previous analysis ould imply that C∗A∗S∗ & G∗ -M∗
20 parametersare insu�ient as tools to distinguish the sub-kiloparse sale features in AGN, ratherthan providing an e�etive test of the qualitative MGT98 relationship. To test thispossibility, I develop additional non-parametri tehnique that uses Soure Extrator(hereafter, SE Bertin & Arnouts , 1996) to measure the distribution of dust featuresin the ores of AGN host galaxies.SE is an automated objet detetion software pakage that generates photo-metri objet atalogs. This software is widely used for photometry and star/galaxyseparation in UV-optial-IR images partly due to the software's speed when appliedto large image mosais. A review of the literature returns more than 3000 itationsto Bertin & Arnouts (1996), with appliations extending even beyond astrophysis(e.g., medial imaging of tissue ultures by Tamura et al. , 2010). The versatility ofSE to detet and measure aperture photometry for galaxies motivated us to adaptSE for these purposes. In this study, I use SE only for objet detetion, beause thealgorithm I outline (�3.4.1) and apply (�3.4.2) may prevent aurate photometry.SE has often been used in the study of nearby, dusty galaxies (see reentwork by Kaprzak et al. , 2012; Holwerda et al. , 2012, for example). This researhdoes not employ SE to diretly detet and measure the properties of the absorbers.Rather, SE is used to derive the photometri properties of galaxies, and these dataare oupled with the dust properties of the galaxy (e.g., overing fration). In �3.4.1,I adapt SE to diretly detet dust features that are visible to the eye. Thus, the useof SE to outline the harateristis of dust features that are fundamentally seen inabsorption is a unique appliation of this software.30



3.4.1 Tehnial Implementation to Identify Dust FeaturesIn this Setion, I outline the manner in whih I used SE to identify dust features. Todetet these objets, SE �rst alulates a loal bakground, and determines whethereah pixel ontains �ux is above a user-de�ned threshold, detect_thresh. All pixelsexeeding this threshold are grouped with ontiguous pixels that exeed this threshold.When a su�ient number (de�ned by the detect_minarea parameter) of ontiguouspixels are found to meet the signal threshhold, the pixel group is reorded as an objetin the objet atalog. Finally, SE measures a variety of parameters (e.g., objet enter,total �ux, size, orientation), and onstruts a segmentation map of deteted objets.To detet objets orresponding to the visually deteted dust features in theores of the galaxies, it was neessary to �rst train SE using the WFPC2 images of theSeyfert host galaxies. Initially, I used the HLA image of eah galaxy�appropriatelyleaned of defets as detailed in �3.1�for objet detetion. After extensive testing, Iould not determine a suitable ombination of the parameters detect_minarea and
detect_thresh that would fore SE to identify a set of omparable objets to theset of dust features that I visually identi�ed in �3.2. By setting detect_threshlow enough that nearly all visually identi�ed dust features are reovered, too manyof these features were broken into multiple unique objets. To alleviate this over-segmentation, I inreased the detect_minarea parameter. In order to reover themajority of the visually identi�ed dust features though, this parameter must be setunfavorably high; dust features were only deteted when they were inluded as aomponent of a muh larger, brighter objet.Diret detetion of dust features with SE is di�ult. This an be diretlyattributed to the manner by whih SE detets objets. SE is designed to detet31



peaks above the loal bakground. In the images, the loal bakground is bright,and not likely to be smooth beause it arises from the ambient stellar bakgroundand not the astronomial/zodiaal sky. Furthermore, SE an not detet many of thedust features as they are observed in absorption with respet to the loal bakground.These absorption features may be brighter than the true astrophysial bakground,but they are still fainter than the loal bakground.I therefore trained SE to identify objets that more losely mathed with dustfeatures identi�ed (�3.2) by oupling objet detetion using SE with the �unsharp-mask� tehnique. The unsharp-mask is a ommon tool for image analysis, beauseit enhanes features of spei� spatial sales. In astronomial images, these featuresorrespond to physial objets, suh as stars, star lusters, and/or dust louds. Toapply this proedure, I �rst onvolved the WFPC2 images with a Gaussian kernelto reate a smoothed image. Next, I divided the onvolved image by the originalimage to produe the inverse unsharp-mask image (hereafter, IUM)6. In priniple,if we appropriately de�ne the onvolution kernel suh that it enhanes strutures ofspei� size-sales orresponding to dust features and apply the IUM, those featuresshould now be deteted as a positive signal above the loal bakground using SE withthe appropriate detetion parameters. In Figure 2.6, I provide an illustration of thistehnique. In Figure 2.6a&2.6b I show the ore image of NGC3081 and a surfaemap of an inter-�arm� region. I onvolved the image with a kernel (Figure 2.6), andapply the IUM tehnique to produe Figure 2.6d. In this �gure, it is apparent thatthe dust features in the region of interest have been enhaned by the IUM tehnique.To produe the IUM image of eah galaxy, I �rst assumed that giant moleularlouds (GMCs) are physially assoiated with dust features. To produe the appro-6The unsharp-mask image is typially produed by either di�erening or dividing the originalimage by the onvolved image. When the ontrast between the original and the onvolved image issmall, as it is in the WFPC2 images, these two di�erent alulations yield similar results.32



priate onvolution kernel for eah galaxy, I used the galaxy's redshift from NED tode�ne a physial pixel sale (sp; pixel kp−1) of the kernel. The linear size sale ofGMCs is typially less than 100 p (see Casoli, Combes, & Gerin , 1984; Fukui &Kawamura , 2010), so I de�ned the FWHM of the kernel equal to ℓ/sp, initially with
ℓ=100 p. I tested a range of size sales, and determined that ℓ=80 p optimallyenhaned the sub-kiloparse sale dust features that I visually identi�ed in �3.2. Ialso determined the appropriate linear size of the kernel to be equal to X/10, whereX is the length of eah image axes in pixels.I determined optimal SE parameters by an iterative proess to �nd the seg-mentation map that most faithfully reprodued the dust features lassi�ed in �3.2.In this proess, I �xed the SE parameter detect_minarea equal to 90.0/sp for all ob-jets. I required detect_thresh for eah objet pixel to be at least 1.5σ above theloal sky-bakground in the IUM image. Additionally, I determined that the defaultvalues for the SE parameters deblend_nthresh and deblend_mincont equal to 32,and 0.03, respetively, were su�ient for dust feature detetion in the IUM image.I disuss the results of implementing this method using the optimized param-eters in �3.4.2. The algorithm I have outlined above for the detetion of dust featuresin absorption in images is generi. It is not appliable exlusively to these spei�sienti� interests. Thus, I have prepared all IDL proedures that I developed toimplement this tehnique for the publi. Readers who wish to apply this method toother siene topis are enouraged to email the orresponding author.3.4.2 Results and DisussionIn Figure 3.6, I presented a four-panel mosai of 12 galaxies inluding the WFPC2galaxy ore image and its orresponding SE segmentation map. The �rst panel ofthese images was disussed in �3.2. 33



To produe the seond image in Figure 3.6, I reprodued the segmentationimages in DS9 using the built-in �SLS� olor map7. This 256-bit �rainbow� olor map(inluding blak and white) allows the users' to better distinguish between di�erentdeteted objets. However, when the total number of deteted objets Nt
>∼40, eventhis olor map is insu�ient to distinguish between all unique neighboring soures.As a result, many unique objets may appear as the same olor, although these arenot neessarily deteted as the same physial objet. This limitation of the olormap does not a�et the alulation of Nt. For most galaxies the segmentation mapsshow a number of objets near the edge of the image. Although some of these edgedetetions may be related to real dust features, I exluded these edge detetions inthe subsequent analysis and disussion.A omparison of the segmentation map and the galaxy ore images suggeststhat the general SE tehnique is remarkably suessful in reovering only those dustfeatures that I identi�ed �rst by visual inspetion. Spei�ally, the dust featurereovery rate using the IUM tehnique is very good for the majority (>95%) of theatalog. For example, bar and spiral arm-like features are well-reovered as uniqueobjets (see, e.g., MARK1330). The �delity of the objet detetion of the spiral armfeatures is often high enough in these galaxies (see, e.g., NGC3081) that the spiralarm features in the image are entirely reprodued in the orresponding segmentationmap. Galaxies with relatively many dust features�in both regular or haoti spa-tial distributions�also appear to be faithfully reprodued in their assoiated seg-mentation maps. For example, the regular strutures in NGC1068 and NGC1066 aredeteted with SE as are the more haoti dust features, as seen in ES0137-634 andESO323-G77. An interesting result of this IUM analysis is that the objets in some7more details are available online at http://hea-www.harvard.edu/RD/ds9/34



galaxies (e.g., NGC1386, NGC1672) are sometimes limited to partiular quadrantsof what appears to be a disk in the original image. The distribution of dust featuressuggests to the eye that this disk (in whih the features are embedded) is moderatelyinlined towards the viewer. A disussion of the inlination e�et of the moleulartoroid are beyond the sope of this work, but I will onsider this result in futurework. I note that this possible disk inlination was identi�ed �rst and only by usingthe SE tehnique. In images where the stellar light pro�le is exeptionally smoothand few dust features are identi�ed by visual inspetion, the IUM tehnique maydetet objets that do not strongly orrelate with the dust features visually identi-�ed in �3.2. This may represent a limitation of the IUM tehnique. In Figure 3, Iinluded the images of two galaxies (NGC1058 and NGC3608)8 that represent thissmall fration (< 5%) of the atalog galaxies. I do not remove these galaxies fromthe subsequent analysis for ompleteness and to illustrate to the reader instaneswhen the SE tehnique may be limited in its ability to disern visually identi�eddust features. I aution that objet detetion in these few galaxies using the IUMtehnique may be more sensitive to loal pixel-to-pixel noise variations than it is tosignal variations arising from dust absorption.In some galaxies, the possible photo-ionization struture appears to be thebrightest struture visible in the image (see �3.2). Variations in the mean signal arossthese strutures ould a�et the alulation of the loal sky bakground with SE, andthus in�uene dust feature detetion in those galaxies with possible photo-ionizationemission strutures. For example, suh variations ould explain the segmentation ofwhat appears as one haoti dusty region into two approximately equal area dust fea-tures along the outer edge of the northeastern �spiral-arm� photo-ionization struture8Only four galaxies�MARK348, MARK352, NGC1058, NGC3608�showed any strong distin-tion between the number, size, and spatial distribution of objets deteted with SE segmentationmap and dust features noted by visual inspetion in �3.2.35



in NGC3393. But, in general, it does not appear that suh strutures have stronglya�eted the dust feature detetion as the number and distribution of dust featuresstill appears to be very well-orrelated with the visually-identi�ed dust features.I also provided in Figure 3.6 two measurements of the harateristis of thedust struture quanti�ed with the IUM tehnique. I plot the umulative number ofobjets for eah galaxy ontained within irular annuli entered at eah galaxy's orefor a radius rc, where rc = n × ∆r and ∆r=2.0 pixels. Although I present squareimages of the galaxy, I only alulate the umulative number for annuli with radiiless than 1 kp in the frame to remove edge detetions. Using the umulative objetnumber distribution, I alulate a half-objet radius (rhalf) de�ned as the radius(in pixels units) of the annulus that ontains the inner 50% of the total number ofdeteted objets in eah galaxy. This value is provided in physial units (parses)with measurement unertainties in Table 3.2.In Figure 3.7(a) I plot the distributions of rhalf . I �t a Gaussian funtion tothe distribution of rhalf for Sy1 and Sy2 galaxies and provide the parameters of thebest-�t funtions in Table 3.4. There is no apparent distintion in the distribution ofhalf-objet radii between Sy1 and Sy2 galaxies. This is on�rmed by a two-sampleK-S test, the results of whih indiate that the parent distributions from whih thehalf-objet radii distribution were drawn are not likely to be unique.Figure 3.6 also inludes the objet surfae density distribution (Σ) measuredfor the galaxies, whih I de�ned as :

Σ = log( N

4π(r2 − r1)2

) (3.8)where N is the number of objets ontained within annuli of width equal to 10 pixels.I �t a linear funtion to the objet surfae density funtion versus radius and measurethe best-�t slope (α). In Figure 3.7b, I provide the distribution of α measured. I36



�t a Gaussian funtion to the distribution of α as measured for the two lasses ofAGN, and measure the Gaussian entroids and FWHM to be nearly equal (Table3.4). The similarity in the distributions is on�rmed by a two-sample K-S test. Thus,the distribution of the objet surfae density funtions does not appear to be uniqueto the lass of AGN.In Figure 3.8a, I plot the number of objets (Nt) identi�ed in eah galaxy. Imeasure the entroid and half-width half maximum (HWHM) of both the Sy1 andSy2 distributions (see Table 3.4). I �t a Lorentzian funtion, rather than a Gaussianfuntion, to better aount for the broad extension from the HWHM peak to largeobjet numbers in the Nt distribution. The entroid of the best-�t Lorentzian funtionof objets equals to ∼18 for both lasses of AGN, but the mean value of the Sy1 andSy2 distributions equals to 47 and 35, respetively. Thus, these distributions appearto be signi�antly di�erent. I on�rm this result via a two-sample K-S test:I measured=0.35 and p=0.01, and onlude the empirial distributions of Nt measured for theSy1 and Sy2 galaxies are likely drawn from independent parent distributions. If theobjets deteted with SE physially orrespond to dust features in the galaxies, thenI onlude that Sy2 galaxies are, on average, dustier than Sy1 galaxies. If I removethe four galaxies disussed above for whih the SE tehnique did not appear to detetobjets that are losely assoiated with the dust features that I identi�ed by visualinspetion, though, I measure the K-S test probability statisti for the distributionsof Nt equal to p=0.06. In this ase, I an not rejet the null hypothesis, and insteadam fored to onlude that the distributions of Nt measured for Sy1 and Sy2 galaxieswere likely drawn from the same parent population.MGT98 did not onsider the number of dust features expliitly, but the as-signment of relative degrees of dustiness to galaxies impliitly re�ets the number ofdust features that were identi�ed visually. In priniple, it is easier to visually lassify37



the dust struture as �irregular� if it ontains many dust features, beause patternsand divergenes are more readily identi�e. Thus, the mean Nt measured for Sy1 andSy2 (Figure 3.8a) may support, indiretly, the MGT98 relationship.In Figure 3.8b and 3.8, I also provide the overing fration (fc) and the averagenumber of pixels (Np) assoiated with objets deteted by SE. I �t a Gaussian funtionto the distributions measured for eah of these parameters, and observe no distintionbetween the entroid or FWHM measured for Sy1 and Sy2 (see Table 3.4). I on�rmthe similarity between the measured distributions by a K-S test, and onlude thatthese distributions are likely drawn from the same parent distribution. These resultswould not support the MGT98 relationship, or at least not demand it.Throughout this work I have onsidered the results of this analysis only in theontext of the Uni�ed Model, as outlined in Antonui et al. (1993). I restrited thedisussion of these results to this ontext, in part, beause I was motivated in thiswork to extend the analysis �rst presented in Malkan, Gorjian and Tam (1998), inwhih the authors make a similar assumption on the nature of AGN. The assumptionof this model is still fair; despite extensive debate the Model provides a remarkablyrobust explanation for the observed diversity of AGN9. But this model is not withoutrivals. For example, the �lumpy torus� model redues the thik, dusty torus�theinlination of whih gives rise to the observed dihotomy of Seyfert-type AGN�to distint individual dust lumps that are generally distributed about the entralengine. In this model, the AGN type that one observes is not a �binary� funtionof perspetive; rather, the probability of observing a Type 1 AGN dereases as theviewer moves towards an �edge-on� perspetive but never reahes zero. I observea ore region that is hundreds of parses beyond the toroid, though. Thus, a full9If only beause many of the systemati onsiderations of the Uni�ed Model are still, regrettably,limited by large measured unertainties; f. Guainazzi et al. 201138



interpretation of these results in the ontext of this model is beyond the sope of thisprojet and I reserve that disussion for future work.3.5 Addendum A1. Spatial Resolution: Ground vs. Spae-based imagingI have impliitly assumed throughout this paper that HST images are neessary toondut the quantitative morphologial analyses. If lower spatial resolution ground-based optial images ould be used instead of the high spatial resolution HST images,I ould signi�antly inrease the number of galaxies reviewed. The SDSS arhive, forexample, would provide images of hundreds of loal AGN.I downloaded SDSS r′ images for 7 AGN that were in both the SDSS DR7arhive and the atalog presented in �3.1. I made thumbnails of the ore (r <1 kp)SDSS images of eah galaxies and measured C∗, A∗, and S∗ parameters using the sametehniques outlined in �3.3.1 for eah galaxy. In Figure 3.9, I ompare these mea-surements with those presented in �3.3 whih were measured in HST F606W images.It is apparent from this omparison that A∗ and S∗ annot e�etively disriminatebetween the morphologies of the SDSS galaxies. This result on�rms that the quan-titative morphologial analysis I performed above requires the high spatial resolutionHST images. 3.6 Addendum B1. Size-Sale RelationTwo galaxies that are idential (e.g., morphology), but at di�erent distanes from anobserver, will appear di�erent in images obtained with the same telesope, beauseeah CCD pixel overs an intrinsially larger physial area in the more distant galaxy.As a result, the dust features in the more distant galaxy are less well-resolved spatially.The atalog inludes galaxies in the range between 0.001 < z < 0.015, or equivalentlya fator of 10-15 in physial distane. 39



I seleted six galaxies�NGC1068, NGC3185, NGC3227, NGC3608, NGC4725,NGC4941�with galaxy morphologies representative of those inluded in the atalog.These galaxies are all at distanes ≃ 15 Mp, and I use these galaxies to quantifythe extent to whih I am able to identify or measure dust features in the ataloggalaxies as a funtion of distane. I do not use the nearest galaxies (D <∼ 10Mp)in the atalog beause these galaxies inlude large o�-hip regions that signi�antlya�et the measurement of asymmetry.I rebinned eah of these galaxies to a pixel sale, s, suh that :

s = ℓGAL × DGAL

Dz=0.015

, (3.9)where ℓ is number of WFPC2 0.10′′ pixels spanning 1000 p at the physial distane,D, to the galaxy and Dz=0.015 orresponds to the distane to a galaxy at the upperredshift range of galaxies in the atalog (63 Mp).I measure C∗, A∗, S∗ and G∗-M∗
20 for these arti�ially-redshifted galaxies andompare the measured values with the original measurements (�3.3.2). This ompar-ison is presented in Table 3.5 as δ = |X−Y |

Y
, where X and Y are the morphologialparameters measured in galaxy images at Dgal and arti�ially redshifted to Dz=0.015.In general, the measurement of these parameters does not seem to be stronglya�eted by the relative distane of the galaxy, at least over the relatively small redshiftrange that I onsider in this projet. For all parameters, δ is muh smaller than themeasured dispersion in the range of parameters measured in �3.3.2. I onlude thatrange of measured parameters (see Figures 3.4 and 3.5) are indiative of morphologialdistintions between the ores of the sample galaxies, as I assumed in the disussionin �3.3.2. 40



3.7 Addendum C1. Sensitivity of measurements to the estimated sky-bakgroundWindhorst et al. (in prep.) measured the surfae brightness of the zodiaal bak-ground as funtion of ℓEq. & bEq. from 6600 arhival WFPC2 F606W and F814Wdark-time images. I reprodue these measurements for the F606W zodiaal bak-ground from Windhorst et al. (in prep.) in Figure 3.3. Originally, in �3.3.1, I es-timated the surfae brightness of the zodiaal bakground along the line-of-sight toeah galaxy in the atalog, made the reasonable assumption that the only bakgroundemission present in the galaxy ores arises from the zodiaal bakground, and thenorreted for this bakground alone in eah image.In this setion, I measure the unertainty in the measurements of C∗A∗S∗ and
G∗-M∗

20 and the objet surfae density distribution assoiated with the assumption ofthe surfae brightness of the bakground in the images. In general, I determine thatthe brightness of the bakground has a minimal e�et on the parameters' measure-ment, with the notable exeption of G∗, and to a lesser extent the slope α parameters.In Figure 2.10, I ompare the measurements of G∗ for galaxies orreted for a zodi-aal bakground equal to: a) zero (G∗
a); b) the Windhorst et al. bakground (G∗

b);and ) a hypothetial bakground 10 times larger than the measured in Windhorstet al. The latter estimate of the bakground emission is highly unlikely in any HSTimage (see Figure 3.3). I assume suh a large bakground here only to provide an up-per extremum to the measurement of the e�et of the bakground surfae brightnessassumption.The dispersion measured for most parameters, i.e., C∗, A∗, S∗ and M∗
20, fordi�erent estimates of the zodiaal surfae brightness was small (<1%). There is alarge dispersion between G∗

a and G∗
c . I attribute this dispersion to the removal ofrelatively faint pixels from the measurement of G∗ as inreasingly larger values for41



the sky surfae brightnesses are subtrated from the images. This has the net e�et of(arti�ially) enhaning the �ux assoiated with relatively higher signal pixels, whihinreases G∗.I measure a modest inrease (< 5%) in the measurement of α (the slopeof the objet surfae density funtion), when omparing ases (a) and (). Hene,adopting the most likely zodiaal sky-brightness as a funtion of ℓEq. & bEq.�whenthis bakground is not diretly measurable�is an aeptable and, in this ase theonly viable, approah.3.8 Addendum D1. IUM Tehnique: Dust Feature Detetion ThresholdThe detetion of dust features with SE is expliitly dependent on the detetion pa-rameters de�ned by the user in the on�guration �le. Here I disuss the typialontrast level of the dust features, relative to the �sky bakground� in the images,whih SE deteted for those parameters outlined in �3.4.1. I de�ne the �ontrast� as:Contrast =
fdust − fmeansky

fdust + fmeansky
× 100%, (3.10)where fdust is the �ux assoiated with a deteted objet using the IUM tehnique and

fmeansky is the average sky value measured in a uniform �sky� region drawn from theore image.I measured the ontrast parameters for two representative galaxies in the sam-ple, NGC3081 and NGC3608. The IUM tehnique appears to work very well indeteting the dust lumps in NGC3081, whereas NGC3608 was largely devoid of dustlumps aording to the visual inspetion. For eah of these galaxies, I measured theontrast values for three deteted dust lumps, using two relatively large but smooth�sky� regions (Area≃100-200 sq. pixels). The mean ontrast, (fdust = f̄ , the average42



�ux assoiated with the dust feature) measured for NGC3081 and NGC3608 equals 6and 2%, respetively. Assuming fdust equal to the �ux of the brightest pixel in eahof the dust features, the mean ontrast is measured to 12% and 4% for the two galax-ies. I measure the relative height of the mean �ux assoiated with the dust featuresabove the mean sky equal to 50-90×σsky for NGC3608 and NGC3081, respetively. Inote the fainter soures ould be deteted if the SE detetion parameters are revised,but this would introdue more �false positive� dust feature detetions and fragmentoherent visible struture.
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Figure 3.1: The distribution of galaxy morphologies ompiled from NED. Two Sy1AGN were not lassi�ed in NED. Though these galaxy morphologies are de�ned forthe entire galaxy�not the ore region whih I am investigating �the similarity ofthese distributions on�rms that that any distintion that we draw between theselasses of AGN is not likely to be attributed to the galaxy morphology. Furthermore,neither lass of AGN is biased to a partiular lass of galaxy, nor am I biased generallyby the seletion riteria towards fundamentally less-dusty galaxy types (i.e., early-type galaxies).
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Figure 3.2: The FIR �ux distribution of the atalog Seyfert galaxies from the IRASFaint Soure atalog (available via NED). The Sy1 distribution has been saled tomath the peak in the Sy2 distribution and both samples eah had one AGN withmeasured FIR �ux greater than 40 Jy (illustrated by arrows). I �tted an exponentialfuntion (∝ exp[−f/τ ]), where τ=3.8 & 6.7 for Sy1 and Sy2, respetively. I did notselet Seyfert AGN on the basis of their FIR properties, but the samples appear tobe generally similar, with the aveat that the sample has a known bias towards Sy2AGN.
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a.ESO137-G34
b.ESO138-G1

.ESO323-G77
d.ESO362-G18
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Fig 3(a.-d.): From left to right, I provide the WFPC2 F606W postage-stamp image ofthe atalog galaxy that was used to lassify galaxy morphology qualitatively (�3.2) andquantitatively (�3.3 and �3.4). I have re-saled the sizes of these images only for publiation;full sale �ts images are available on request. In the enter-left panel, the segmentationsmaps that were generated using the inverse unsharp-mask method (�3.4.1) are provided. Inthe enter-right panel, the umulative number funtion of objets and the half-objet radiusas well as the objet surfae density (right panel), de�ned as the number of objets perannulus and the best-�t slope α. I disuss eah of these data produts at length in �3.4.2.Data for all galaxies is available in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.4: The C∗, G∗, &M∗
20 parameters were de�ned in �3.3. Here, I plot the mea-sured parameters for Sy1 and Sy2 AGN as blue irles and red squares, respetively.In (a), I overplot the empirially (Lotz et al. , 2004) de�ned that distinguished �nor-mal� galaxies from Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies (ULIRGs), but �nd that this linedoes not strongly di�erentiate starburst-type galaxies from �normal� galaxies. Thedistributions of eah of these parameters appear indistinguishable for Sy1 and Sy2 (see�3.3.2 for more details). I on�rm this with a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.The measured K-S parameter is large for both the G∗ and M∗

20 distribution (d=0.28and 0.29, respetively), but the assoiated probabilities are also both large (p=0.09and 0.08). Therefore, I an not rejet the null hypothesis that both distributions aredrawn from unique parent distributions. However, the K-S test for the distributionof C∗ does suggest that the measured distributions for Sy1 and Sy2 AGN are drawnfrom unique parent distributions (d=0.38 and p=0.01).49



Figure 3.5: The distribution of A∗ and S∗, the non- parametri measure of asymmetryand lumpiness (as de�ned in �3.3) measured for the AGN. I �t a Gaussian funtionto eah distribution, and measure the entroids and FWHM of these distributions�the distributions appear indistinguishable. The results of a K-S test on�rms thatthe two distributions are not independent.
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NGC 3081 Spiral arm in NGC 3081

Representative PSF Inverse Unsharp-Mask ImageFigure 3.6: A artoon representation of the inverse unsharp- mask tehnique (see�3.4.1) for deteting absorption of stellar light by dust and lumpy strutures alongthe line- of- sight. In panel (a), the 2kp × 2kp postage stamp of NGC3081 isprovided; here, gray indiates relatively high signal. The thik blak square in this�gure emphasizes a spiral arm and inter-arm region with interesting dust features andmorphology. A surfae map of this region is provided in panel (b); the arm is indiatedby the de�it in signal (i.e., a �trough� extending in an ar from East to West). Toprodue the inverse unsharp-mask image, I smoothed image (a) with a representativekernel (panel ) and divided the onvolved image by the original image. In panel (d),I provide the unsharp-mask surfae map of the region in panel (b). It is apparent inpanel (d) that the signal assoiated with the spiral arm region where dust absorptionwas most signi�ant in panel (a) is now su�iently high above the bakground to bedeteted using SE de�ned with an appropriate detetion threshold.
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Figure 3.7: The distribution of the best-�tting exponential slopes, α, to the objetsurfae density pro�le and the half objet radii of objets or features measured forobjets in all Sy1 and Sy2 galaxies deteted by SE using the IUM tehnique (see�3.4.1). I �t Gaussian funtions to eah of the distributions, and the results of a K-Stest on�rms that the parents distribution from whih the distributions were drawnare likely to be the same. This suggests that there is no signi�ant di�erene betweenthe azimuthally-averaged spatial distribution of objets, and thus the distribution ofdust features for the Sy1 and Sy2 populations appears to be indistinguishable.
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Figure 3.8: The relative distributions of three statistis derived from the quantitativemorphologial tehnique disussed in �3.4.1. Panel (a)[Top℄: The number of dustfeatures, Nt, deteted in the ore of eah Seyfert galaxy. Panel (b): The distributionof overing fration fc of dust features in the sample as de�ned in �3.4.2. fc equalsto the fration of the total ore image area to the area assoiated with detetedobjets. In general, Sy1 and Sy2 host-galaxies over similar frations of area of thehost galaxy ore. Panel (): The distribution of the average number of pixels Np (i.e.,objet area= Np × 0.1′′2; see �3.4.2). Two galaxies (1 Sy1 and 1 Sy2) were detetedwith Np > 90 objets, indiated by the arrow. In all panels, vertial dotted andsolid lines indiate the mean and entroid (measured from the best-�tting Gaussian,or Lorentzian funtion to eah distribution) of the distributions. The parameters ofthese �ts, as well as the results of the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of thesedistributions, are provided in Table 3.4. Only for the distribution of total objetnumber Nt does the K-S test suggest that the empirial distributions were not drawnfrom a ommon parent population.
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Table 3.1: AGN-Host Galaxy, General CatalogIDa Alt. IDb R.A. (J2000) Del.(J2000) Distanec Sy. Type ǫ NED ClassESO103-G035 IR1833-654 18h38m20.3s -65d25m39s 55.1 2.0 0.63 S0?ESO137-G34 � 16h35m14.1s -58d04m48s 37.8 2.0 0.21 SAB0/a?(s)ESO138-G1 � 16h51m20.1s -59d14m05s 37.8 2.0 0.50 E?ESO323-G77 � 13h06m26.1s -40d24m53s 62.3 1.0 0.33 (R)SAB00(rs)ESO362-G008 � 05h11m09.0s -34d23m35s 51.5 2.0 0.50 S0?ESO362-G018 � 05h19m35.8s -32d39m28s 65.4 1.0 0.33 SB0/a?(s) peESO373-G29 � 09h47m43.5s -32d50m15s 38.6 2.0 0.46 SB(rs)ab?FRL312 IC3639 12h40m52.9s -36d45m21s 45.2 2.0 0.00 SB(rs)b?FRL51 ESO140-G043 18h44m54.0s -62d21m53s 58.8 1.0 0.43 (R')SB(s)b?IR1249-131 NGC4748 12h52m12.5s -13d24m53s 65.2 1.0 0.06 · · ·IR0450-032 PGC16226 04h52m44.5s -03d12m57s 60.7 2.0 0.30 · · ·MARK352 � 00h59m53.3s +31d49m37s 61.7 1.0 0.50 SA0MARK1066 UGC02456 02h59m58.6s +36d49m14s 49.8 2.0 0.41 (R)SB0+(s)MARK1126 NGC7450 23h00m47.8s -12d55m07s 43.9 1.5 0.00 (R)SB(r)aMARK1157 NGC0591 01h33m31.3s +35d40m06s 63.0 2.0 0.23 (R')SB0/aMARK1210 Phoenix 08h04m05.9s +05d06m50s 56.0 1.0 0.00 S?MARK1330 NGC4593 12h39m39.4s -05d20m39s 37.2 1.0 0.25 (R)SB(rs)bMARK270 NGC5283 13h41m05.8s +67d40m20s 43.0 2.0 0.09 S0?MARK3 UGC03426 06h15m36.4s +71d02m15s 56.0 2.0 0.11 S0?MARK313 NGC7465 23h02m01.0s +15d57m53s 27.0 2.0 0.33 (R')SB00?(s)MARK348 NGC0262 00h48m47.1s +31d57m25s 62.4 2.0 0.00 SA0/a?(s)MARK620 NGC2273 06h50m08.7s +60d50m45s 25.3 2.0 0.21 SB(r)a?MARK686 NGC5695 14h37m22.1s +36d34m04s 58.5 2.0 0.28 S?MARK744 NGC3786 11h39m42.6s +31d54m33s 36.9 1.8 0.40 SAB(rs)a peMARK766 NGC4253 12h18m26.5s +29d48m46s 53.6 1.5 0.20 (R')SB(s)a?NGC1058 � 02h43m30.0s +37d20m29s 7.10 2.0 0.06 SA(rs)NGC1068 MESSIER077 02h42m40.7s -00d00m48s 15.6 2.0 0.15 (R)SA(rs)bNGC1125 � 02h51m40.3s -16d39m04s 45.2 2.0 0.50 (R')SB0/a?(r)NGC1241 � 03h11m14.6s -08d55m20s 56.0 2.0 0.39 SB(rs)bNGC1358 � 03h33m39.7s -05d05m22s 55.7 2.0 0.23 SAB0/a(r)NGC1365 � 03h33m36.4s -36d08m25s 22.5 1.5 0.44 SB(s)bNGC1386 � 03h36m46.2s -35d59m57s 11.9 2.0 0.61 SB0+(s)NGC1566 � 04h20m00.4s -54d56m16s 20.6 1.0 0.20 SAB(s)bNGC1667 � 04h48m37.1s -06d19m12s 63.0 2.0 0.22 SAB(r)NGC1672 � 04h45m42.5s -59d14m50s 18.2 2.0 0.16 SB(r)bNGC2110 � 05h52m11.4s -07d27m22s 32.1 2.0 0.23 SAB0−NGC2336 � 07h27m04.1s +80d10m41s 30.3 2.0 0.45 SAB(r)bNGC2639 � 08h43m38.1s +50d12m20s 46.0 1.9 0.35 (R)SA(r)a?NGC2985 � 09h50m22.2s +72d16m43s 18.1 1.9 0.21 (R')SA(rs)abNGC3081 � 09h59m29.5s -22d49m35s 32.9 1.9 0.23 (R)SAB0/a(r)AGN-host galaxies (Continued)
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AGN-Host Galaxy, (Continued)ID Alt. ID R.A.(J2000) Del.(J2000) Distane Sy. Type ǫ NED ClassNGC3185 � 10h17m38.6s +21d41m18s 16.7 2.0 0.49 (R)SB(r)aNGC3227 � 10h23m30.6s +19d51m54s 15.8 1.5 0.33 SAB(s)a peNGC3393 � 10h48m23.5s -25d09m43s 51.8 2.0 0.09 (R')SB(rs)a?NGC3486 � 11h00m23.9s +28d58m30s 9.34 2.0 0.26 SAB(r)NGC3516 � 11h06m47.5s +72d34m07s 36.5 1.5 0.23 (R)SB00?(s)NGC3608 � 11h16m59.0s +18d08m55s 17.2 2.0 0.18 E2NGC3718 � 11h32m34.9s +53d04m05s 13.6 1.0 0.50 SB(s)a peNGC3783 � 11h39m01.8s -37d44m19s 40.2 1.0 0.10 (R')SB(r)abNGC3982 � 11h56m28.1s +55d07m31s 15.2 1.9 0.11 SAB(r)b?NGC4051 � 12h03m09.6s +44d31m53s 9.61 1.0 0.25 SAB(rs)bNGC4117 � 12h07m46.1s +43d07m35s 12.8 2.0 0.63 S00?NGC4303 MESSIER061 12h21m54.9s +04d28m25s 21.5 2.0 0.10 SAB(rs)bNGC4378 � 12h25m18.1s +04d55m31s 35.2 2.0 0.06 (R)SA(s)aNGC4395 � 12h25m48.9s +33d32m49s 4.37 1.8 0.16 SA(s)m?NGC4477 � 12h30m02.2s +13d38m12s 18.6 2.0 0.07 SB0(s)?NGC4507 � 12h35m36.6s -39d54m33s 48.9 2.0 0.23 (R')SAB(rs)bNGC4639 � 12h42m52.4s +13d15m27s 13.9 1.0 0.32 SAB(rs)bNGC4698 � 12h48m22.9s +08d29m15s 13.8 2.0 0.37 SA(s)abNGC4725 � 12h50m26.6s +25d30m03s 16.5 2.0 0.28 SAB(r)ab peNGC4939 � 13h04m14.4s -10d20m23s 42.9 2.0 0.49 SA(s)bNGC4941 � 13h04m13.1s -05d33m06s 15.2 2.0 0.47 (R)SAB(r)ab?NGC4968 � 13h07m06.0s -23d40m37s 40.8 2.0 0.52 (R')SAB00NGC5135 � 13h25m44.1s -29d50m01s 56.8 2.0 0.30 SB(s)abNGC5273 � 13h42m08.3s +35d39m15s 14.6 1.5 0.06 SA00(s)NGC5347 � 13h53m17.8s +33d29m27s 32.1 2.0 0.23 (R')SB(rs)abNGC5427 � 14h03m26.1s -06d01m51s 36.1 2.0 0.14 SA(s) peNGC5643 � 14h32m40.7s -44d10m28s 16.4 2.0 0.13 SAB(rs)NGC5929 � 15h26m06.2s +41d40m14s 34.3 2.0 0.21 Sab? peNGC5953 � 15h34m32.4s +15d11m38s 27.0 2.0 0.14 SAa? peNGC6221 � 16h52m46.1s -59d13m07s 20.6 1.0 0.28 SB(s)NGC6217 � 16h32m39.2s +78d11m53s 18.7 2.0 0.16 (R)SB(rs)bNGC6300 � 17h16m59.5s -62d49m14s 15.2 2.0 0.33 SB(rs)bNGC6814 � 19h42m40.6s -10d19m25s 21.4 1.5 0.06 SAB(rs)bNGC6890 � 20h18m18.1s -44d48m24s 33.3 1.9 0.20 SA(rs)bNGC6951 � 20h37m14.1s +66d06m20s 19.5 2.0 0.17 SAB(rs)bNGC7213 � 22h09m16.3s -47d10m00s 24.0 1.0 0.09 SA(s)a?NGC7314 � 22h35m46.2s -26d03m02s 19.6 1.9 0.54 SAB(rs)bNGC7410 � 22h55m00.9s -39d39m41s 24.0 2.0 0.69 SB(s)aNGC7469 � 23h03m15.6s +08d52m26s 67.8 1.0 0.26 (R')SAB(rs)aNGC7496 � 23h09m47.3s -43d25m41s 22.6 2.0 0.09 SB(s)bNGC7590 � 23h18m54.8s -42d14m21s 21.6 2.0 0.62 SA(rs)b?NGC7682 � 23h29m03.9s +03d32m00s 71.3 2.0 0.08 SB(r)abNGC7743 � 23h44m21.1s +09d56m03s 23.5 2.0 0.13 (R)SB0+(s)AGN-host galaxies (Continued)
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AGN-Host Galaxy, (Continued)ID Alt. ID R.A.(J2000) Del.(J2000) Distane Sy. Type ǫ NED ClassNGC788 � 02h01m06.4s -06d48m56s 56.4 1.0 0.26 SA0/a?(s)TOL0109-383 NGC0424 01h11m27.6s -38d05m00s 48.7 2.0 0.55 (R)SB0/a?(r)Notes- a: Objet ID; b: NED preferred objet ID; : in Mp using WMAP Year-7 osmology (Komatsu et al. , 2011).
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Table 3.2: AGN-Host Galaxy, Morphologial CatalogIDa Morpho. Anillary Morpho. α (χ2) Half ObjetClass A Class. Class B RadiusIR1833-654 DI,F/W B 2,3il −0.45(0.21) 967.53±54.17ESO137-G34 DI,DC CL 3im −1.51(0.23) 927.31±37.47ESO138-G1 D-NW � 3im −1.16(0.17) 612.37±37.45ESO323-G77 F/W R,CL 1,3s −1.90(0.06) 350.03±61.09ESO362-G18 D-SW,DC,F/W R 3sm −1.04(0.16) 789.24±64.02ESO362-G8 DC,DI � 3il −0.40(0.00) · · ·ESO373-G29 DI,D-NE,F/W B 3il −0.69(0.22) 823.03±38.28FRL312 DC,F/W B 2,3im −0.94(0.31) 562.27±44.66FRL51 DI CL 3il −2.14(0.07) 392.60±57.75IR1249-131 DC,F/W R,CL 3sl −0.93(0.06) 589.14±59.56IR0450-032 DC R 3im −2.52(0.49) 604.99±63.79MARK352 � E/S0 � −1.45(0.28) 296.90±60.49MARK1066 F/W B,CL 2,3sm −2.25(0.19) 688.47±49.10MARK1126 DI,F/W B,R 2,3il −1.14(0.32) 821.58±43.45MARK1157 DI,F/W,D-NE B,R 2,3sl −1.09(0.00) 533.15±61.70MARK1210 F/W CL,R 3sl −0.81(0.67) 919.57±55.01MARK1330 F/W,DC R 3sm −1.53(0.24) 879.67±36.88MARK270 F/W,D-S,DC B 3sl −1.38(0.19) 474.55±42.56MARK3 DI,D-NE B,CL 2,3im −1.36(0.26) 817.55±55.07MARK313 DI,DC,F/W B,CL 3im −1.54(0.73) 935.46±26.98MARK348 F/W � 3sl −1.68(0.38) 646.81±61.17MARK620 F/W,DI,D-N, B,R,CL 3sm −1.46(0.35) 551.32±25.24MARK686 D-W,DC,F/W � 3sm −2.40(0.42) 485.03±57.41MARK744 DI,DC R,CL 3sl −1.36(0.33) 528.30±36.61MARK766 DI � 3il −1.97(0.54) 727.96±52.74NGC1058 F/W,DI CL 1,3s −0.90(1.28) 699.35±7.144NGC1068 F/W,DI CL 1,3sm −0.22(0.85) 855.87±15.64NGC1125 DC,D-SW,DI � 3im −1.36(0.19) 592.58±44.69NGC1241 DC,F/W CL,R 3sm −1.72(0.00) 535.62±55.09NGC1358 DC,DI � 3il −1.62(0.24) 594.62±54.77NGC1365 DC,F/W CL 3im −1.23(0.94) 620.82±22.46NGC1386 D-NW,F/W,DC � 1,3sm −1.08(0.39) 543.61±11.95NGC1566 F/W,DC R 3sm −1.00(0.22) 715.97±20.66NGC1667 F/W,DC � 3sl −2.34(0.46) 641.56±61.70NGC1672 F/W,DC CL 1,3sm −1.68(2.35) 558.84±18.29NGC2110 F/W,DC,DI,D-N � 1,3sm −0.96(0.12) 566.33±31.96NGC2336 DI E/S0 3il −0.83(0.31) 794.94±30.19NGC2639 F/W,DC,D-NE B 3im −1.34(0.02) 513.96±45.49AGN-host galaxies (Continued)
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AGN-Host Galaxy, (Continued)IDa Morpho. Anillary Morpho. α (χ2) Half ObjetClass A Class. Class B RadiusNGC2985 F/W,DC � 3s −0.37(0.91) 718.04±18.17NGC3081 DI,F/W B,R,CL 1,2,3sm −1.20(0.49) 738.19±32.72NGC3185 DC,DI R 3i −1.99(0.08) 132.99±16.73NGC3227 DI,DC � 3il −0.87(0.27) 549.46±15.91NGC3393 F/W,DI,DC B,CL 2,3sm −2.27(0.04) 472.74±51.05NGC3486 F/W,DI R,CL 1,3sl −0.65(2.00) 764.01±9.387NGC3516 DI � 3il −1.55(0.04) 474.70±36.22NGC3608 � E/S0 � −0.70(0.30) 851.63±17.23NGC3718 DI,DC,D-SW � 3im −1.37(0.82) 492.53±13.66NGC3783 DI E/S0 3il −1.70(0.21) 610.91±39.84NGC3982 F/W,DI R,CL 1,3sm −0.02(0.69) 508.14±15.25NGC4051 DC,DI � 3im −0.96(0.64) 800.02±9.650NGC4117 DI,F/W,DC R 3im −0.25(1.14) 683.86±12.85NGC4303 F/W R 1,3sm −1.77(1.28) 391.61±21.50NGC4378 DI � 3i −1.70(0.17) 465.32±35.00NGC4395 � CL � −1.36(5.03) 526.02±4.402NGC4477 DC,D-E � 3il −1.24(0.21) 540.95±18.62NGC4507 D-S,DI � 3im −1.80(0.39) 592.75±48.20NGC4639 F/W B 2,3sl −0.71(0.58) 793.61±14.00NGC4698 DI E/S0 3i −1.02(0.48) 664.53±13.88NGC4725 DI E/S0 3il −0.93(1.41) 743.22±16.58NGC4939 D-W,F/W B 2,3im −1.15(0.16) 697.48±42.44NGC4941 D-E,DI � 3il −0.49(1.08) 863.44±15.24NGC4968 DC,F/W,D-NE � 3im −1.35(0.09) 609.44±40.38NGC5135 DI R,CL 3sm −2.72(0.38) 578.57±55.80NGC5273 F/W,DC,DI � 3il −1.87(0.79) 212.56±14.64NGC5347 F/W,DI R 3im −0.44(0.35) 792.55±31.96NGC5427 F/W R,CL 1,3sm −1.83(0.26) 789.46±35.80NGC5643 F/W CL 1,3sl −1.18(1.25) 663.69±16.48NGC5929 DC,DI � 3il −1.06(0.09) 667.89±34.09NGC5953 F/W CL 1,3sm −1.32(1.63) 667.67±26.94NGC6217 DI,DC CL 3sm −1.09(0.16) 694.41±20.58NGC6221 DI,DC,D-SE CL 3il −0.78(0.21) 624.49±18.71NGC6300 DI,D-SW CL 3im −1.08(0.20) 714.21±15.25NGC6814 F/W,DC B 2,3sl −0.74(0.25) 585.77±21.46NGC6890 F/W CL 1,3sm −1.11(0.37) 767.87±33.10NGC6951 DI,F/W R,B,CL 2,3sm −1.38(0.67) 545.79±19.56NGC7213 F/W � 3sl −1.22(0.26) 620.10±24.02NGC7314 D-E,DC,F/W � 3im −0.58(0.29) 580.60±19.62NGC7410 DC,F/W,D-NW � 3im −1.81(0.07) 450.93±24.03NGC7469 F/W R,B,CL 3sm −2.75(0.07) 519.75±66.29NGC7496 DC,DI,D-NW CL 3im −1.28(0.36) 641.13±22.63AGN-host galaxies (Continued)
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AGN-Host Galaxy, (Continued)IDa Morpho. Anillary Morpho. α (χ2) Half ObjetClass A Class. Class B RadiusNGC7590 F/W,D-NW CL 3im −1.28(0.27) 684.94±21.63NGC7682 DI CL 3i −2.25(0.32) 691.53±69.57NGC7743 F/W � 3il −0.68(0.34) 557.79±23.47NGC788 F/W,D-S � 3sl −1.86(0.35) 415.99±55.44TOL0109-383 D-SE,F/W � 3im −1.87(0.46) 668.87±48.05Notes- Combined results from qualitative and quantitative analyses are provided.Cols.2-3:Morphologial lassi�ers were adopted from Malkan, Gorjian and Tam (1998)and are de�ned as follows: Class A�F/W=Filaments/Wisps; DI=Irregular Dust;DC= dust lane passing lose to, or biseting, enter; D-[diretion℄=dust laneson one side of major axis. Anillary�B=bar; CL=luster, lumpy H II region, knots;E/S0=Elliptial; R=ring. I do not use the �Normal� lassi�er. For details, 3.2.Col 4.: Class B�Classi�ers de�ned to spei�ally haraterize the dust morphologydust morphology in the ores of galaxies: 1:�Nulear Spiral�; 2:�Bar�; and3: �Dust Spei� Notes� �s or i:�spiral� or �irregular� & m or l: �High� or�Low Extintion�. The full desription of the lassi�ers is provided in �3.2Col. 5: Slope (α) of best��t line to the objet surfae density pro�le de�ned in �3.4.2Redued χ2 is provided in parantheses.Col. 6: Half-Objet Radius (p) with unertainty. Here � · · ·� indiates that a galaxyhad an insu�iently few objets to measure the radius aurately.59



Table 3.3: Morphology Comparison I: C∗A∗ S∗ & G∗�M∗
20 TehniqueMorpho. Sy1 Sy2 K-S TestParam. Centroid FWHM Centroid FWHM d p

G∗ 0.39 0.26 0.42 0.35 0.28 0.09
M∗

20
−1.89 0.74 −2.01 1.24 0.29 0.08

C∗ 3.15 1.27 3.57 2.01 0.38 0.01
A∗ 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.99
S∗ 0.08 0.13 0.066 0.13 0.19 0.91Notes- The parameters of the best��t Gaussian funtion to the distributionof morphologial parameters measured forSy1 and Sy2, respetively, areprovided here. For more details and a disussion of the impliations ofthese results in the test of the Uni�ed Model, see �3.3.Table 3.4: Morphology Comparison II: SE TehniqueMorpho. Sy1 Sy2 K-S TestParam. Centroid FWHM Centroid FWHM d p

α −1.27 0.79 −1.30 0.88 0.14 0.69
rhalf 570 226 572 195 0.33 0.43
Nt 18 4 18 15 0.35 0.01
fc 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.37 0.16
Np 18 7 16 11 0.12 0.98Notes- The parameters of the best��t Gaussian funtion to the distributionof morphologial parameters measured forSy1 and Sy2, respetively, areprovided here. The HWHM value is provided for Nt beause a Lorentzian,Lorentzian, not a Gaussian, funtion was �t to the measured distributionof this parameter. For more details and a disussion of theimpliation of these results in the test of the Uni�ed Model, see �3.4.1.
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Figure 3.9: C∗A∗S∗ measured for the ore (r<1kp) of 7 AGN using HST F606Wand SDSS r′ images. Line segments onnet the measured values for eah galaxy, andthe vetor points away from the parameter value measured from the HST image.
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Table 3.5: Distane DependeneParameter δ

G∗ 1.5%
M∗

20
0.8%

C∗ 10.9%
A∗ 2.2%
S∗ 14.1%

δ quanti�es the dispersion of the parameter at native and arti�ially redshift spatial resolution. SeeAddendum B1 for details. The parameters of the best��t Gaussian funtion to the distribution

Figure 3.10: Parameter robustness to sky bakground (see Addendum C1). G∗ wasmeasured for the galaxies in images produed for three assumptions of the zodiaalbakground surfae brightness equal to : (1) zero, G∗
a; (2) estimated from Windhorstet al. (in prep.), G∗

b , and (3) a (hypothetial) 10× larger than Windhorst et al.,G∗
c. Inthe left (right) panel, I show the measured dispersion (δ = G∗

x−G∗
a

G∗
a

), where X indiatesmeasurements in senarios (2) and (3). I measure a signi�ant di�erene (> 20%)only for senario (3).
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Chapter 4A PANCHROMATIC CATALOG OF EARLY-TYPE GALAXIES ATINTERMEDIATE REDSHIFT IN THE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE WIDEFIELD CAMERA 3 EARLY RELEASE SCIENCE FIELDThe star-formation histories of early-type galaxies (elliptials and S0s, hereafter de-noted ETGs) are now known to be onsiderably more diverse than had been originallyexpeted. Optial broad-band photometry initially suggested that ETGs in the loaluniverse were largely omposed of a homogeneous, old (> 10 Gyr), and passivelyevolving stellar populations that were formed at a uniformly high redshift via the�monolithi ollapse� senario (e.g., Eggen, Lynden-Bell, and Sandage , 1962; Tins-ley , 1980). However, high preision optial spetrophotometry (e.g., O'Connell ,1980; Rose , 1985; Worthey et al. , 1994; Trager et al. , 2000) shows that a signi�antfration of nearby ETGs experiened prolonged episodes of star-formation, lastinguntil a few gigayears ago. Their inferred luminosity-weighted ages have reently beenfound to orrelate with veloity dispersion as well as environment (Graves et al. ,2009; Clemens et al. , 2009; Sott et al. , 2009), so the mehanisms driving reentstar-formation ativity in ETGs are now oming into better fous. Cool interstellarmaterial apable of fueling star-formation is also frequently present in ETGs (e.g.Morganti et al. , 2006; Luero and Young , 2007, and referenes therein). These,and many other lines of evidene, inluding �ne-struture (e.g., rings, shells, and rip-ples) in nearby ETGs (Shweizer et al. , 1990; Colbert et al. , 2001; Salim & Rih ,2010; Kaviraj , 2010), statistis of lose pairs (Patton et al. , 2002), and the evolu-tion of galaxy morphologies (van Dokkum , 2005; van Dokkum et al. , 2010), pointtoward a hierarhial, merger-dominated assembly of ETGs over an extended period(Toomre and Toomre , 1972; Barkana and Loeb , 2001; Kaviraj et al. , 2009, 2011,63



and referenes therein).
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Ultraviolet (UV) observations of large samples of ETGs, �rst enabled by theInternational Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE, see Kondo , 1987) and later by the GalaxyEvolution Explorer (GALEX, Martin et al. , 1997) and the Hubble Spae Telesope(HST), on�rmed the presene of late star-formation in many ETGs. The 1200-3000ÅUV ontinuum is highly sensitive to small amounts of star-formation duringthe last ∼1 Gyr (see, Ferreras & Silk , 2000; Kaviraj et al. , 2009). With GALEX,Yi et al. (2005) found residual star-formation to be readily detetable in ETGs atlow redshifts. Subsequently, a study of the UV-optial properties of ∼2100 ETGs byKaviraj et al. (2007a) revealed that at least 30% of low-redshift (z < 0.11) �eldETGs have UV-optial photometry onsistent with ative star-formation during theprevious ∼1 Gyr. It is therefore of onsiderable interest to follow the inidene ofrest-frame UV signatures of star-formation in ETGs to redshifts of z ∼1�2 at theHST di�ration limit.The UV provides a valuable window on older, hot stellar populations as well. AUV upturn (UVX)�haraterized by a sharp rise in the far-UV spetrum shortwardof ∼2000 Å�has been deteted in many low-redshift ETGs (e.g., Burstein et al. ,1988; Davis et al. , 2007; Jeong et al. , 2009, and referenes therein), but annotbe attributed to reent star-formation. The UVX is believed to arise predominantlyfrom a small population of highly-evolved, hot, low-mass stars, espeially extremehorizontal branh (EHB) stars (for a review, see O'Connell 1999). These stars havelost most of their hydrogen envelopes, thus exposing their hot (T>∼20,000 K), helium-burning ores (M < 0.52 M⊙, Dorman et al. , 1993). Various mehanisms areapable of reduing the envelopes, inluding giant branh mass-loss in metal-rihstars (Greggio & Renzini , 1990; Dorman et al. , 1995; Yi et al. , 1995, 1998), binaryinterations (Han et al. , 2007), or extreme aging in a metal-poor population (Park &Lee , 1997). Most evidene favors a metal-rih UVX interpretation, but a muh better65



understanding of the underlying mehanisms ould be obtained, if I ould follow theevolution of the UVX with look-bak time over the past 5�8 Gyr. A number ofstudies have attempted to determine lookbak dependene up to z ∼ 0.5 (Brown etal. , 2000, 2003; Yi & Yoon , 2004; Lee et al. , 2005; Ree et al. , 2007; Atlee et al. ,2009), but these were inonlusive, either beause of small samples, or beause of lowsignal-to-noise ratio.The high spatial resolution and UV sensitivity of the HST WFC3 are well-suited to the study of low-level star-formation (see, e.g., Crokett et al. , 2011)and the UVX in intermediate redshift ETGs. In this paper, I desribe the seletionand photometri properties of a sample of intermediate redshift (0.35<∼z<∼1.5) ETGsobtained from observations of the GOODS-S �eld (Giavaliso et al. , 2004). Thispaper is the �rst in a series that will investigate the stellar population(s) extant inintermediate redshift ETGs in the ERS survey �eld.This hapter is organized in the following manner. In �4.1, I brie�y desribethe ERS program, tehnial issues assoiated with WFC3 UV imaging relevant tothis work, and the observations. In �4.2.1, I present the seletion riteria used toprodue the atalog, and in �4.2.2 I present and desribe the photometri atalog. In�4.2.3, I disuss the �tting of model stellar populations de�ned by a single burst ofstar-formation to the broad-band spetral energy distribution (SED) of the ETGs, theresults from whih I used to measure the absolute photometry of the ETGs. In �4.2.4and �4.2.5, I disuss the multi-wavelength morphologial properties of the ETGs. In�4.3, I disuss the impat of the ETG seletion riteria on atalog ompleteness. In�4.4 and �4.5, I present the rest-frame photometry transformation and disuss therest-frame UV-optial photometry of the ETGs, respetively.Throughout this hapter and the following, I assume a ΛCDM osmology with66



Ωm=0.27, ΩΛ=0.73, and H0=70 km s−1 Mp−1 (Komatsu et al. , 2011). I use thefollowing designations : F225W, F275W, F336W, F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP,F098M, F125W, and F160W represent the HST �lters throughout; g′ and r′ representthe Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) �lters (Fukugita et al. , 1996); FUV and NUVrepresent the GALEX 150 & 250 nm �lters, respetively (Morrissey et al. , 2005).Throughout, I quote all �uxes on the AB-magnitude system (Oke and Gunn , 1983).4.1 ObservationsThis sample of ETGs is drawn from the HST imaging with Advaned Camera forSurveys (ACS) and WFC3, whih was obtained as part of the ERS program. Near-UV and near-IR observations were aquired as part of the WFC3 ERS program (HSTProgram ID #11359, PI: R. W. O'Connell), a 104 orbit medium-depth survey usingthe HST UVIS and IR ameras. A general introdution to the performane andalibration of the WFC3 is provided in Windhorst et al. (2011).The ERS program observed approximately 50 square arminutes in the GOODS-S �eld with the HST WFC3 UVIS in three �lters: F225W and F275W for 2 orbits,and F336W for 1 orbit, per pointing, respetively. The program observed approx-imately 40 square arminutes in the same �eld with the WFC3 IR in three �lters:F098M, F125W, and F160W, eah for 2 orbits per pointing. The 5σ 50% point-soureompleteness limits are: F225W=26.3, F275W=26.4, F336W=26.1, F098M=27.2,F125W=27.5, and F160W=27.2 mag (see Windhorst et al. , 2011). The analysispresented here was ompleted using mosaiked images produed for eah of the UVISand IR band tilings, and eah image mosai was drizzled to a pixel sale equal to0.090′′ pixel−1. The UVIS �lters have a small known red-leak (i.e., ontaminationby unwanted long-wavelength photons), whih ontributes no more than 3.0% of thetotal �ux, even for ETGs at moderate redshift (see Addenum A2).67



The WFC3 mosais roughly over the northern one-third of the GOODS-S �eld(Giavaliso et al. , 2004), and I inorporate the pre-existing ACS dataset (F435W,F606W, F775W, and F850LP) with the WFC3 observations. We produed mosaikedimages of the GOODS-S ACS data, whih were binned to math the pixel sale ofthe WFC3 UVIS/IR mosais.4.2 A UV-optial-IR Photometri Catalog of Early-Type Galaxies4.2.1 Seletion CriteriaI require the galaxies to have: (1) been imaged in all UV and IR bands, to uniformdepth; (2) a spetrosopially-on�rmed redshift in the range 0.35<∼z<∼1.5; and (3) anETG morphology.There are many tehniques for identifying ETGs at intermediate redshift. Iam partiularly motivated to inlude in the sample ETGs that enompass all possiblestar-formation histories, thus I do not selet ETGs using traditional optial olor-based methods, sine these may be biased toward spei� star-formation histories.For example, photometri seletion tehniques (e.g., optial olor seletion, see Bellet al. , 2004)� whih assume a quiesent template SED�will exlude ETGs withon-going or reent star-formation. The quantitative morphologial lassi�ation ofgalaxies is an alternative method of identifying a sample of ETGs (e.g., Conselieet al. , 2003; Abraham et al. , 2003; Lotz et al. , 2004). However, the robustnessof eah of these lassi�ers an be dramatially a�eted by a variety of systematis,suh as the image signal-to-noise ratio (Conselie et al. , 2003; Lisker , 2008) and thebandpass in whih the tehnique is applied (Taylor-Mager et al. , 2007; Conselie etal. , 2008). In lieu of these tehniques, I selet the sample by visual lassi�ation.This tehnique is subjetive, but it has been suessfully applied to the identi�ation68



of both low redshift (z ∼0.1; Shimonivih et al. , 2007) and intermediate redshift(z<∼1.3; Postman et al. , 2005; Ferreras et al. , 2009) ETGs. In �4.3 I show that thespetrosopi redshift requirement, and not the morphologial seletion tehnique, isthe most signi�ant soure of bias.Catalog ETGs were identi�ed and then independently on�rmed by o-authors(Sugata Kaviraj, Robert Mark Crokett) by visual inspetion of the GOODS ACSF606W, F775W, and F850LP and ERS WFC3 IR F098M, F125W, and F160W imagemosais. The galaxies inluded in this sample exhibited the morphologial hara-teristis of early-type galaxies�i.e. these galaxies exhibited a entrally peaked lightpro�le, whih delines sharply with radius, a high degree of rotational symmetry, anda lak of visible internal struture.UV imaging an provide unique insight into the star-formation history ofETGs. Thus, I require the sample ETGs to be observed in eah of the UV �ltermosais. To ensure that all galaxies were observed to a similar depth, I also requireeah ETG in the sample to be observed in the UV and IR image mosais for at leastthe mean exposure time measured for eah �lter as given by Windhorst et al. (2011).Sine I am interested in the star-formation histories of ETGs, and the WFC3 UVIShannel is only sensitive to UV emission at λ ∼ 1500 Å for objets at redshift z>∼0.35,I de�ne this redshift as low-redshift uto� of the sample. The high-redshift uto� wasseleted to ensure that the visual inspetion and lassi�ation of the ETG � in the�lter set outlined above � onsiders the rest-frame V-band morphology. I am sensitiveto at least the UV-optial SED of every ETG in the atalog.The spetrosopi redshifts for these ETGs were derived from the analyses ofspetra obtained with the Very Large Telesope (Le Fèvre et al. , 2004; Szokoly etal. , 2004; Mignoli et al. , 2005; Ravikumar et al. , 2007; Vanzella et al., 2008; Popesso69



et al. , 2009) and Kek Telesopes (Strolger et al. , 2004; Daddi et al. , 2005) and theHST ACS Grism (G800L) (Daddi et al. , 2005; Pasquali et al. , 2006; Ferreras et al. ,2009). I �nd 102 ETGs that satisfy these seletion riteria.4.2.2 PhotometryI measured objet �uxes using Soure Extrator in dual-image mode (SE, Bertin &Arnouts , 1996), with the WFC3 F160W image as the detetion band. For souredetetion, I required soures to be deteted in minimally four onneted pixels, eahat ≥ 0.75σ above the loal omputed sky-bakground. For deblending, I adopted aontrast parameter of 10−3 with 32 sub-thresholds. Objet photometry was deter-mined with MAG_AUTO parameters Kron fator equal to 2.5 and minimum radiusequal to 3.5 pixels.I adopted gains for eah �lter using the mean exposure time alulated foreah mosai as follows: F225W and F275W equal to 5688 se; F336W equal to 2778se and F098M, F125W, and F160W equal to 5017 se (see Windhorst et al. , 2011).From Kalirai et al. (2009a,b) I assumed zeropoints for the �lter set F225W, F275W,F336W, F098M, F125W, F160W equal to 24.06, 24.14, 24.64, 25.68, 26.25, 25.96mag, respetively. I assumed zeropoints for the �lter set F435W, F606W, F775W,and F850LP equal to 25.673, 26.486, 25.654, and 24.862 mag, respetively1.In Table 4.1 I present the measured photometry for the ETGs. SE non-detetions are designated � · · · � (23 galaxies) and ETG �uxes with detetions fainterthan the reovery limits (disussed below) are designated ��� (52 galaxies), as ex-plained in the footnotes of Table 4.1.The ombination of the stable WFC3 UV-optial-IR PSF and high spatial res-1For more details, see http://arhive.stsi.edu/pub/hlsp/goods/v2/h_goods_v2.0_rdm.html70



olution allows many ompat or low surfae brightness (SB) ETG andidates to bedeteted and measured. These andidates may meet the morphologial seletion ri-teria in the �detetion� image, but in dual-image mode SE returns �ux measurementsfor these ETGs whih are signi�antly below the formal ompleteness limits in the�measurement� image. Their formal �ux unertainties are larger than ∼1 mag (im-plying a signal-to-noise ratio <∼1). To asertain the reliability of these faint �ux mea-surements in the UV bandpasses, I inserted simulated galaxies into the images, andperformed an objet reovery test to measure the �ux level where the signal-to-noisetypially approahes ∼1. To derive 90% on�dene limits, I inserted ∼60,000 simu-lated galaxy images representing a range of total magnitudes (24mag < m < 30mag)and half-light radii (0.8′′< rhl < 2.25′′) into eah of the UVIS mosais, and mea-sured the fration of simulated galaxies whih were reovered by SE, using the sameSE on�guration as disussed above. The simulated galaxies were de�ned with an r1/4(�bulge�) or exponential SB pro�le (�disk�). From these simulations, I estimated the90% reovery limits for simulated bulge pro�les with half-light radius of 1.0′′ equalto F225W=26.5, F275W=26.6, F336W=26.4, and F435W=26.7 mag, respetively.I interpret ETGs with magnitudes fainter than these reovery limits as 1-σ upperlimits. In Figure 1, I provide ten-band postage stamp images of the ETGs. Theseimages are onverted to �ux units (nJy), and displayed with the same linear gray-sale.Eah postage stamp measures 11.2′′ on a side. In Table 4.1, the typial measuredphotometri unertainties are small, and the typial unertainties assoiated with anm=25 mag galaxy in the ERS and GOODS-S objet atalog are: 0.26 (F225W), 0.24(F275W), 0.34 (F336W), 0.06 (F435W), 0.05 (F606W), 0.07 (F775W), 0.07 (F850LP),0.11 (F098M), 0.07 (F125W), and 0.12 mag (F160W), respetively. On average,the measured photometri unertainties are larger for the UVIS bandpasses for this71



atalog. This an be largely attributed to the lower telesope throughput, the lowerintrinsi ETG �ux, and the shorter e�etive exposure time per pixel in eah UVISbandpass, ompared to the ACS and WFC3/IR instruments and image mosais (seeFig. 1 in Windhorst et al. , 2011).In Figure 4.2, the distribution of these galaxies is plotted as a solid histogram,and the distribution of all available spetrosopi redshifts in the CDF-S �eld is shownas a dashed histogram. The redshift peaks in this distribution at z ≈ 0.53, 0.67, 0.73,1.03, 1.09, 1.22, and 1.3 orrespond to known large-sale strutures in the ChandraDeep Field-South (CDF-S) (Gilli et al. , 2003; Popesso et al. , 2009).4.2.3 Stellar Population ModelingTo measure absolute photometri properties of the ETGs, I �rst �t the population syn-thesis models of Bruzual and Charlot (2003) (hereafter, BC03) to the broad-band ob-served Optial-IR (F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP, F098M, F125W, F160W) SEDof eah ETG, applying the standard tehniques outlined in Papovih et al. (2001).The template library of models I used in this �tting routine was generated for BC03single burst stellar templates de�ned by a Salpeter IMF, solar metalliity, no extin-tion from dust, and with the star-formation history of the single burst de�ned by anexponentially delining funtion, weighted by time onstant, τ , i.e.,:
ψ(t)∝e−t/τ (4.1)These models were de�ned for a grid of time onstants2 (−2.0 < log(τ [Gyr℄) < 2.0)and ages (1×108 < t(yr) < 13.7 × 109).I minimize the goodness-of-�t χ2 statisti between this library of synthetiand observed �uxes to determine the optimal model3. For eah galaxy, I required2I alulate models for N=15 values of τ de�ned with a stepsize of max(log(τ))−min(log(τ))

(N−1) =0.28.3I assume 7 degrees of freedom when determining the redued χ2 statisti.72



the best-�tting age parameter to not be greater than the age of the Universe at theredshift of the ETG. From this best-�tting template the appropriate k-orretion wasthen alulated, yielding an absolute magnitude for eah ETG in the r′, Johnson V,and F606W bandpasses (see Figure 4.3).I �t the observed SEDs in this limited �lter seletion to ensure that the rest-frame optial and near-IR emission, whih provides the best indiation to the majority(old) stellar populations extant in the ETGs, is inluded in determining the best-�t spetral template. Fitting single burst models to the limited SED also ensuresthat rest-frame UV emission is largely exluded from the �tting. Emission at UVwavelengths that arises from multiply-aged young (< 1 Gyr) and old (≫ 1 Gyr)stellar populations or minority UV-bright old stellar populations not be well-�t withthese single burst models. A detailed modeling of these omplex stellar populationsis beyond the intended sope of this work and I will present a more detailed analysisof the stellar populations extant in Chapter 5.Typial redued χ2 determined from the SED-�tting were small (〈χ2
ν〉= 1.1)for ETGs at redshift z<∼0.6 (22 ETGs4). For this subset of ETGs, the mean mass,age and log(τ [Gyr℄) were derived from the broad-band Optial-IR SED �tting, andmeasured to be equal to 1.1×1010M⊙, 2.8×109yr, and −0.3, respetively. At redshiftsz>∼0.6, the optial GOODS �lter set is sensitive to signi�ant rest-frame near-UVemission, the stellar soure of whih is not inherently well-desribed by the modelsin the single burst library used in this analysis. Nonetheless, the majority of ETGsat z > 0.6 are well-�tted by the single burst models. Only 13 ETGs were �failures�(whih I de�ne as ETGs with minimum χ2

ν > 5); 11 of these ETGs had spetrosopiredshifts greater than 1. At this high redshift, the F435W ACS is sensitive to UV4I exluded a single poorly-�tted faint (MV = −17), ompat ETG (J033244.97-274309.1) fromthis set when alulating these averages 73



emission (λ > 1800 Å) exlusively. Exluding these �failures�, the mean mass, ageand log(τ [Gyr℄) of this high redshift subset of the atalog are measured to be equalto: 9.2×109M⊙, 2.8×109yr, and −0.3, respetively. This SED analysis demonstratesthat I have identi�ed a population of galaxies that are generally: 1) `peaky� (i.e., low
τ) in their star-formation history; 2) old (i.e., bulk stellar population formed > 1 Gyrago); and 3) have stellar masses omparable to the harateristi stellar mass of redgalaxies (∼1011M⊙, see Marhesini et al. , 2009, f. Figure 4.3 ) at these redshifts.Similar harateristis of the bulk stellar populations of galaxies are measured forlow-redshift ETGs (see, e.g., Bell et al. , 2004). Thus, I initially onlude that I haveseleted galaxies representative of the lass of intermediate to high mass ETGs.4.2.4 Soure Classi�ationIn this setion, I disuss the morphologial properties and lassi�ation de�nitions forthe ETGs. Although optial olors were not used to selet or exlude ETGs, the olorof the ETGs and/or neighboring galaxies may aid in understanding the star-formationhistory of the ETGs (see Peirani et al. , 2010). In the following omments, the de�-nition of the ETG �ompanion(s)� is made stritly based on the lose proximity�inprojetion�of any two or more galaxies. Furthermore, the lassi�ations below arenot mutually exlusive. When galaxies meet the quali�ations for multiple lassi�a-tions, we provide only the unique lassi�ations and/or the most general lassi�ation.To qualitatively assess the primary ETG, its loal environment, and any possible om-panions, I inspet the GOODS three-olor, four panel 7.0′′×7.0′′utouts prepared forfour permutations5 of the GOODS ACS F435W, F606W, F775W and F850LP im-ages. In Figure 4.4, I provide the GOODS olor utouts of an ETG representative of5The utouts are available online at: http://arhive.stsi.edu/eidol_v2.php. Spei�ally, theolor utouts are generated for BV i′, BV z′, Bi′z′, and V i′z′ olors; where BV i′z′ refer to the ACSF435W, F606W, F775W and F850LP �lters, respetively74



eah of the following lasses:
• Comment �Comp.� � ETG identi�ed with ompanions. I note ases where theolors of galaxies in the olor utouts are similar to the ETG. This similarityould suggest that the galaxies are at a similar redshift, whih would indiatethat the ETG is a member of a small group. I de�ne two sub-lasses :� Comment �LSB-Comp.� � Low surfae brightness ompanions. ETGswith low SB ompanions are andidates for future work to study the roleof minor mergers in moderating star-formation in intermediate redshiftETGs.� Comment �b-Comp� � ETG has blue ompanions(s). I note objets whihhave projeted ompanions that are bluer than the primary ETG in allolor utouts. I speulate the enhaned emission in the F435W and/orF606W bands suggest that these possible ompanions have higher star-formation rates than the primary ETG.
• Comment �d� � ETG exhibits dust lane. The existene of a dust lane in anETG has impliations for the merger and star-formation history of the ETG.
• Comment �� � Compat pro�le. These ETGs are notably more ompat thanthe typial ETG in the sample, but were not identi�ed as stars in Ravikumaret al. (2007) or Windhorst et al. (2011).
• Comment �DC� � ETG has double ore. This designation applies to a singleETG (J033210.76-274234.6), whih appears to be an ongoing major merger oftwo spheroidal galaxies both of whih have prominent entral ores.
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• Comment �S0� � S0 andidate. These ETGs show evidene for a bright ore-bulge omponent, ontinuous light distribution, and an extended disk-like pro-�le.
• Comment �VGM� � Visual group member. These ETGs exist in a region ofprobable loal overdensity of both early- and late-type galaxies, as well as lowSB ompanions.In Table 4.2 (Column 4), I omment on the morphology, light-pro�le, and theenvironment of the ETGs. 4.2.5 Ative Galati NuleiWhile weak ative galati nulei (AGN) do not dominate the optial SED of theirhost ETG (Kron, Koo, & Windhorst , 1985), these may ontribute emission in the UVspetrum of galaxies (vanden Berk et al. , 2001, and referenes therein). Therefore, tounderstand the stellar soures of UV �ux in the ETGs, I must identify and aount forweak AGN ontamination. AGN were �agged in the atalog by mathing the positionsof the ETGs to the X-ray (Giaoni et al. , 2002; Luo et al. , 2010) and radio (Milleret al. , 2008) soure atalogs. In Table 4.2, I denote X-ray and/or radio soures as�X*� �R*�, respetively (or �XR*� if the ETG was identi�ed in both atalogs). I givethe AGN lassi�ations (Table 4.2, Column 3) from Szokoly et al. (2004), whih arebased on the X-ray luminosity, hardness ratios, and optial line-widths. Nine ETGsin the atalog were mathed with soures in the X-ray and/or radio.4.3 Catalog CompletenessWhile the morphologial seletion riteria ensure the galaxies are generally represen-tative of the lass of ETGs, the high spatial resolution HST ACS and WFC3 imaging76



allows us to identify sub-struture (e.g., dust lanes, whih would be unresolved inground-based imaging) whih ensures the atalog better aptures the morphologialdiversity of ETGs. I also onlude that the ETG masses are approximately equalto the harateristi stellar mass parameter, 1010 ≤M∗[M⊙℄≤ 1012 (see �4.2.3 andFigure 4.3). Thus, the atalog is representative of the lass of intermediate to highmass ETGs. Yet, the seletion riteria must neessarily imply that the atalog isan inomplete assessment of the ETGs in the ERS survey volume. In this setion, Idisuss the extent to whih seletion riteria a�ets atalog ompleteness.To quantify the number of ETGs I exlude from the atalog by enforing theseletion riteria, I inspeted a randomly-seleted region in the F160W mosai withan area equal to ∼10% of the total area of the ERS �eld. Therein, I identi�ed ∼180galaxies whih have su�iently high signal-to-noise ratio, surfae brightness, and spa-tial extent to be morphologially-lassi�ed. I visually lassi�ed 45 of these galaxies asETGs. Approximately 35% (17 ETGs) of these galaxies were inluded in the atalog.If I extrapolate this observed fration to the full ERS �eld, I estimate that there are
∼1800 visually-lassi�able galaxies in the �eld, of whih ∼280 galaxies ould havebeen morphologially lassi�ed as ETGs, but were not inluded in the atalog be-ause they laked spetrosopially-on�rmed redshifts6. Thus, I an assume that asa result of the spetrosopi redshift inompleteness, I am likely exluding a popula-tion of ETGs approximately 2�3 times larger than the atalog in �4.2.2. I onludethat the requirement that eah ETG have a spetrosopially-on�rmed redshift moststrongly prevents the de�nition of a omplete sample of ETGs in the ERS �eld.At low to intermediate redshift (z>∼0.6), this inompleteness disproportionatelya�ets fainter galaxies. Large (greater than a few square degrees) spetrosopi sur-6This sample likely inludes morphologial ETGs at z>∼1.5, but I an reasonably assume (f.Bezanson et al. , 2009; Ryan et al. , 2012) that the number of ETGs at high redshift is a smallfration of the lower redshift (z < 1.5) ETG population77



veys of thousands of galaxies have noted the pauity of low-luminosity (MB > −18)red galaxies (Weiner et al. , 2005; Willmer et al. , 2006). This pauity an be partlyattributed to the di�ulty assoiated with the measurement of spetrosopi redshiftsfor galaxies with largely featureless spetra, with few (or no) weak lines, that are om-mon to quiesent faint galaxies. At high redshift (z>∼1), the measurement of spetro-sopi redshifts is inreasingly more di�ult beause ground-based optial-near IRspetrometers an not adequately onstrain the 3648Å Balmer omplex. Further-more, olor-based andidate galaxy seletion at optial wavelengths (e.g., F775W−F850LP> 0.6 mag; Vanzella et al., 2008) will intrinsially selet high redshift (z > 1)ETGs with bluer rest-frame UV-optial olors. As a result, these tehnial limitationsand olor seletions promote spetrosopi redshift inompleteness in surveys of redgalaxies at high redshift aross the mass spetrum.I an not rule out the e�et of osmi variane in the ERS �eld as an additionalsoure of inompleteness in the atalog. Willmer et al. (2006) measured the best-�tShehter luminosity funtion parameters from 11,000 galaxies at z<∼1 in the DEEP2Survey (Davis et al. , 2007), and provide these results for two sub-populations, �red�and �blue� galaxies7. Assuming the best-�t Shehter parameters for the �red� samplemeasured at z = 0.5, we estimate that the ERS survey volume de�ned for 0.4 < z <

0.7 ontains only ∼1 luminous (MV < −22 mag) ETG.4.4 Conversion to Rest-Frame UV-Optial PhotometryThe measured rest-frame FUV�optial photometry provides a uniform basis for study-ing the star-formation histories of the ETGs. Here we desribe and apply an inter-polation method to transform the observed photometry to a �standard� set of FUV,NUV, g′, r′, and Johnson V bandpasses. I selet this �lter set for this analysis beause7�Red� and �blue� galaxies are distinguished using the olor riterion U− B=−0.032(MB +

21.52)+0.204 78



there are now extensive referenes in the literature whih use the same �lter set inthe study of nearby and low-redshift ETGs (e.g. Kaviraj et al. , 2007a; Shawinski etal. , 2007; Ree et al. , 2007; Kaviraj , 2010, and referenes therein).First, I generated a library of hybrid spetral templates de�ned by two instan-taneous bursts of star-formation. The �rst burst ourred at a �xed redshift (z = 3)with a �xed solar metalliity (Z1 = Z⊙). The seond burst was modeled assuminga variable stellar mass fration (f2), age of burst (t2), dust ontent haraterized byE (B−V), and metalliity (Z2). The full parameter spae represented in the library ofhybrid spetral templates is provided in Table 4.3. Next, I identi�ed a set (Table 4.4)of WFC3 and ACS �proxy� �lters that most losely trae the bandpasses orrespond-ing to the desired �lters (FUV, NUV, Johnson V, g′, and r′) at the relevant redshift.Finally, I folded the library of spetral templates with this �lter set to determine theproxy and desired rest-frame olors. To de�ne a general transformation funtion foreah redshift, I �t a seond-order polynomial to the desired olors as a funtion ofproxy olor. These transformations an be onsidered as a generalized k-orretion.The BC03 models are known to be an inomplete representation of the UVspetrum of ETGs with ages > 3 Gyr (see Kaviraj et al. , 2007a, 2008) due to theirtreatment of the UV upturn. The UV energy distribution in the BC03 models doesnot inlude the e�ets of extreme HB stars whih are expeted to dominate this regionof the spetrum of old stellar populations. Therefore, I use a set of templates whihare a hybrid of BC03 models and Yi et al. (1999, 2003) for stellar populations of ages
>∼3 Gyr. This hybrid library has been demonstrated (Kaviraj et al. , 2007a, 2008) to�t observed ETGs aross a large redshift range (0 < z < 1) with both young andold UV-bright stellar populations.
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The rest-frame UV-optial olors are given for the sample in Table 4.5. Fol-lowing the onvention of Table 4.1, I designate SE non-detetions in the blue proxyband as � · · · �. ETGs not deteted at or above the 1σ ompleteness limits (�4.2.2)in the bandpasses used to determine the rest-frame UV�optial olors are designated���. The (g′�r′)rest and rest-frame Johnson V and r′ apparent magnitudes are alsoprovided in Table 4.5. The (g′�r′)rest olors were alulated using a method simi-lar to the one outlined above for onverting the observed photometry to rest-frameUV-optial olors, though the (g′�r′)rest transformation funtion was alulated for adi�erent proxy �lter set (see Table 4.4). To alulate the Johnson V and r′ apparentmagnitudes presented in Table 4.5, the F606W �lter was �xed as the proxy �lter anda linear transformation funtion was �t to the proxy and desired apparent magnitudesmeasured from the hybrid template library. Typially, I measure the di�erene forany proxy-desired bandpass pair to be small (less than 0.1 mag), but at higher red-shifts, the redshifting of the Balmer break in the spetrum through the bandpass anprodue larger o�sets. Partiularly, between the F606W and Johnson V bandpasses,these o�sets an be as large as ∼1.1 mag4.5 Disussion of Rest-Frame Panhromati PhotometryIn the upper panel of Figures 4.5 and 4.6, the apparent olors and assoiated photo-metri unertainties bars are plotted for referene. I alulate these olors by simplydi�erening the apparent magnitudes in the proxy bandpasses for eah redshift bin(see Table 4.4). I show in the lower panel of Figures 4.5 and 4.6 the (NUV�V)restand (FUV�V)rest olors, whih are alulated using the best-�t transformation fun-tion from �4.4. Eah ETG is plotted with its measured photometri and systemati(i.e., assoiated with the transformation) unertainties. An asterisk indiates that80



the ETG was identi�ed by the radio or X-ray surveys of the CDF-S (see �4.2.5).I show the integrated (NUV�V)rest and (FUV�V)rest olors from the GALEX UVAtlas of Nearby Galaxies (Gil de Paz et al. , 2007) for NGC 221 (M32), 1399, and1404 (triangles). I selet these spei� ETGs, sine they well-represent the evolvedred sequene of ETGs in the loal Universe.I also show the rest-frame olors of three model galaxies, generated using theBC03 single burst templates (see �4.2.3) for three star-formation histories de�nedby Equation 5.1 for log(τ [Gyr℄)≃ 1.1 (blue),−0.3 (green), and −2.0 (red). For eahmodel, I assume solar metalliity, a Salpeter IMF, no dust, and formation redshift
zf = 4.0. The time sine zf is plotted as the upper abissa in eah Figure. Thisformation redshift an be onsidered to represent the e�etive start of star-formationin ETGs, beause it is approximately halfway in osmi time between the start ofosmi star-formation at z ≃ 10 (Komatsu et al. , 2011) and the (broad) peak of theosmi star-formation history at z ≃ 2 (Madau et al. , 1998).Over the surveyed redshift range, Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show that the majorityof ETGs have UV�optial olors no bluer than the log(τ [Gyr℄) ≃ 1.1 single burstmodel, suggesting that these ETGs have not undergone a signi�ant, reent star-formation event whih would be identi�ed by (NUV�V)rest

>∼−1.0 mag. Seondly,only a minority of ETGs an be well-desribed by a quiesent, instantaneous star-formation history that assumes a high formation redshift (zf = 4.0). Finally, I notethat the �red envelope� of the (FUV�V)rest and (NUV�V)rest olors, the latter is mostsensitive to reent star-formation, remains onstant aross the intermediate redshift
z < 0.5.Furthermore, few (1-2) ETGs at intermediate redshift (z<∼0.6) have measuredrest-frame olors as red as those observed for the strongest UV upturn galaxy in the81



loal Universe, NGC 1399. In �4.2.3 and �4.3 I showed that the seletion riteria(unavoidably) de�ned a atalog that is de�ient in bright (M< −22 mag) ETGs.Assuming a stellar mass-to-light ratio of these bright ETGs approximately equalto unity, the masses of these ETGs are greater than ∼ 1011 M⊙, e.g., early-typebrightest luster galaxies (BCGs, with stellar masses 1010.5 <M∗ [M⊙℄< 1011.5; seevon den Linden 2007) and D-type galaxies (M∗[M⊙℄>∼1012), whih is onsistent withthe results presented with Figure 4.3. From theory and observations of the UVX inlow-redshift ETGs, I expet that an optimal sample for the study of the UVX atintermediate redshift would inlude the oldest (>∼6 Gyr, Tantalo et al. , 1996) andbrightest ETGs. The latter is due to the observation that the strength of the UVXis positively orrelated with host galaxy luminosity (Burstein et al. , 1988). Thus,the analysis in �4.2.3 and �4.3 suggested, and Figures 4.5 and 4.6 on�rm, that theatalog is de�ient in these ETGs best-suited for the analysis of the UVX.Some ETGs may ontain UVX stellar populations, but these ETGs are likelyto be dominated in the UV by emission from young, not old, stellar populations.Any future work that seeks to model the UVX evolution over osmi time using theatalog must do so with aution, and take are to inlude multiple stellar populationsin the SED analysis.At higher redshift (z>∼0.5), the rest-frame UV-optial olors are uniquely sen-sitive to reent star-formation, beause the older evolved stellar populations do notontribute signi�antly to the UV SED of the host ETGs (Ferreras & Silk , 2000; Yiet al. , 2005; Kaviraj et al. , 2007b, 2009). If the measured rest-frame olors of theETGs are ompared with the results from Yi et al. (2005) and Kaviraj et al. (2007a),these olors indiate a wide range of star-formation histories ranging from ontinuousstar-formation (log(τ [Gyr℄)= 1.1) to nearly-quiesent (log(τ [Gyr℄)= −0.3), assuminga uniform formation redshift of the majority stellar population.82



In Figure 4.7, I show the rest-frame UV-optial olor-olor diagram for theETGs that are brighter than the simulated 1σ 90% reovery limits (see �4.2.2), withphotometri and systemati unertainties inluded. Furthermore, I olor-ode thedata to orrespond with the redshift of the ETG; the olor sheme is de�ned inFigure 4.7. In Figure 4.7, the (g′�r′)rest olors of ETGs span <∼1 mag. The (g′�r′)restolors of the ETGs are also well-distributed as a funtion of redshift and olor, whihindiates that UV-optial transformation funtion de�ned in �4.4 is not a�eted byany large systemati unertainties. In Figure 4.8, I show the (g′�r′)rest olors of theETGs with respet to the absolute r′ magnitudes. Sine the olor distribution isbounded by reasonable population synthesis models (Figures 4.5 and 4.6) and thethe rest-frame optial photometry is una�eted by large amplitude systemati orphotometri unertainties (Figure 4.7), the bimodality in the (g′�r′)rest olors whihdistinguishes luminous red ETGs from lower luminosity blue ETGs present in theFigure is not an artifat. Though the optial olors of ETGs are a poor disriminatorof reent star-formation history of ETGs, the distribution of rest-frame optial olorssupports the previous onlusion that there exists a diversity in the star-formationhistories of these ETGs.Finally, in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, we note a transition from peaky star-formationhistories for the highest redshift (z>∼1) ETGs to a more gradual and sustained star-formation in ETGs at low to intermediate redshifts (z<∼1) aross the entire surveyedredshift range. Spei�ally, at high redshift (z>∼) 1), many ETGs appear to lusternear to the log(τ [Gyr℄)= −0.3 urve, whereas no low to intermediate redshift (z<∼1)ETGs exist on this urve and few have (FUV−V)rest
<∼6. But I do not make an in-terpretation of this trend as it may not represent a physial transition. In �4.3, Ioutlined a number of biases impliit in optial-near IR spetrosopi redshift surveysthat spei�ally selet against red ETGs, both at intermediate and high redshift. The83



pauity of red ETGs at low to intermediate redshift may be partially attributed tothe spetrosopi redshift inompleteness, and as a result, this transition would notindiate a physial evolution in the star-formation histories of these ETGs. To deter-mine the signi�ane of this apparent transition I require a atalog of ETGs seletedin suh a way that the biases introdued by spetrosopi redshift inompleteness areminimized. To produe this atalog, future seletion and spetrosopi observationsof intermediate and high redshift ETGs in the ERS �eld must be made in the near-IR.4.6 Addendum A2. Red-LeakUltraviolet observations of objets with weak UV emission and red SEDs may be proneto signi�ant red-leaks, where long-wavelength photons an be inorretly ounted asUV photons. Despite signi�ant e�orts by the WFC3 instrument team to minimizered-leaks, it is important to understand this e�et on the photometry of a typialETG. I measure the red-leak assoiated with eah of the WFC3 UVIS �lter responseurves (see Figure 4.9) for model SEDs de�ned over a range of redshift 0.35<∼z<∼1.5by measuring the ratio of �ux at λ > 4000Å to the total:
R =

〈

F
λ>4000 Å〉
〈Fλ〉

=

∫ ν0

0 FνTνdν/ν
∫∞
0 FνTνdν/ν

(4.2)where ν0 = c/4000 Å, Fν represents the �ux per unit frequeny assoiated with themodel spetrum, and Tν is the �lter response8.Beause the UV emission pro�le of an homogeneously old ETG model anvary signi�antly with the models of the UVX stellar populations (see �4.3), I mea-sured the e�et of �lter red-leak for two template spetra. I used the Coleman, Wu8The response urves are provided by the syntheti photometry IRAF pakage synphot, whihwas prepared by STSCI for the HST instrument suite; more details are available online atwww.stsi.edu/resoures/software_hardware/stsdas/synphot84



and Weedman (1980) Elliptial and a BC03 exponentially-delining star-formationtemplate with log(τ [Gyr℄)= −2.0 and an absolute age of ∼12 Gyr (even when urrentosmology ditates that suh an old model is infeasible) to de�ne the model SEDs.I onsider the grid of model spetra for the redshift range, 0.35<∼z<∼1.5, and providethe maximum red-leak measured for this grid in Table 4.6. I onlude that the �lterred-leak in this redshift range is never larger than 3.5%, even for the bluest F225W�lter.
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Table 4.1: Early-Type Galaxies Catalog, Measured PhotometryGOODS ID α(J2000) δ(J2000) F225W F275W F336W F435W F606W F775W F850LP F098M F125W F160W z
∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆mJ033202.71 03:32:02.71 -27:43:10.87 23.07 23.30 21.62 20.24 18.82 18.28 18.01 17.91 17.69 17.50 0.493-274310.8 0.17 0.20 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033203.29 03:32:03.29 -27:45:11.47 26.00 25.89 25.50 25.13 24.42 23.78 23.61 23.44 23.37 23.18 0.542-274511.4 0.35 0.29 0.27 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02J033205.09 03:32:05.09 -27:45:14.03 24.88 24.92 24.80 24.51 23.94 23.23 22.99 22.98 22.74 22.59 0.763-274514.0 0.18 0.17 0.21 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01J033205.13 03:32:05.13 -27:43:51.05 24.28 24.04 24.06 23.84 23.36 22.63 22.45 22.41 22.26 22.18 0.806-274351.0 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033206.27 03:32:06.27 -27:45:36.68 � � 25.62 25.67 23.00 21.54 21.04 20.85 20.44 20.06 0.669-274536.7 � � 0.72 0.20 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00J033206.48 03:32:06.48 -27:44:03.68 � 25.78 26.07 � 24.43 23.03 22.11 21.85 21.41 21.03 0.958-274403.6 � 0.46 0.83 � 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033206.81 03:32:06.81 -27:45:24.37 25.61 � 26.37 26.12 25.42 23.91 23.18 22.75 22.03 21.65 1.373-274524.3 0.38 � 0.94 0.20 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01J033207.55 03:32:07.55 -27:43:56.68 � � � � 25.13 23.76 22.81 22.40 21.88 21.50 1.370-274356.6 � � � � 0.14 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01J033207.95 03:32:07.95 -27:42:12.18 26.47 � � 26.46 24.96 23.64 23.17 23.01 22.68 22.39 0.740-274212.1 0.66 � � 0.23 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01J033208.41 03:32:08.41 -27:42:31.37 26.31 · · · 25.99 24.83 22.87 21.74 21.34 21.19 20.85 20.53 0.540-274231.3 0.94 · · · 0.85 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00J033208.45 03:32:08.44 -27:41:45.95 25.06 25.20 24.57 25.15 23.55 22.00 21.44 21.22 20.81 20.42 0.730-274145.9 0.41 0.43 0.25 0.14 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033208.53 03:32:08.53 -27:42:17.78 24.10 25.02 24.60 24.35 22.70 21.27 20.76 20.57 20.16 19.80 0.730-274217.7 0.22 0.46 0.43 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00J033208.55 03:32:08.55 -27:42:31.14 26.31 26.23 25.93 26.55 25.10 23.79 23.52 23.31 23.08 22.83 0.509-274231.1 0.76 0.65 0.67 0.34 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01J033208.65 03:32:08.65 -27:45:01.84 � � 26.32 25.31 23.11 21.62 20.98 20.84 20.50 20.20 0.873-274501.8 � � 1.01 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033208.90 03:32:08.90 -27:43:44.36 25.39 25.51 25.23 24.60 23.35 22.77 22.59 22.52 22.38 22.23 0.580-274344.3 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033209.09 03:32:09.09 -27:45:10.85 25.83 25.57 25.27 25.38 24.54 24.24 23.97 24.00 24.01 23.92 0.401-274510.8 0.27 0.20 0.21 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02J033209.19 03:32:09.19 -27:42:25.66 � � � 25.80 23.57 22.10 21.61 21.38 21.00 20.64 0.720-274225.6 � � � 0.22 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033210.04 03:32:10.04 -27:43:33.15 26.06 25.23 25.55 25.30 23.74 22.15 21.14 20.87 20.34 19.95 1.009-274333.1 1.11 0.48 0.86 0.19 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00J033210.12 03:32:10.12 -27:43:33.37 � · · · · · · 26.46 24.69 23.20 22.23 21.91 21.44 21.06 1.009-274333.3 � · · · · · · 0.26 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 1:ETG Catalog, Measured Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID α(J2000) δ(J2000) F225W F275W F336W F435W F606W F775W F850LP F098M F125W F160W z
∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆mJ033210.16 03:32:10.16 -27:43:34.38 · · · · · · · · · 25.84 24.25 22.61 21.65 21.45 20.91 20.53 0.990-274334.3 · · · · · · · · · 0.34 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033210.76 03:32:10.76 -27:42:34.65 23.46 23.33 23.05 21.73 19.89 19.00 18.64 18.50 18.17 17.85 0.419-274234.6 0.15 0.12 0.13 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033210.86 03:32:10.86 -27:44:41.24 26.45 26.17 � � 24.69 23.43 22.98 22.88 22.55 22.23 0.676-274441.2 0.66 0.47 � � 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033211.21 03:32:11.21 -27:45:33.44 26.31 � � 26.07 24.62 23.18 22.16 21.79 21.32 20.99 1.215-274533.4 0.72 � � 0.20 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033211.61 03:32:11.61 -27:45:54.13 � 25.50 25.71 25.80 24.15 22.73 21.75 21.38 20.93 20.55 1.039-274554.1 � 0.41 0.67 0.21 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033212.20 03:32:12.19 -27:45:30.04 25.04 24.93 24.44 24.28 22.32 21.06 20.64 20.50 20.17 19.86 0.676-274530.1 0.48 0.41 0.34 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033212.31 03:32:12.31 -27:45:27.43 · · · 25.53 25.03 25.57 23.46 22.17 21.77 21.61 21.29 21.01 0.680-274527.4 · · · 0.45 0.40 0.18 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033212.47 03:32:12.47 -27:42:24.24 � � 25.50 24.87 23.04 22.19 21.92 21.78 21.55 21.30 0.417-274224.2 � � 0.41 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033214.26 03:32:14.26 -27:42:54.28 � · · · 26.19 26.38 24.96 23.90 23.48 23.34 22.94 22.68 0.814-274254.2 � · · · 0.62 0.18 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01J033214.45 03:32:14.45 -27:44:56.58 � � 25.39 � 24.81 23.37 22.95 22.80 22.43 22.14 0.737-274456.6 � � 0.37 � 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01J033214.65 03:32:14.65 -27:41:36.56 25.75 25.67 � 26.12 25.42 23.84 23.00 22.51 21.77 21.33 1.338-274136.6 0.63 0.55 � 0.29 0.13 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01J033214.68 03:32:14.69 -27:43:37.10 26.49 25.42 25.28 25.08 24.31 23.44 22.95 22.88 22.58 22.42 0.910-274337.1 0.70 0.24 0.28 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01J033214.73 03:32:14.73 -27:41:53.32 · · · 26.07 � 25.07 23.40 22.56 22.22 22.09 21.85 21.60 0.490-274153.3 · · · 0.51 � 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033214.78 03:32:14.78 -27:44:33.11 � � � � 24.52 23.11 22.63 22.41 21.93 21.57 0.736-274433.1 � � � � 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00J033214.83 03:32:14.83 -27:41:57.13 � � � 25.18 23.54 22.34 21.96 21.84 21.53 21.25 0.680-274157.1 � � � 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033215.98 03:32:15.99 -27:44:22.96 25.60 25.80 25.63 24.48 22.96 21.78 21.41 21.28 21.00 20.75 0.735-274422.9 0.68 0.75 0.84 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033216.19 03:32:16.20 -27:44:23.14 25.48 25.86 25.63 24.82 23.25 22.45 22.15 22.08 21.81 21.63 0.419-274423.1 0.50 0.65 0.70 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033217.11 03:32:17.11 -27:42:20.90 26.31 26.17 24.69 24.99 25.15 25.11 25.26 25.09 24.32 25.25 1.240-274220.9 0.37 0.32 0.11 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.02 0.06J033217.12 03:32:17.12 -27:44:07.73 · · · � � 26.51 24.59 23.14 22.66 22.53 22.15 21.83 0.730-274407.7 · · · � � 0.25 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033217.14 03:32:17.14 -27:43:03.30 24.16 23.92 23.37 23.07 21.69 20.81 20.53 20.37 20.15 19.81 0.556-274303.3 0.13 0.10 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033217.49 03:32:17.49 -27:44:36.73 25.43 25.08 24.78 24.68 23.01 21.80 21.36 21.23 20.89 20.60 0.734-274436.7 0.67 0.45 0.45 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 1:ETG Catalog, Measured Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID α(J2000) δ(J2000) F225W F275W F336W F435W F606W F775W F850LP F098M F125W F160W z
∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆mJ033217.91 03:32:17.91 -27:41:22.70 25.77 26.44 · · · 26.65 24.48 22.96 22.04 21.73 21.24 20.87 1.039-274122.7 0.62 1.08 · · · 0.48 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033218.31 03:32:18.31 -27:42:33.52 23.96 23.80 24.72 23.51 21.44 20.37 19.99 19.88 19.54 19.24 0.519-274233.5 0.20 0.16 0.47 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033218.64 03:32:18.64 -27:41:44.43 � 26.23 · · · � 27.29 25.56 24.66 24.11 23.38 23.01 1.325-274144.4 � 0.46 · · · � 0.35 0.12 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.01J033218.74 03:32:18.73 -27:44:15.90 25.15 25.03 24.90 24.20 22.28 21.21 20.86 20.76 20.45 20.14 0.509-274415.8 0.41 0.34 0.40 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033219.02 03:32:19.02 -27:42:42.73 26.25 � 26.33 25.70 24.75 23.38 22.61 22.15 21.72 21.41 1.019-274242.7 0.95 � 1.25 0.19 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00J033219.48 03:32:19.48 -27:42:16.81 24.37 25.08 24.08 23.01 21.31 20.49 20.19 20.05 19.76 19.50 0.382-274216.8 0.28 0.50 0.29 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033219.59 03:32:19.59 -27:43:03.80 � 24.98 25.02 24.62 22.79 21.42 21.02 20.86 20.58 20.27 0.735-274303.8 � 0.33 0.44 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00J033219.77 03:32:19.77 -27:42:04.00 � · · · � 26.70 25.70 24.17 23.29 23.02 22.59 22.32 1.044-274204.0 � · · · � 0.42 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01J033220.02 03:32:20.02 -27:41:04.25 25.34 25.63 25.06 25.59 23.41 21.89 21.43 21.23 20.81 20.46 0.681-274104.2 0.50 0.60 0.41 0.19 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033220.09 03:32:20.09 -27:41:06.75 � 26.54 25.57 � 25.19 23.20 22.25 21.74 20.97 20.56 1.309-274106.7 � 1.41 0.67 � 0.11 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00J033220.67 03:32:20.67 -27:44:46.42 24.54 24.82 26.26 25.21 23.28 21.95 21.47 21.26 20.82 20.45 0.726-274446.4 0.25 0.31 1.45 0.14 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033221.28 03:32:21.28 -27:44:35.60 25.62 25.34 24.82 23.76 21.55 20.34 19.89 19.70 19.31 18.96 0.620-274435.6 0.55 0.40 0.32 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033222.33 03:32:22.33 -27:42:26.54 · · · · · · · · · · · · 25.31 23.55 22.63 22.34 21.82 21.41 1.018-274226.5 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.09 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01J033222.58 03:32:22.58 -27:41:41.18 � · · · 25.19 24.31 22.36 21.32 20.96 20.85 20.53 20.24 0.509-274141.2 � · · · 0.48 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033222.58 03:32:22.58 -27:41:52.04 � � � 26.38 25.28 24.71 24.55 24.78 24.65 24.59 0.529-274152.1 � � � 0.15 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.04J033223.01 03:32:23.02 -27:43:31.49 � � 26.27 26.49 23.89 22.45 21.97 21.78 21.43 21.10 0.740-274331.5 � � 0.87 0.35 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033224.36 03:32:24.37 -27:43:15.18 � 26.26 25.62 24.44 24.47 24.64 24.60 24.46 24.07 24.75 1.271-274315.2 � 0.29 0.22 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.05J033224.98 03:32:24.98 -27:41:01.52 24.79 24.20 23.56 23.45 22.43 21.38 20.99 20.85 20.48 20.20 0.569-274101.5 0.29 0.15 0.11 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00J033225.11 03:32:25.11 -27:44:25.59 25.60 25.04 25.48 25.38 25.20 24.82 24.35 24.32 24.12 23.88 1.220-274425.6 0.29 0.16 0.29 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.03J033225.29 03:32:25.29 -27:42:24.20 � � 26.05 24.59 23.09 22.41 22.21 22.14 22.05 21.92 0.612-274224.2 � � 0.43 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033225.47 03:32:25.47 -27:43:27.55 · · · 25.35 23.87 24.55 21.98 20.52 20.04 19.87 19.47 19.10 0.690-274327.6 · · · 0.70 0.26 0.11 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 1:ETG Catalog, Measured Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID α(J2000) δ(J2000) F225W F275W F336W F435W F606W F775W F850LP F098M F125W F160W z
∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆mJ033225.85 03:32:25.85 -27:42:46.12 25.74 25.31 � 26.11 25.20 23.94 23.12 23.02 22.40 22.05 1.182-274246.1 0.60 0.38 � 0.30 0.11 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01J033225.97 03:32:25.97 -27:43:12.56 � � � � 26.46 24.80 24.00 23.84 23.27 22.87 0.972-274312.5 � � � � 0.17 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01J033225.98 03:32:25.98 -27:43:18.93 26.31 � · · · 26.65 25.42 23.89 22.87 22.52 22.02 21.66 1.215-274318.9 0.67 � · · · 0.32 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01J033226.05 03:32:26.05 -27:42:36.54 · · · � � � 27.09 24.93 23.92 23.31 22.16 21.65 1.125-274236.5 · · · � � � 0.41 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01J033226.71 03:32:26.71 -27:43:40.15 26.05 · · · � 25.00 23.10 21.91 21.51 21.41 21.07 20.77 0.550-274340.2 0.71 · · · � 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033227.18 03:32:27.18 -27:44:16.46 24.49 23.73 23.76 22.51 20.57 19.63 19.28 19.15 18.82 18.51 0.610-274416.5 0.40 0.18 0.25 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033227.62 03:32:27.62 -27:41:44.91 24.39 25.25 24.85 24.02 22.74 21.59 21.27 21.20 20.83 20.49 0.667-274144.9 0.14 0.28 0.26 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033227.70 03:32:27.70 -27:40:43.69 � · · · � 25.94 23.90 22.43 21.56 21.32 20.90 20.57 0.967-274043.7 � · · · � 0.21 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033227.84 03:32:27.84 -27:41:36.82 25.95 24.91 � 25.47 24.06 22.72 21.89 21.54 21.07 20.71 1.042-274136.8 1.22 0.45 � 0.23 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00J033227.86 03:32:27.86 -27:43:13.58 · · · · · · � 25.97 25.73 25.00 24.36 24.01 23.13 22.80 1.338-274313.6 · · · · · · � 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01J033228.88 03:32:28.87 -27:41:29.32 25.70 25.96 24.92 24.32 22.61 21.07 20.58 20.38 19.97 19.61 0.732-274129.3 0.92 1.08 0.56 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00J033229.04 03:32:29.04 -27:44:32.21 · · · · · · � � 27.36 25.16 24.45 23.93 22.86 22.38 1.202-274432.2 · · · · · · � � 0.45 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.01J033229.30 03:32:29.30 -27:42:44.85 � 25.89 · · · 25.72 25.00 23.91 23.28 23.03 22.50 22.25 0.880-274244.8 � 0.40 · · · 0.11 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01J033229.64 03:32:29.64 -27:40:30.25 26.31 26.24 25.34 25.72 25.02 24.01 23.31 23.17 22.79 22.46 1.136-274030.3 0.64 0.55 0.32 0.12 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01J033230.56 03:32:30.56 -27:41:45.69 24.94 24.73 24.14 24.29 23.55 22.64 22.32 22.22 21.86 21.66 0.837-274145.7 0.22 0.16 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033231.84 03:32:31.84 -27:43:29.41 · · · � 25.64 � 25.35 24.14 23.25 22.92 22.43 22.04 1.024-274329.4 · · · � 0.65 � 0.11 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01J033232.34 03:32:32.33 -27:43:45.83 26.12 26.09 25.89 25.58 25.10 24.37 23.94 23.82 23.54 23.38 1.026-274345.8 0.40 0.36 0.40 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02J033232.57 03:32:32.57 -27:41:33.79 26.12 � 23.88 26.37 25.95 25.45 25.26 25.43 25.21 25.33 0.736-274133.8 0.35 � 0.05 0.12 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.07J033232.96 03:32:32.96 -27:41:06.77 23.88s 23.76 23.63 23.27 22.40 21.90 21.67 21.59 21.51 21.31 0.472-274106.8 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033233.28 03:32:33.29 -27:42:35.97 � � � � 27.60 25.74 24.67 24.32 23.62 23.11 1.215-274236.0 � � � � 0.44 0.14 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.01J033233.40 03:32:33.40 -27:41:38.92 26.01 24.97 24.66 24.52 23.59 22.39 21.62 21.43 21.02 20.74 1.045-274138.9 0.76 0.27 0.27 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 1:ETG Catalog, Measured Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID α(J2000) δ(J2000) F225W F275W F336W F435W F606W F775W F850LP F098M F125W F160W z
∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆mJ033233.87 03:32:33.87 -27:43:57.55 � 25.85 26.19 26.42 25.00 23.46 22.64 22.41 21.98 21.64 0.978-274357.6 � 0.41 0.77 0.25 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033234.34 03:32:34.35 -27:43:50.10 24.18 24.11 23.37 24.24 22.47 21.24 20.86 20.71 20.39 20.09 0.660-274350.1 0.29 0.25 0.17 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033235.10 03:32:35.10 -27:44:10.61 24.80 25.27 24.92 24.44 23.91 23.36 23.03 22.86 22.12 21.71 0.838-274410.7 0.23 0.33 0.31 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01J033235.63 03:32:35.63 -27:43:10.03 25.21 25.82 25.88 25.27 24.54 22.96 21.93 21.54 20.97 20.59 1.190-274310.2 0.51 0.81 1.18 0.18 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033236.72 03:32:36.72 -27:44:06.41 24.56 24.88 24.74 24.37 23.12 21.99 21.58 21.43 21.04 20.73 0.665-274406.4 0.24 0.30 0.35 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033237.32 03:32:37.32 -27:43:34.30 25.79 � 24.14 24.56 23.09 21.79 21.37 21.17 20.81 20.49 0.660-274334.3 0.99 � 0.25 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033237.38 03:32:37.38 -27:41:26.21 25.63 24.66 24.26 23.78 21.35 19.93 19.47 19.29 18.91 18.54 0.671-274126.2 0.82 0.31 0.29 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033238.06 03:32:38.05 -27:41:28.35 25.99 · · · 24.43 25.39 22.84 21.36 20.87 20.69 20.28 19.93 0.665-274128.4 1.06 · · · 0.32 0.21 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033238.36 03:32:38.36 -27:41:28.38 · · · 26.36 25.92 25.85 23.85 22.60 22.17 22.00 21.67 21.36 0.869-274128.4 · · · 0.80 0.71 0.18 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00J033238.44 03:32:38.44 -27:40:19.55 25.76 � · · · 26.08 24.45 23.00 22.09 21.82 21.30 20.90 1.033-274019.6 0.78 � · · · 0.36 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00J033238.48 03:32:38.48 -27:43:13.76 25.22 24.71 24.28 23.24 22.20 21.79 21.65 21.58 21.48 21.36 0.430-274313.8 0.60 0.35 0.31 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J033239.17 03:32:39.16 -27:40:26.54 25.76 24.73 24.60 24.52 22.94 21.57 21.16 21.04 20.69 20.42 0.768-274026.5 0.72 0.26 0.31 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033239.17 03:32:39.17 -27:42:57.75 24.59 25.39 23.65 22.22 20.35 19.47 19.16 19.06 18.75 18.45 0.419-274257.7 0.49 0.94 0.26 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033239.18 03:32:39.18 -27:43:29.00 � 26.53 25.99 � 25.75 24.46 23.45 23.09 22.49 22.05 1.178-274329.0 � 1.01 0.84 � 0.15 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01J033239.52 03:32:39.52 -27:41:17.42 26.46 � · · · 26.60 24.53 23.06 22.10 21.82 21.34 20.98 1.039-274117.4 0.97 � · · · 0.38 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00J033240.38 03:32:40.38 -27:43:38.27 25.14 24.85 24.93 24.72 24.29 23.26 22.28 21.94 21.46 21.07 1.179-274338.3 0.51 0.36 0.52 0.12 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01J033241.63 03:32:41.63 -27:41:51.41 25.77 � � 25.28 24.44 23.32 22.60 22.07 21.34 20.97 1.427-274151.5 0.62 � � 0.14 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00J033242.36 03:32:42.35 -27:42:37.96 25.27 � 25.26 23.82 21.56 20.34 19.94 19.81 19.47 19.12 0.566-274238.0 0.64 � 0.78 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00J033243.93 03:32:43.93 -27:42:32.32 � 26.09 25.75 26.01 25.14 23.56 22.62 22.03 21.12 20.63 1.193-274232.4 � 0.88 0.87 0.32 0.12 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00J033244.97 03:32:44.97 -27:43:09.02 � · · · � 26.68 24.87 24.32 24.01 23.69 22.59 21.78 0.444-274309.1 � · · · � 0.34 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 1:ETG Catalog, Measured Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID α(J2000) δ(J2000) F225W F275W F336W F435W F606W F775W F850LP F098M F125W F160W z
∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆m ∆mNotes- Objets deteted in the ERS F160W mosai but not measured by SE in the ERS or GOODSmosais are designated � · · · �. 1σ 90% reovery limitswere alulated in �4.2.2 to be equal to F225W=26.5, F275W=26.6, F336W=26.4, & F435W=26.7 mag. Detetions fainterthan these reovery limits are designated ���. Measured photometri unertainties, ∆m, are provided for eah ETG.
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Figure 4.1: Ten-band thumbnails of the �rst 9 atalog ETGs ordered, from left to right, by inreasing wavelength with theGOODS Objet ID. Eah image has been onverted into �ux units (nJy), and all are displayed with the same sale. Allpostage stamps are 11.2 arseonds (128 pixels) on a side. Images of all ETGs are provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.2: The spetrosopi redshift distribution of ETGs is plotted as a solid histogram;the distribution of spetrosopi redshifts for the entire CDF-S is plotted as a dot-dashedhistogram. The CDF-S distribution has been saled by a fator of 1
75 , suh that both redshiftdistributions an be plotted on the same axis for omparison. The peaks in this distributionindiate known large-sale struture in the CDF-S. The seletion of ETGs ampli�es thesepeaks beause ETGs are known to be more strongly lustered than �eld galaxies.
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Table 4.2: Early-Type Galaxies Catalog, Additional ParametersGOODS ID X-ray/Radio AGN Note CommentsSoure?J033202.71-274310.8 � � LSB-CompJ033203.29-274511.4 � � �J033205.09-274514.0 � � CompJ033205.13-274351.0 � � CompJ033206.27-274536.7 X* ABS S0J033206.48-274403.6 � � LSB-CompJ033206.81-274524.3 � � �J033207.55-274356.6 � � �J033207.95-274212.1 � � �J033208.41-274231.3 � � CompJ033208.45-274145.9 � � CompJ033208.53-274217.7 X* ABS b-CompJ033208.55-274231.1 � � CompJ033208.65-274501.8 � � b-CompJ033208.90-274344.3 � � �J033209.09-274510.8 � � �J033209.19-274225.6 X* ABS S0J033210.04-274333.1 � � VGMJ033210.12-274333.3 � � VGMJ033210.16-274334.3 � � VGMJ033210.76-274234.6 � � DCJ033210.86-274441.2 � � �J033211.21-274533.4 � � LSB-CompJ033211.61-274554.1 � � S0J033212.20-274530.1 XR* AGN-2,LEX VGMJ033212.31-274527.4 � � VGMJ033212.47-274224.2 � � �J033214.26-274254.2 � � CompJ033214.45-274456.6 � � CompJ033214.65-274136.6 � � �J033214.68-274337.1 � � S0,CompJ033214.73-274153.3 � � �J033214.78-274433.1 � � �J033214.83-274157.1 � � mJ033215.98-274422.9 � � CompJ033216.19-274423.1 � � CompJ033217.11-274220.9 � � ,b-CompJ033217.12-274407.7 � � �J033217.14-274303.3 XR* AGN-1,BLAGN LSB-CompJ033217.49-274436.7 � � �J033217.91-274122.7 � � �J033218.31-274233.5 � � S0,VGMJ033218.64-274144.4 � � J033218.74-274415.8 � � VGMJ033219.02-274242.7 � � VGMJ033219.48-274216.8 � � �J033219.59-274303.8 � � VGMJ033219.77-274204.0 � � ,LSB-CompJ033220.02-274104.2 � � LSB-CompJ033220.09-274106.7 � � Comp.J033220.67-274446.4 � � S0,CompJ033221.28-274435.6 XR* � m,VGMJ033222.33-274226.5 � � S0J033222.58-274141.2 � � CompJ033222.58-274152.1 � � J033223.01-274331.5 � � CompJ033224.36-274315.2 � � J033224.98-274101.5 X* AGN-2,LEX CompJ033225.11-274425.6 � � J033225.29-274224.2 � � LSB-CompJ033225.47-274327.6 � � CompContinued on next page ... 94



Table 2:ETG Catalog, Additional Parameters (Continued)GOODS ID X-ray/Radio AGN Note CommentsSoure?J033225.85-274246.1 � � ,VGMJ033225.97-274312.5 � � J033225.98-274318.9 � � S0,VGMJ033226.05-274236.5 � � b-CompJ033226.71-274340.2 � � CompJ033227.18-274416.5 � � S0,mJ033227.62-274144.9 X* AGN-2,HEX S0J033227.70-274043.7 � � S0J033227.84-274136.8 � � CompJ033227.86-274313.6 � � J033228.88-274129.3 � � d,CompJ033229.04-274432.2 � � J033229.30-274244.8 � � �J033229.64-274030.3 � � �J033230.56-274145.7 � � m,b-CompJ033231.84-274329.4 � � J033232.34-274345.8 � � J033232.57-274133.8 � � J033232.96-274106.8 � � LSB-CompJ033233.28-274236.0 � � J033233.40-274138.9 � � �J033233.87-274357.6 � � �J033234.34-274350.1 X* AGN-2,LEX b-CompJ033235.10-274410.7 � � ,VGMJ033235.63-274310.2 � � S0,CompJ033236.72-274406.4 � � S0J033237.32-274334.3 � � LSB-CompJ033237.38-274126.2 � � Comp.J033238.06-274128.4 � � b-Comp.J033238.36-274128.4 � � LSB-CompJ033238.44-274019.6 � � �J033238.48-274313.8 � � �J033239.17-274026.5 � � mJ033239.17-274257.7 � � �J033239.18-274329.0 � � �J033239.52-274117.4 � � �J033240.38-274338.3 � � �J033241.63-274151.5 � � �J033242.36-274238.0 � � CompJ033243.93-274232.4 � � J033244.97-274309.1 � � Notes-Col. 1 : GOODS Identi�er StringCol. 2 : Galaxies identi�ed in X-ray, Radio, or both surveys are denotedhere by �X*�, �R*� or �XR*�, respetively.Col. 3 : X-ray and optial spetral lassi�ation of ETGs are fromSzokoly et al. (2004). For X-ray lassi�ations, objets areprimarily distinguished by the hardness ratio (HR) of the X-rayspetrum: ≤ 0.2 for AGN-1 (> -0.2 for AGN-2). For Optiallassi�ation, �BLAGN� denotes a broad-line AGN soure;�HEX� (�LEX�) indiates �high� (�low�) degree of exitation;�ABS� denotes a typial galaxy absorption line system; for moredetails on these designations see Szokoly et al. (2004).Col. 4 : Comments �ags: Comp �potential satellites or ompanion;b-Comp. � blue ompanions; LSB-Comp. � low surfae brightnessompanions;  � ompat; DC � Double Core; d � potential dustlane; S0 � S0 andidate; VGM � visual group member. For detailsregarding eah of these designations, see �4.2.4.
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Figure 4.3: Absolute and apparent magnitudes are plotted versus the spetrosopi redshiftof eah ETG. For larity, photometri unertainties are only overplotted if the ∆m > 0.1 ABmag. Upper Panel: The absolute F606W magnitudes were measured for the ETGs using thebest-�t single burst stellar population model to the SED of eah ETG as outlined in �4.2.3. Ioverplot the photometri ompleteness limits (solid urve), whih I derived from the reoverylimits (see �4.2.2). Lower Panel: In addition to the apparent F606W magnitudes measuredfor the ETGs, I overplot the apparent F606W magnitudes of a maximally old BC03 modelgalaxy with a star-formation history de�ned by Equation 5.1, with log(τ [Gyr℄)=−0.3 and
zf=4.0. For eah model, we assume no dust, solar metalliity and a Salpeter IMF. The onlyfree parameter was the stellar mass of the template galaxy, whih we overplot for eah urve.The majority of ETGs are bounded by the 10< log(M [M⊙℄)< 12 urves; in omparison topublished mass funtions of massive galaxies (e.g., Marhesini et al. , 2009) this suggeststhat these ETGs are near or above the harateristi stellar mass. I provide for both panels,at right, a number histogram, orresponding to the plotted absolute (apparent) magnitudes.
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Table 4.3: Model Galaxy Template ParametersParameter Range
t2 0.001 - 12 Gyr
f2 0.001 - 1
Z2 0.1 - 2.5 Z⊙E(B�V) 0 - 0.5The parameter spae represented in the grid of spetral model templates used to determine the (NUV�V),(FUV�V), (g′�r′) olors is provided here. The variable parameters outlined here are as follows : t2 = timeof seond star-formation burst; f2 = fration of stars generated in seond burst; Z2 = stellar metalliityof seond burst; E(B�V) = dust extintion parameter. For omplete details of the model templates andtheir star-formation histories, see �4.4
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Table 4.4: Proxy Filter List for (UV�V) Rest-Frame Color ConversionsRedshift GALEX FUV Proxy GALEX NUV Proxy Sloan g′ Proxy Sloan r′ Proxy Johnson V Proxy0.30 F225W F275W F606W F775W F775W0.35 F225W F336W F606W F850LP F775W0.40 F225W F336W F606W F850LP F775W0.45 F225W F336W F606W F850LP F775W0.50 F225W F336W F775W F098M F850LP0.55 F225W F336W F775W F098M F850LP0.60 F225W F336W F775W F098M F850LP0.65 F225W F336W F775W F098M F850LP0.70 F275W F435W F775W F098M F098M0.75 F275W F435W F850LP F098M F098M0.80 F275W F435W F850LP F098M F098M0.85 F275W F435W F850LP F098M F098M0.90 F275W F435W F850LP F098M F098M1.00 F275W F435W F098M F125W F098M1.10 F336W F435W F098M F125W F125W1.20 F336W F435W F098M F125W F125W1.30 F336W F606W F098M F125W F125W1.40 F336W F606W F098M F125W F125WNotes: The development and appliation of these olor transformations is disussed in �4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Cutouts of six ETGs seleted to represent one of eah of the lassesde�ned in �4.2.4. The galaxy utouts, and the omment lass it represents, is de-�ned as follows : J033210.0-274333.1 � Visual Group Member; J033227.1-274416.4� Low Surfae Brightness Companion (North-east, roughly parallel to minor axis);J033228.8-274129.3 � dust; J033236.7-274406.4 � S0; J033244.9-274309.0 � om-pat. These images were generated using the GOODS ACS Cutout Tool, available athttp: // arhive. stsi.edu/eidol_v2.php 99



Table 4.5: Early-Type Galaxies Catalog, Converted PhotometryGOODS ID (FUV�V)p (FUV�V)r (NUV�V)p (NUV�V)r (g′�r′)p (g′�r′)r MF606W MV Mr′ mV mr′

∆m ∆m ∆mJ033202.71 4.78 5.08 3.34 3.38 0.81 0.43 -23.87 -23.78 -23.93 19.39 18.57-274310.8 0.17 0.05 0.00 0.00J033203.29 2.38 2.29 1.88 1.76 0.34 0.41 -18.47 -18.40 -18.53 25.04 24.28-274511.4 0.33 0.24 0.03 0.07J033205.09 1.94 1.90 1.53 1.50 0.01 0.01 -19.96 -19.90 -20.01 24.42 23.85-274514.0 0.16 0.03 0.06 0.04J033205.13 1.63 1.61 1.43 1.44 0.04 0.14 -20.59 -20.57 -20.62 23.85 23.10-274351.0 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.03J033206.27 � � 4.77 4.16 0.69 0.75 -21.68 -21.52 -21.80 23.54 22.85-274536.7 � 0.58 0.01 0.20J033206.48 3.93 3.90 � � 0.25 0.81 -21.81 -21.67 -21.92 25.13 24.18-274403.6 0.45 � 0.03 0.05J033206.81 4.34 3.85 3.38 3.36 0.72 0.44 -22.26 -22.15 -22.35 26.56 25.41-274524.3 0.86 0.10 0.01 0.22J033207.55 � � 3.25 3.20 0.51 0.32 -22.38 -22.31 -22.45 26.27 25.12-274356.6 � 0.16 0.01 2.23J033207.95 � � 3.44 3.48 0.63 0.65 -19.80 -19.67 -19.90 25.44 24.87-274212.1 � 0.25 0.02 0.23J033208.41 4.96 4.80 4.64 4.23 0.55 0.68 -20.71 -20.56 -20.82 23.49 22.73-274231.3 0.92 0.74 0.01 0.09J033208.45 3.98 3.92 3.93 4.01 0.77 0.80 -21.59 -21.43 -21.71 24.03 23.46-274145.9 0.42 0.15 0.01 0.14J033208.53 4.45 4.39 3.78 3.84 0.69 0.72 -22.23 -22.08 -22.35 23.18 22.61-274217.7 0.45 0.11 0.00 0.10J033208.55 2.78 2.67 2.40 2.23 0.47 0.59 -18.33 -18.20 -18.44 25.72 24.96-274231.1 0.73 0.60 0.05 0.35J033208.65 � � 4.46 4.48 0.14 0.49 -22.48 -22.36 -22.57 23.60 22.85-274501.8 � 0.09 0.00 0.10J033208.90 2.79 2.67 2.63 2.49 0.25 0.29 -19.67 -19.61 -19.71 23.97 23.21-274344.3 0.28 0.29 0.01 0.05J033209.09 1.59 1.72 1.03 1.03 0.56 0.31 -17.26 -17.23 -17.28 25.11 24.29-274510.8 0.29 0.21 0.02 0.08J033209.19 � � 4.42 4.55 0.72 0.74 -21.36 -21.21 -21.47 24.05 23.48-274225.6 � 0.24 0.01 0.22J033210.04 4.35 4.30 4.42 4.48 0.52 0.36 -23.00 -22.84 -23.12 24.65 23.49-274333.1 0.47 0.16 0.00 0.19J033210.12 · · · · · · 4.54 4.58 0.47 0.31 -21.91 -21.75 -22.02 25.60 24.44-274333.3 · · · 0.23 0.00 0.26Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 5: ETG Catalog, Converted Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID (FUV�V)p (FUV�V)r (NUV�V)p (NUV�V)r (g′�r′)p (g′�r′)r MF606W MV Mr′ mV mr′(Un.) (Un.) (Un.)J033210.16 · · · · · · 4.38 4.42 0.20 0.65 -22.38 -22.23 -22.50 24.95 24.00-274334.3 · · · 0.31 0.03 0.34J033210.76 4.45 4.74 4.04 4.01 1.25 0.74 -22.71 -22.56 -22.82 20.46 19.64-274234.6 0.15 0.12 0.00 0.01J033210.86 3.47 3.33 � � 0.55 0.60 -19.71 -19.58 -19.80 25.23 24.54-274441.2 0.64 � 0.02 0.04J033211.21 � � 4.75 3.80 0.47 0.31 -22.60 -22.49 -22.68 25.81 24.47-274533.4 � 0.15 0.00 0.20J033211.61 4.12 4.07 4.42 4.47 0.44 0.29 -22.51 -22.36 -22.62 25.06 23.90-274554.1 0.40 0.18 0.00 0.21J033212.20 4.40 4.24 3.94 3.49 0.56 0.61 -22.08 -21.96 -22.18 22.86 22.17-274530.1 0.47 0.28 0.01 0.09J033212.31 · · · · · · 3.42 3.06 0.56 0.61 -20.97 -20.84 -21.06 24.00 23.31-274527.4 · · · 0.33 0.01 0.18J033212.47 � � 3.30 3.30 1.12 0.65 -19.45 -19.32 -19.55 23.61 22.79-274224.2 � 0.39 0.00 0.06J033214.26 · · · · · · 3.03 3.07 0.14 0.46 -19.82 -19.71 -19.91 25.45 24.70-274254.2 · · · 0.18 0.11 0.19J033214.45 � � 4.65 4.82 0.56 0.59 -20.03 -19.90 -20.13 25.29 24.72-274456.6 � 0.79 0.02 0.06J033214.65 � � 3.64 3.68 0.74 0.45 -22.48 -22.34 -22.59 26.56 25.41-274136.6 � 0.15 0.01 0.32J033214.68 2.54 2.53 2.20 2.30 0.07 0.27 -20.53 -20.45 -20.60 25.01 24.06-274337.1 0.23 0.05 0.06 0.06J033214.73 · · · · · · � � 1.17 0.65 -19.58 -19.47 -19.67 23.97 23.15-274337.1 · · · � 0.00 0.07J033214.78 � � 4.65 4.82 0.69 0.72 -20.46 -20.31 -20.58 25.00 24.43-274433.1 � 0.56 0.02 0.05J033214.83 � � � � 0.50 0.55 -20.71 -20.59 -20.81 24.08 23.39-274157.1 � � 0.01 0.09J033215.98 4.51 4.46 3.19 3.21 0.50 0.53 -21.52 -21.42 -21.61 23.44 22.87-274422.9 0.74 0.06 0.01 0.06J033216.19 3.02 3.25 3.17 3.17 1.10 0.64 -19.21 -19.09 -19.30 23.82 23.00-274423.1 0.52 0.68 0.00 0.06J033217.11 0.37 0.28 0.67 0.58 0.76 0.51 -18.85 -18.84 -18.84 26.34 25.00-274220.9 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.15J033217.12 · · · · · · 3.97 4.06 0.61 0.63 -20.29 -20.15 -20.39 25.07 24.50-274407.7 · · · 0.27 0.01 0.25J033217.14 3.62 3.47 2.84 2.67 0.44 0.52 -21.64 -21.53 -21.73 22.31 21.55-274303.3 0.12 0.07 0.00 0.02J033217.49 3.85 3.79 3.45 3.48 0.56 0.59 -21.57 -21.45 -21.67 23.49 22.92-274436.7 0.44 0.12 0.01 0.11Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 5: ETG Catalog, Converted Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID (FUV�V)p (FUV�V)r (NUV�V)p (NUV�V)r (g′�r′)p (g′�r′)r MF606W MV Mr′ mV mr′(Un.) (Un.) (Un.)J033217.91 4.71 4.65 4.92 4.91 0.49 0.32 -22.21 -22.07 -22.32 25.39 24.23-274122.7 1.07 0.41 0.00 0.48J033218.31 3.96 3.82 4.72 4.30 0.49 0.60 -21.94 -21.80 -22.05 22.06 21.30-274233.5 0.19 0.41 0.00 0.04J033218.64 · · · · · · 3.91 4.00 0.73 0.45 -20.80 -20.67 -20.91 28.43 27.28-274144.4 · · · 0.44 0.01 0.37J033218.74 4.28 4.14 4.03 3.69 0.44 0.55 -21.00 -20.87 -21.11 22.90 22.14-274415.8 0.40 0.35 0.01 0.06J033219.02 � � 3.55 3.67 0.43 0.28 -21.62 -21.47 -21.73 25.66 24.50-274242.7 � 0.17 0.01 0.20J033219.48 3.88 4.16 3.59 3.58 1.12 0.70 -20.93 -20.79 -21.03 21.68 21.08-274216.8 0.28 0.30 0.00 0.03J033219.59 4.11 4.06 3.76 3.82 0.56 0.58 -21.94 -21.83 -22.03 23.27 22.70-274303.8 0.32 0.09 0.00 0.09J033219.77 · · · · · · 3.68 3.79 0.43 0.28 -20.85 -20.73 -20.95 26.61 25.45-274204.0 · · · 0.38 0.01 0.43J033220.02 3.90 3.76 3.82 3.40 0.66 0.71 -21.37 -21.22 -21.49 23.95 23.26-274104.2 0.48 0.34 0.01 0.19J033220.09 4.60 4.09 4.22 4.39 0.76 0.47 -23.20 -23.05 -23.31 26.33 25.18-274106.7 0.61 0.14 0.00 1.67J033220.67 3.55 3.50 3.94 4.03 0.69 0.71 -21.56 -21.41 -21.68 23.76 23.19-274446.4 0.30 0.15 0.01 0.14J033221.28 5.73 5.54 4.93 4.51 0.63 0.73 -22.61 -22.46 -22.72 22.09 21.40-274435.6 0.54 0.26 0.00 0.03J033222.33 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.51 0.35 -21.56 -21.41 -21.68 26.22 25.06-274226.5 · · · · · · 0.01 0.09J033222.58 � � 4.23 3.86 0.47 0.58 -20.90 -20.77 -21.01 22.98 22.22-274141.2 � 0.42 0.00 0.06J033222.58 � � � � 0.07 0.08 -17.31 -17.29 -17.32 25.90 25.14-274152.1 � � 0.08 0.18J033223.01 � � 4.70 4.88 0.67 0.69 -21.04 -20.91 -21.15 24.37 23.80-274331.5 � 0.39 0.01 0.35J033224.36 1.55 1.31 0.37 0.33 0.38 0.25 -19.37 -19.38 -19.35 25.66 24.32-274315.2 0.19 0.02 0.02 0.09J033224.98 3.80 3.64 2.56 2.42 0.52 0.63 -21.24 -21.11 -21.33 23.05 22.29-274101.5 0.28 0.10 0.01 0.03J033225.11 1.35 1.14 1.25 1.06 0.20 0.13 -19.79 -19.74 -19.82 26.39 25.05-274425.6 0.25 0.05 0.02 0.12J033225.29 � � 3.84 3.59 0.27 0.31 -20.16 -20.13 -20.20 23.63 22.94-274224.2 � 0.37 0.01 0.03J033225.47 · · · · · · 4.00 3.54 0.64 0.70 -22.77 -22.62 -22.89 22.52 21.83-274327.6 · · · 0.21 0.00 0.11Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 5: ETG Catalog, Converted Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID (FUV�V)p (FUV�V)r (NUV�V)p (NUV�V)r (g′�r′)p (g′�r′)r MF606W MV Mr′ mV mr′(Un.) (Un.) (Un.)J033225.85 � � 3.71 3.00 0.62 0.42 -21.43 -21.33 -21.52 26.27 25.00-274246.1 � 0.24 0.02 0.32J033225.97 � � � � 0.16 0.54 -19.98 -19.84 -20.09 27.16 26.21-274312.5 � � 0.12 0.19J033225.98 · · · · · · 4.62 3.71 0.50 0.33 -21.92 -21.80 -22.02 26.61 25.27-274318.9 · · · 0.24 0.00 0.33J033226.05 � � � � 1.14 0.82 -21.47 -21.29 -21.60 28.16 26.89-274236.5 � � 0.02 0.42J033226.71 4.53 4.36 � � 0.50 0.59 -20.58 -20.45 -20.69 23.72 22.96-274340.2 0.69 � 0.01 0.10J033227.18 5.20 5.02 4.47 4.14 0.47 0.55 -23.18 -23.06 -23.27 21.11 20.42-274416.5 0.39 0.21 0.00 0.02J033227.62 3.11 2.99 3.64 3.25 0.38 0.43 -21.40 -21.28 -21.49 23.28 22.59-274144.9 0.13 0.21 0.00 0.03J033227.70 · · · · · · 4.62 4.63 0.23 0.76 -22.34 -22.20 -22.44 24.60 23.65-274043.7 · · · 0.19 0.03 0.21J033227.84 3.36 3.32 3.92 4.03 0.47 0.31 -22.40 -22.25 -22.50 24.97 23.81-274136.8 0.44 0.21 0.01 0.24J033227.86 � � 2.60 2.46 0.88 0.54 -21.05 -20.91 -21.16 26.87 25.72-274313.6 � 0.08 0.01 0.16J033228.88 5.57 5.51 3.94 4.02 0.69 0.71 -22.41 -22.26 -22.53 23.09 22.52-274129.3 1.07 0.09 0.00 0.09J033229.04 � � � � 1.07 0.71 -21.03 -20.85 -21.16 28.55 27.21-274432.2 � � 0.02 0.10J033229.30 2.85 2.84 2.68 2.75 0.25 0.82 -20.39 -20.26 -20.49 25.49 24.74-274244.8 0.39 0.11 0.08 0.12J033229.64 2.54 2.19 2.92 2.37 0.38 0.25 -20.95 -20.86 -21.02 26.09 24.82-274030.3 0.28 0.09 0.01 0.14J033230.56 2.51 2.48 2.07 2.09 0.10 0.33 -20.97 -20.89 -21.04 24.04 23.29-274145.7 0.15 0.04 0.04 0.05J033231.84 � � � � 0.49 0.32 -20.97 -20.82 -21.08 26.26 25.10-274329.4 � � 0.02 0.12J033232.34 2.27 2.24 1.76 1.91 0.28 0.17 -19.88 -19.82 -19.94 26.01 24.85-274345.8 0.35 0.08 0.02 0.10J033232.57 � � 0.94 0.87 0.02 0.03 -17.42 -17.42 -17.42 26.43 25.86-274133.8 � 0.14 0.13 0.21J033232.96 1.97 2.14 1.72 1.79 0.73 0.38 -20.03 -19.97 -20.08 22.97 22.15-274106.8 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.02J033233.28 � � 4.19 3.38 0.69 0.46 -20.39 -20.23 -20.51 28.79 27.45-274236.0 � 0.55 0.03 0.85J033233.40 3.53 3.49 3.09 3.24 0.41 0.26 -22.45 -22.34 -22.53 24.50 23.34-274138.9 0.26 0.05 0.00 0.06Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 5: ETG Catalog, Converted Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID (FUV�V)p (FUV�V)r (NUV�V)p (NUV�V)r (g′�r′)p (g′�r′)r MF606W MV Mr′ mV mr′(Un.) (Un.) (Un.)J033233.87 3.44 3.42 4.01 4.06 0.23 0.73 -21.31 -21.17 -21.42 25.70 24.75-274357.6 0.40 0.23 0.03 0.25J033234.34 3.31 3.19 2.66 2.42 0.52 0.58 -21.75 -21.62 -21.85 23.01 22.32-274350.1 0.28 0.14 0.01 0.09J033235.10 2.40 2.38 1.57 1.59 0.17 0.55 -20.69 -20.57 -20.79 24.40 23.65-274410.7 0.32 0.06 0.13 0.08J033235.63 4.90 4.37 4.30 3.47 0.56 0.39 -22.88 -22.73 -22.99 25.61 24.34-274310.2 1.10 0.14 0.00 0.19J033236.72 2.97 2.86 3.30 2.97 0.56 0.61 -21.09 -20.96 -21.19 23.66 22.97-274406.4 0.23 0.29 0.01 0.07J033237.32 4.42 4.26 2.96 2.68 0.62 0.67 -21.29 -21.15 -21.40 23.63 22.94-274334.3 0.96 0.21 0.01 0.11J033237.38 6.15 5.98 4.96 4.32 0.63 0.69 -23.26 -23.10 -23.37 21.89 21.20-274126.2 0.81 0.23 0.00 0.05J033238.06 5.11 4.95 3.73 3.33 0.67 0.72 -21.82 -21.66 -21.94 23.38 22.69-274128.4 1.04 0.26 0.01 0.21J033238.36 4.36 4.33 3.85 3.88 0.17 0.58 -21.33 -21.22 -21.42 24.34 23.59-274128.4 0.79 0.17 0.04 0.18J033238.44 � � 4.26 4.33 0.51 0.35 -22.17 -22.02 -22.28 25.36 24.20-274019.6 � 0.32 0.01 0.36J033238.48 3.42 3.67 2.48 2.49 0.55 0.29 -19.88 -19.83 -19.91 22.77 21.95-274313.8 0.62 0.30 0.00 0.03J033239.17 3.68 3.63 3.47 3.53 0.12 0.35 -21.94 -21.83 -22.03 23.42 22.85-274026.5 0.25 0.08 0.04 0.08J033239.17 5.12 5.41 4.18 4.14 1.19 0.70 -22.19 -22.05 -22.30 20.92 20.10-274257.7 0.49 0.24 0.00 0.02J033239.18 3.50 3.06 � � 0.60 0.41 -21.36 -21.22 -21.46 26.82 25.55-274329.0 0.76 � 0.02 0.17J033239.52 � � 4.78 4.79 0.47 0.32 -22.11 -21.97 -22.21 25.44 24.28-274117.4 � 0.33 0.00 0.38J033240.38 3.47 3.03 3.26 2.64 0.47 0.32 -22.39 -22.27 -22.48 25.36 24.09-274338.3 0.47 0.09 0.01 0.15J033241.63 � � 3.10 2.94 0.73 0.41 -23.05 -22.95 -23.14 25.37 24.48-274151.5 � 0.07 0.00 0.16J033242.36 5.32 5.14 5.31 4.83 0.52 0.63 -22.24 -22.10 -22.36 22.18 21.42-274238.0 0.62 0.66 0.00 0.06J033243.93 4.62 4.11 4.88 3.94 0.91 0.64 -22.77 -22.59 -22.90 26.21 24.94-274232.4 0.80 0.25 0.00 0.34J033244.97 � � � � 0.86 0.49 -18.31 -18.15 -18.43 25.44 24.62-274309.1 � � 0.04 0.35Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 5: ETG Catalog, Converted Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID (FUV�V)p (FUV�V)r (NUV�V)p (NUV�V)r (g′�r′)p (g′�r′)r MF606W MV Mr′ mV mr′(Un.) (Un.) (Un.)Notes: Subsripts on olumn headings designate whether the olors are observed (�p�� proxy) or rest-frame (�r�). Galaxies that were SE detetionsbut fell below the 90%1-σ ompleteness limits (see �4.2.2) in one or more �lters used in the transformation are denoted ���. ETGs whih wereSE non-detetions in the blue proxy band are denoted � · · · �(see �4.1). The unertainties, ∆m, reported for rest-frame quantities inludemeasured photometeri and systemati unertainties (see �4.2.2 and 4.4).
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Table 4.6: WFC3 UVIS Estimated Red-Leak† for Model ETGsFilter BC03 CWWF336W 0.2% 2.9×10−2%F275W 1.2% 0.15%F225W 3.5% 0.26%Notes-†�The red-leak is de�ned in �4.6
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Figure 4.5: Upper Panel : The observed (NUV�V) olors of the atalog of ETGs in theERS �eld. I alulate the observed olors by di�erening the observed photometry for theombination of WFC/ACS �lters that most losely mathes that region of spetrum assessedby the NUV and Johnson V �lters, respetively (see Table 4.4). On the upper absissa, Iprovide the time (Gyr) sine zf=4.0 for referene. Bottom Panel : The (NUV�V)rest olors ofthe ETGs. I plot photometri and systemati (assoiated with the transformation funtion,see �4.4) unertainties for all deteted ETGs. I plot ETGs deteted in Radio and/or X-raysurveys of the GOODS-S �eld with an �asterisk� (∗). Photometri upper limits, de�nedby the reovery limits disussed in �4.2.2, are overplotted as downward-pointing arrows.I plot the olors of three, stellar evolution models derived from BC03, assuming a �xedredshift of formation (zf = 4.0), and a star-formation history de�ned by Equation 5.1 withlog(τ [Gyr℄)≃ 1.1 (Blue), −0.3 (Green) and −2.0 (Red). Note that the low redshift evolutionof the (NUV�V)rest olors of these models is an empirial �t to the UVX in quiesent ETGsat this redshift, and is not motivated by a physial theory of the stellar soures of the UVX.
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Figure 4.6: The same as for Figure 4.5, but here the (FUV�V) olors are plotted.
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Figure 4.7: Upper Panel : The (NUV�V)rest and (g′�r′)rest olors of the ETGs are plotted.Bottom Panel : The (FUV�V)rest and (g′�r′)rest olors of the atalog ETGs are plotted.The onversion between the observed and rest-frame olors is outlined in �4.4. All data areolor-oded aording the the redshift-olor sheme de�ned int he bottom panel. The spanof rest-frame olors in these panels likely indiates reent star-formation in many ETGs (f.Kaviraj et al. , 2007b).
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Figure 4.8: The (g′�r′)rest olors of the ETGs. For larity, error bars are overplotted onlyfor ETGs with measured (photometri and systemati) unertainties greater than 0.01 mag.The broadband SED-�tting method for determining the absolute magnitudes is outlined in�4.2.3. See �4.4 for full details of the olor transformation that I use to alulate the olorsand photometri ompleteness limits plotted.
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Figure 4.9: The total throughput for the F225W, F275W, and F336W �lters areshown here. The inset in eah panel illustrates the transmission of eah �lter at thewavelengths where the red-leak is most severe. N.B. the range di�ers between eahpanel. Using the BC03 and CWW template spetra, I estimate that for a typialETG at 0.35 < z< 1.5 the red-leak, R < 3%. For more details, see Addendum A2and Table 4.6.
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Chapter 5EARLY-TYPE GALAXIES AT INTERMEDIATE REDSHIFT OBSERVED WITHHST WFC3: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON RECENT STAR FORMATIONA fundamental question of modern observational astrophysis onerns the assemblyand evolution of massive early-type galaxies, whih dominate the stellar mass bud-get of the loal to intermediate redshift universe (z<∼1; see e.g., Bell et al. , 2004).Ground-based optial-near IR observations red optial olors (Bower, Luey,& Ellis ,1992), a tight orrelation on the fundamental plane (Bender et al. , 1992) and themeasurement of hemial enrihment (Trager et al. 1998, 2000; Thomas et al. 2005)all agree on a theoretial formation paradigm (Larson , 1974; Pipino & Matteui ,2004; Chiosi & Carraro , 2002) of massive ETGs in whih these galaxies are passivelyevolving and formed the majority of their stellar mass in a burst of star-formationat relatively high redshift (z > 1). Spae-based rest-frame Ultraviolet (UV) ob-servations of ETGs (a wavelength regime that is uniquely sensitive to reent star-formation) have provided a very di�erent portrait of these galaxies assembly andevolution. Many (∼30%) ETGs have been identi�ed at low redshift (z < 0.3) toalso possess a minority population (typially ≪ 5−10% of the total stellar mass ofthe ETG) of stellar objets that emit strongly at UV wavelengths (Ferreras & Silk ,2000; Yi et al. , 2005; Kaviraj et al. , 2007b). Combining these insights with studiesof the rest-frame optial harateristis of galaxies at low redshift from SDSS andother surveys, the ommunity has revised the piture of galaxy mass assembly andevolution whereby galaxies may �move� away from their (temporary) residene red orblue sequene of galaxies, transitioning towards or through a �green valley�(Wyderet al. , 2007; Shimonivih et al. , 2007) Galaxies residing in the blue sequene (i.e.,late-type, star-forming galaxies, (NUV−r′)rest ≃ 2 and spei� star-formation rates,112



sSFR>∼8-9 (e.g., Villar et al. , 2011), may migrate away from the sequene for myriadreasons: suppression of star-formation by AGN (Shawinski et al. , 2009) and/or gasquenhing and stripping (Hughes & Cortese , 2009) whih removes the fuel availablefor prodution of future young stellar populations (YSP). Though the transition ofthese galaxies to the green valley ours relatively quikly (t < 1Gyr), the transitionto the red sequene may take many Gyr (Cortese & Hughes , 2009). In ontrast, ETGson the red sequene (whih have largely exhausted their �in-situ� old reservoirs) anappear signi�antly bluer at UV-optial wavelengths by forming YSPs. The fuel forthis low-level star-formation is supplied via old-gas aretion from mergers, whihare ubiquitous in the ΛCDM paradigm of hierarhial galaxy assembly (Elihe-Moralet al. , 2010; Khohfar and Burkert , 2003).Surveys with GALEX of ETGs have been tehnially limited to observing onlyETGs at low redshift (z <∼ 0.1) at rest-frame UV-optial wavelengths and at lower spa-tial resolution1 than is possible with HST WFC3 (Shimonivih et al. , 2007; Kavirajet al. , 2007b). At this spatial resolution, the morphologial signatures of merger a-tivity, for example, small-sale �disturbed� struture, small-sale and extended star-formation, or nearby low luminosity ompanions may be unresolved or undeteted(f. e.g., Salim et al. , 2012). The HST WFC3 UVIS provides nearly ontinuous ov-erage of the rest-frame UV SED of intermediate redshift (0.35 < z < 1.5) galaxies.Combined with the performane of the ACS and WFC3 IR, this instrument suite anprovide novel insight into the stellar properties of intermediate redshift galaxies.In Chapter 4, I observed ∼ 100 intermediate redshift (0.35< z < 1.5) ETGswith the HST WFC3 as part of the Early Release Siene program (Windhorst et al. ,2011). The rest-frame UV-optial olors (�5.1) alulated for these ETGs suggestedthat many of these ETGs had experiened a minor reent (t <∼ 1 Gyr), star-formation1the FWHM of the GALEX PSF is approximately 5′′113



event. I extend this initial work by measuring the harateristis of the young and oldstellar populations and investigate the pathways by whih these ETGs approahedthe �green valley.� In �5.1, I brie�y desribe the seletion riteria whih were usedin Chapter 4 to de�ne the sample I onsider in this researh. In �5.2, I present theresults of an analysis of the ETG SEDs to onstrain the age and mass of the youngand old stellar populations. I measure the Sèrsi pro�le and the ompanion numberfor eah ETG (�5.3 and �5.3.4), respetively, taking advantage of the HST UVIS/IRand ACS superior spatial resolution, stable PSF and low sky bakground at UV-optial-near IR wavelengths. I investigate orrelations between these quantitativemorphology parameters and the age and mass fration of the best-�tted YSPs toonstrain the mehanism(s) motivating the observed reent star-formation in theseETGs and disuss these results in �5.4.Throughout this paper I assume a ΛCDM osmology with Ωm=0.27, ΩΛ=0.73,and H0=70 km s1 Mp1 (Komatsu et al. , 2011). I use the following designa-tions: F225W, F275W, F336W, F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP, F098M, F125W,and F160W represent the HST �lters throughout; FUV and NUV represent theGALEX 150 & 250 nm �lters, respetively (Morrissey et al. , 2005). Throughout,I quote all �uxes on the AB-magnitude system (Oke and Gunn , 1983).5.1 Observations and ETG CatalogNear-UV and near-IR observations were aquired as part of the WFC3 ERS program(HST Program ID #11359, PI: R. W. O'Connell), a 104 orbit medium-depth surveyusing the HST UVIS and IR ameras. The ERS program observed approximately 50square arminutes in the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey-South (GOODS-S) (see, Dikinson et al. , 2003; Giavaliso et al. , 2004, for more details) �eld with theHST WFC3 UVIS in three �lters (F225W, F275W, & F336W) and approximately114



40 square arminutes in the same �eld with the WFC3 IR in three �lters (F098M,F125W, & F160W). These images were prepared as a mosaiked image, produedfor eah of the UVIS and IR band tilings, and eah image mosai was drizzled toa mathed pixel sale equal to 0.09′′ pixel−1. We rebinned the existing ACS images(F435W, F606W, F775W, and F850LP) to math the pixel sale of the ERS mosais.For more details regarding the ERS program, I refer the reader to Windhorst etal. (2011).I will use the ETG atalog identi�ed in Chapter 4 throughout the followinganalysis. For sample seletion, I required ETGs to have:
• been imaged in all UV and IR bands, to uniform depth in the ERS �eld;
• a spetrosopially-on�rmed redshift in the range 0.35<∼z<∼1.5;
• an ETG morphology haraterized by a entrally peaked light pro�le, whihdelines sharply with radius, a high degree of azimuthal symmetry, and a lakof visible internal struture.Applying these seletion riteria to the ERS �eld, I originally identi�ed 102ETGs. It is important to note at high redshift (z > 1), ground-based optial-IRspetrometers are not able to braket the Balmer omplex (∼ 3600Å), thus it isunlikely that the spetrosopi redshift for these galaxies was measured using thisabsorption omplex. Instead, an emission line (whih likely is indiative of reent orongoing star-formation ativity in the host galaxy) may have been used to measurethe redshift. Furthermore, the angular size sale dereases signi�antly (∼ 2×) arossthe redshift range of the atalog, severely hindering the visual inspetion of �ne-salestrutures in the ETG and its loal environment.115



In this analysis, I will use the panhromati (10-�lter) photometry for eahgalaxy measured in Chapter 4. This measured photometry for the ETGs was obtainedwith Soure Extrator (SE Bertin & Arnouts , 1996) in dual-image mode, using theF160W image mosai as the detetion image. In Chapter 4, I determined 90% reoverylimits for simulated bulge pro�les with half-light radius of 1.0′′ equal to F225W=26.5,F275W=26.6, F336W=26.4, and F435W=26.7 mag, respetively. I interpret ETGswith magnitudes fainter than these reovery limits as 1σ upper limits. I refer thereader to Chapter 4 for full details regarding the atalog seletion and photometry.5.2 Charaterizing the Stellar Populations5.2.1 Single-Component SED AnalysisExtending initial results presented in Chapter 4, I haraterize the old (t≫1 Gyr)stellar populations in the ETGs using a template library of single-omponent popu-lation synthesis models presented in Bruzual and Charlot (2003) (BC03). I �t thebroad-band observed Optial-IR (F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP, F098M, F125W,F160W) SEDs for eah ETG in order to exlude most rest-frame UV emission fromthe minority (by mass) young stellar populations. The template library of modelswas generated assuming BC03 single burst stellar templates de�ned with a Salpeterstellar Initial Mass Funtion, solar metalliity, and with the star-formation historyof the single burst de�ned by an exponentially delining funtion, weighted by timeonstant, τ , i.e.,:
ψ(t)∝e−t/τ (5.1)These models were de�ned for a grid of time onstants2 (−2.0 < log(τ [Gyr℄) <

2.0) and ages (1×108 < t(yr) < 13.7 × 109). In addition, I apply the Calzetti et2We alulate models for N=15 values of τ de�ned with a stepsize of max(log(τ))−min(log(τ))
(N−1) =0.28.116



al. (2000) presription for dust extintion, assuming 0<∼E(B−V )<∼1, a range knownto well-�t low-redshift ETG and spheroidal galaxies (Kaviraj et al. , 2011). I minimizethe goodness-of-�t χ2 statisti3 between this library of syntheti and observed �uxesto determine the optimal model (f. Papovih et al. , 2001). For eah ETG, I requiredthe best-�tting age parameter to not be greater than the age of the universe at theredshift of the ETG. In Figure 5.1, I present the best-�tting mass-age pro�le for theseETGs to summarize the results of this analysis.This analysis is strongly biased, by design, to the majority (by mass) oldstellar populations extant in these ETGs. In Chapter 4, the rest-frame UV-optialolors of these galaxies suggest reent star-formation is non-negligible, thus to moreompletely assess the mass assembly and star-formation history of these ETGs Iinorporate the rest-frame UV emission into the subsequent SED analysis. Salim etal. (2007) derived a presription for the estimating the star-formation rate of ETGsfrom their analysis of thousands of low-redshift (z ≃ 0.1) galaxies observed in GALEX& SDSS surveys. This presription relates the galaxy's rest-frame far-UV luminosityto the star-formation rate generally as follows:
SFR = 1.08 × 10−28L0

FUV (5.2)where L0
FUV is rest-frame far-UV luminosity, whih I orret for dust attenuationusing the presription provided by the authors where:

AFUV =

3.32 × (FUV −NUV )rest + 0.22, (FUV −NUV )rest < 0.95

3.37, (FUV −NUV )rest ≥ 0.95Using the best-�tting extintion o-e�ient derived from previous analysis, I measurethe mean star-formation rate (SFR=0.12; 1σ =0.19). Assuming the majority (>∼90%)3I assume 7 degrees of freedom when determining the redued χ2 statisti.117



of stellar mass in these ETGs is aptured in the one-omponent SED analysis above,I also estimate the spei� star-formation rates (log(sSFR)=-12.02; 1σ=0.87) for thesample (Figure 5.2). The observed SFRs are in good agreement with similar studiesof ETGs of this mass and redshift range (see reent work by Rowlands et al. , 2012,whih used the Hershel Spae Telesope to haraterize a sample of dusty & non-dusty ETGs).Impliit in this analysis is the assumption that the SFR measured from the UVluminosity represents primarily the formation of massive, young stellar populationsthat emit strongly at UV wavelengths. In massive ETGs, old stellar populations (e.g.,Extreme Horizontal Branh, or EHB, stars, for a review see O'Connell , 1999) mayprodue a �UV Upturn� (UVX Burstein et al. , 1988; Donas et al. , 2007; Jeong etal. , 2009) and thus ontribute a non-negligible �ux to the UV SED. In low redshiftETGs, massive main-sequene stars are signi�antly brighter at UV wavelengths thanare the old stellar populations ((FUV-V)YSP/(FUV-V)UVX > 4-5 AB mags), but inETGs that have not experiened a reent (t< 1 Gyr) star formation, the UVX mayontribute signi�antly to the UV SED.The evolution of EHB stars is not well-understood (f. Yi et al. , 1999; Hanet al. , 2007; Yi et al. , 2011), but if I assume that the UVX arises from metalliity-dependent mass-loss e�et of the Horizontal Branh stars (Yi et al. , 1998) then thestrength of this phenomenon is expeted to deline with inreasing look-bak time.A priori, the UVX is detetable in, at most, ∼20% of the ETGs at the lowest redshiftrange of the survey, 0.3 < z < 0.6 (Yi et al. , 1999), assuming a formation redshiftof these galaxies at z =3-4 Kaviraj et al. (2013). Applying the UV-optial olor-olorriterion de�ned by Yi et al. (2011) to di�erentiate passively-evolving and possibleUVX ETGs, we determine that the broadband UV-optial olors do not indiate thepresene of a signi�ant UVX omponent. Though it is a very minor e�et in low118



redshift ETGs (≪1% of the total stellar mass, Yi et al. , 2011) and the majority ofthe ETGs have not aged su�iently enough to develop a UVX (Ree et al. , 2007), oldand young UV bright stellar populations may both be present. But, if a weak UVXis present the UV SED is likely to be dominated by emission from YSPs.5.2.2 Two-Component SED AnalysisTo estimate the age and mass fration of the young stellar omponent I apply asynthesized, two-omponent model of the stellar populations extant in the ETGs.The templates I use are de�ned for a two-omponent star-formation history in whihstars are formed instantaneously at two di�erent epohs. The templates I use tomodel the initial, primary burst of star-formation (whih I assume to our at a highredshift, 12 Gyr prior to the age of the universe at the spetrosopi redshift of theETG), during whih the majority (by mass) of stars in these galaxies were formed,are derived from the Y2 models (Yi et al. , 2003). These model stellar populations arebased on a metalliity-omposite population (a short burst with hemial enrihment)with a mean metalliity equal to roughly solar. The stellar population templates Iapply in this analysis inlude a model of the UVX stellar populations (Kodama &Arimoto , 1997). The seond burst omponent, representing the YSP, in these modelsis again derived from the BC03 templates, has a �xed metalliity (solar), but I allowthe age (tY C) and mass fration (fY C) to vary for a wide range: 10−3 < tY C [Gyr℄< 10and 10−6 < fY C [%℄ < 1.In Table 5.1, I present the best-�t parameters from the two-omponent SEDanalysis, with upper and lower unertainties on the measurement of eah free param-eters representing the 68% on�dene level. The χ2 values of the best-�t models aregenerally small (χ2 <∼1 − 2), I aution that this need not imply that the measurementunertainties on tY C & fY C are orrespondingly small. The large YSP parameter119



unertainties an be largely attributed to the photometri unertainties assoiatedwith these data. The ERS program is a medium-depth survey and observed theseUV-faint (AB(F225W)<∼ 23) ETGs to a signal-to-noise ratio, 1>∼SNR>∼20 (see Table1 in Chapter 4). Note, these photometri unertainties are markedly lower4 thanwere measured in previous surveys of omparable galaxies at intermediate redshift(Ferreras & Silk , 2000).I present the rest-frame UV-optial olors, (FUV-V)rest and (NUV-V)rest , de-rived from this two-omponent analysis in Figure 5.4 as a funtion of redshift, wherethe plot symbols indiate fY C of the YSP omponent. If I onsider the maximal likeli-hood values derived from the two-omponent SED analysis, I measure at least ∼ 40%of ETGs have YSP parameters measured within the range 0.05< fY C [Gyr] < 1.00,1< fY C < 10, on�rming that a signi�ant fration of ETGs have reently undergonea minor burst of star-formation5. The mean age and mass fration of the best-�ttingYSP omponent equals: tY C = 360Myr(1σ = 160Myr)&fY C = 3.7%(1σ=2%). In thetwo-omponent SED analysis, there is no expliit orretion for dust, whih prefer-entially attenuates the SED at UV wavelengths, thus this fration is a lower limitto total fration of RSF ETGs in the ERS �eld. If I inlude the 68% on�deneintervals in the measurement of the fration of ETGs that have experiened RSF, thefration delines to ∼10%. This lower limit an be attributed largely to degenerayin the model �tting. The relatively large photometri unertainties may introduelarge unertainties in the measurement of YSP age and mass fration. Furthermore,there are degeneraies in these models with respet to tY C& fY C that are di�ultto orret with broadband photometry alone. For example, distinguishing betweena massive old stellar population and a very young (t<∼50Myr) starburst, whose UV4This is a testament to the improved UVIS apabilities of the HST onsidering the time ofexposure per ETG5Of the 77 ETGs for whih χ2 < 2 was measured for the two-omponent model template �t tothe ETG SEDs, 32 ETGs are likely to have experiened reent star-formation.120



light is strongly attenuated by the YSP dusty �birth loud�, is inherently di�ult withbroadband photometry (see e.g., Kaviraj et al. , 2007b, for whih UV photometriunertainties were muh smaller, ∆ <∼0.1 AB).These results are onsistent with studies of similar galaxies at lower to interme-diate redshifts observed with GALEX. For example, at z<∼0.1 Kaviraj et al. (2007b)found ∼30% of ETGs were measured to have UV olors onsistent with reent star-formation with an average age of the young stellar omponent equal to 300-500 Myr.The estimate that ∼40% of ETGs have likely experiened minor RSF is also in gen-eral onordane with the expetation from that the fration of ETGs undergoingstar-formation should neessarily inrease with redshift towards the broad peak ofglobal star-formation at z ≃ 2 − 3 (Madau et al. , 1998) and the formation epoh ofmassive spheroidals (Kaviraj et al. , 2013).5.3 Morphologial Analysis of ETGs and loal environmentFor the �rst time, the high spatial resolution and ontinuous wavelength overageof the HST WFC3 allows us to diretly onsider the mehanism(s) driving the RSFobserved in �5.2.2. In the traditional formation and evolution senario, these galaxiesformed the majority of their stellar mass at an early epoh (z > 3 Kaviraj et al. ,2013). If the early burst of star-formation in ETGs largely exhausted the fuel nees-sary for subsequent bursts (see simulation results from Kaviraj et al. , 2007b), thenthe intermediate redshift ETGs must aquire new gas via mergers in order to developthe YSPs. An alternative senario is that the observed RSF arises from S0/Lentiular-type ETGs that are transitioning towards the red sequene (Kannappan et al. , 2009).Here, the slow aretion of gas, originally present at surfae densities too low to formYSPs, from the remaining disk omponent towards the ore of the ETG may motivatethe RSF I observe here(f., Luero and Young , 2007; Serra et al. , 2012).121



In the following setions, I apply the GalFit software to measure the Sèr-si pro�le of the ETG (�5.3.1) to determine the fration of ETGs whih display alight pro�le indiating the presene of a disk omponent in addition to the observedbulge-dominated visual morphology. Seondly, in �5.3.2 & �5.3.4, I onsider the fre-queny of ompanions for eah ETG, applying a statistial likelihood formalism tomeasure the number of (AB(F850LP)<∼ 25) ompanions for eah ETG. If the preseneof YSPs and galaxy ompanion number are orrelated, this ould suggest that merg-ers and/or interations are an important mehanism motivating the RSF observedfor these ETGs. 5.3.1 Quantitative Morphology of ETGsThese ETGs were identi�ed by visual seletion based on their high degree of rotationalsymmetry and smoothly varying stellar light pro�le, i.e., the lassial morphologialsignature of an ETG. Thus, we ould expet that the light-pro�les of these galax-ies should be well �tted by a single Sèrsi pro�le. This versatile funtion is oftenused to haraterize the stellar light-pro�le of galaxies on the Hubble sequene. TheSèrsi model of the intensity of a galaxy's light as a funtion of radius is de�ned as:
I(r) = I(0)exp[−bn(r/re)

1/n] (5.3)where I(0) is the intensity at radius r = 0, re is the half light radius, n isthe Sèrsi index, and bn is a normalization onstant that is a funtion of the indexand ensures the radius re enloses half of the total galaxy luminosity. It is oftenassumed that late-type galaxies are better-�tted by a Sèrsi pro�le with n=1 andbulge-dominated, spheroidal galaxies are best-�tted by Sèrsi pro�le with n ≃ 4. Inpratie, there is usually a signi�ant spread in the best-�t Sèrsi index measured122



for large samples of ETGs. In the loal universe, Kormendy et al. (2009) measuredthe Sèrsi indies for 37 ETGs in the Virgo Cluster using observations obtained withboth ground and spae-based observatories. The mean Sèrsi index measured for theseETGs equaled n ≃3.8, but the spread in measured indies was quite large. Only 3ETGs were measured with 4 < n < 5, > 35% of the Virgo luster ETGs were best �twith n > 4. Those galaxies with Sèrsi indies greater than 5, > 60% were measuredwith an index of n > 7. Similarly, at high redshift (z > 1.5), ompat, quiesentgalaxies have been measured to have low Sèrsi indies. For example, studies withWFC3 of massive (log(M[M⊙℄)>11), ompat (re < 1 kp) quiesent galaxies found30-60% of these galaxies with Sèrsi indies less than n ∼2 (see, e.g., van der Wel etal. , 2011; Ryan et al. , 2012). Thus, in this ETG sample, where galaxy seletion wasmade exlusively based on visual morphology, it is likely that there will be signi�antsatter in their measured Sèrsi indies.I use the popular two-dimensional pro�le �tting software GALFIT (Peng et al. ,2002) to measure the best-�t Sèrsi pro�le to eah ETG in postage stamps extratedfrom the F160W mosai, eah with a uniform size of 200×200 kp (i.e., r<∼100 kp). Iimplemented GALFIT via the IDL software �iGALFIT� (Ryan , 2011), whih providesusers a GUI to implement GALFIT with its full funtionality, while also allowingusers to selet galaxies and mask extraneous soures (i.e, foreground and bakgroundgalaxies, osmi rays) �on-the-�y�.
GALFIT alulates the brightness of the sky bakground loally and �ts thelight pro�le, assuming that all �ux within the region of interest is assoiated with theETG. Thus, identifying and removing the ontamination from foreground/bakgroundobjets is ritial for aurate measurements. In the postage stamp images, I maskeda large (20 <∼N <∼ 50) number of galaxies and noise pixels (e.g., at hip and mosaigaps), but in the large images it was never neessary to mask more than 5-10% of the123



total image area.The sample ontains a number of galaxies whih are intrinsially small, andeven at the WFC3 high resolution they may be unresolved spatially. To ensure thelight pro�le of eah galaxy was well-sampled, ensuring aurate measurement of theSèrsi pro�le, we �t eah galaxy, individually with a single Sèrsi pro�le and alsoan empirial PSF de�ned using known stars in the ERS �eld. I then alulated thefrational di�erene, f , equal to :
Fcrit =

(χ2
PSF − χ2Sèrsi)
χ2Sèrsi (5.4)where χ2 equals the redued hi-square of the model �t measured by GALFIT.Ryan et al. (2012) determined that for ERS ETGs, Fcrit ≃0.01 an generally distin-guish stars from poorly resolved ETGs in the F160W images. I exluded 16 ETGsfrom further onsideration by applying this riterion. In Table 5.2, these galaxies aredesignated �Failed Fcrit�. A visual inspetion of publily-available spetra6 on�rmsthat ∼50% (7 of 13) those ETGs were identi�ed with [OII℄3727Å, or an unknownemission line, in their spetrum indiating the presene of a hard ionizing soure(s),potentially young stars or an AGN. If the stellar disk/bulge in these ETGs were rel-atively faint in omparison to a bright, spatially unresolved point soure, this wouldexplain the poor Sèrsi pro�le �t. Furthermore, if the visual inspetion was stronglybiased by this ompat pro�le, these galaxies should neessarily be exluded fromsubsequent analysis.I have exluded an additional 4 ETGs beause their light pro�les were well-blended with lose ompanions (on the plane of the sky). Masking these ompanions6as PNG images, available online at http://archive.eso.org/archive/adp/

GOODS/FORS2_spectroscopy_v3.0/index.html124



ould remove signi�ant light from the ETG whih would a�et the best-�t parame-ters. These ETGs are indiated �Not Fit� in Table 5.2.The average redued χ2 goodness of �t statisti measured for the Sèrsi pro-�le �ts to those galaxies that were not exluded by the previous riteria was small(χ2
ν=0.54). I note that the half-light radii for a signi�ant fration (∼20%) of theETGs were not well-�t7, thought the ETG may be small (χ2 < 1).I inspeted the residual map�produed by di�erening the best-�t Sèrsi modelpro�le from the original input image�for eah ETG. These ETGs typially showedpoor residuals, i.e., the model pro�le under-subtrated the galaxy light resulting inan irregular pathy or �toroidal�-morphology (a bright ore bounded by an over-subtrated �ring�) in the residual map. For omparison, I inspeted all residual mapsand found that the features present in the residual maps produed for �failed� re-sults were sometimes also found in otherwise good (i.e., low χ2

ν and all parame-ters well-determined) �ts. Physially, this residual �toroid� may indiate a entrally-onentrated, nulear star- forming region (as observed or impliated in �blue ore�loal ETGs Suh et al. , 2010), or a disk (as expeted for an S0/Lentiular ETGmorphology). For example, �tting a Sèrsi pro�le with a large index to aount for abright ore results in an over-subtration at larger radii (for ETGs with small e�etiveradii), onsidering the Sèrsi funtion with large index pro�le relative to the �atter,trunated pro�le for a Sèrsi funtion with small index. Thus, the poor residualmaps are most likely due to the use of insu�ient number of omponents to modelthe ETG's light pro�le.To better model the Sèrsi pro�le of eah ETG, I re-measured all ETGs, this7If GALFIT an not onverge on a parameter solution after a �nite number of iterations, it willdesignate the poorly onstrained parameter with an asterisk, �*�. The redued χ2 for the model �tmay be small (<∼ 1), but this solution should not be onsidered robust.125



time applying a two-omponent model for the light pro�le omposed of a ombinedSèrsi (to aount for the stellar light pro�le) and an empirially-de�ned PSF model(to better aount for any ore light). In Table 5.2, I indiate those galaxies forwhih this method produed better results in measuring the Sèrsi parameters witha star (⋆). 47 ETGs were improved with this two-omponent spatial model (i.e.,
GALFIT parameter solution onverged and/or lower redued χ2) . GALFIT ould notdetermine an aurate solution8 for 5 ETGs using either the one (Sèrsi only) or two(Sèrsi & empirial PSF) omponent model. I designate the row values for this minorfration of the atalog �Fail to Converge� in Table 5.2. Of 102 ETGs, 77 were well-�twith either the one- or two-omponent Sèrsi model in total.In Figure 5.5(a), I plot the best-�t measured half-light radii (onverted to kpat the distane to the ETG) against the Sèrsi index, with the symbol olors indiatingYSP age. Note that the Sèrsi indies span a large range (1<∼n <∼ 10) range; the meanSèrsi index for the sample equal to 3.7(1σ=2.1). In the top panel of Figure 5.5(a),I overplot a Gaussian funtion �tted to the distribution of n, the entroid (FWHM)of whih I measured equal to 2.7 (2.3). Similarly, I measured a mean half-light radii,
r̄e =2.9 kp (1σ=1.88kp); I overplot in the right panel of Figure 5.5 a Gaussian �ttedto the distribution of re, with a entroid equal to 2.1kp (FWHM=1.9kp). Note thatETGs with ages 0.1<∼tY C [Gyr℄<∼0.3 appear to be loated in a morphologial parameterspae distint from ETGs with older YSP ages. I do not believe that this represents aphysial distintion when the measurement unertainties for the YSP ages are takeninto onsideration. But, I do note that many (50%) ETGs with low Sèrsi index arelikely to have experiened RSF (1 < fY C [%℄ < 10; 0.05 < tY C [Gyr℄ < 1.00).8If GALFIT an not onverge on a parameter solution after a �nite number of iterations, it willdesignate the poorly onstrained parameter with an asterisk, �*�. The redued χ2 for the model �tmay be small (<∼ 1), but this solution should not be onsidered robust.126



5.3.2 Statistial Likelihood Analysis of Loal EnvironmentBy design, I have seleted a population of ETGs that lak any readily identi�ablemorphologial senarios of a reent, gas-rih majors merger9, I onsider the possibil-ity here that the observed RSF an be indued by minor mergers and interationsbetween the ETG and loal ompanions.I onsider a galaxy to be a ompanion if it is in lose physial assoiationwith the ETG, i.e., within a three dimensional spatial region de�ned by {X, Y, Z} ∝

{XETG ± 1000kp, YETG ± 1000kp, vspec,ETG ± 500 km s−1}, as opposed to a two di-mensional searh (f., Rutkowski et al. , 2013). This �searh radius� is omparable tothe radius over whih �lose pairs� of galaxies at intermediate redshifts are identi�ed,
{X, Y } = 0 − 1000kp and z ≃ 500 − 750km s−1 in the literature, (López-Sanjuanet al. , 2010; Tal et al. , 2013). Physially, this region ontains galaxies whih mayhave, if physially assoiated with the ETG, interated (via merger or lose passage),in the previous ∼ 200 Myr (i.e., 1 kms−1 ≃ 1p Myr−1).If the {X, Y, Z} spatial positions of all galaxies in a �eld are known, alulat-ing the number of ompanions is a trivial ounting exerise. In pratie, ounting thenumber of ompanions is di�ult as both high-resolution imaging and spetrosopidata are not generally available for all galaxies in the �eld. In the ERS �eld, ex-tensive galaxy redshift atalogs obtained with ground-based spetrographs alleviatethis issue (Cimatti et al. , 2002; Vanzella et al., 2008). In Chapter 4, I estimatedthe spetrosopi redshift de�it for visually-lassi�able (i.e., as early or late-typemorphologies) for the ERS �eld and in for a atalog of morphologial ETGs, the fra-9The atalog does inlude one galaxy whih exhibits two bright ores. This system, J033210.7-274234.6, does likely represent a major merger, but likely represents a merger of two �dry� (gas-poor)ETGs in whih the orbits of only intermediate to old stellar populations�in ontrast to a signi�antgas transfer�are modi�ed by the merger. 127



tion of galaxies without measured photometri redshifts may be as a large as ∼75%.This spetrosopi in-ompleteness arises from two tehnial limitations. First, spe-trosopi redshift ampaigns are limited by the apparent brightness of the observedgalaxies; thus, fainter soures may not be deteted. Spetrosopi redshift surveysof the ERS/GOODS-S are likely only to be ∼10-20% omplete (see, e.g., Vanzellaet al., 2008) to faint (AB(F850LP)< 25) galaxies. As the strenght of the broadbandnear-IR emission is orrelated with the stellar mass of the galaxies, this spetrosopiinompleteness implies an mass inompleteness for the atalog of possible ompan-ions. Seondly, quiesent ETGs may (as they lak signi�ant line emission) only bedeteted by the strength of their Balmer (∼3600Å) omplex, whih beyond z ∼ 1may an not be well-onstrained using ground-based optial-near IR spetrographs.Thus, the passively evolving stellar ontinuum alone may be used to measure thespetrosopi redshift.To gain a more aurate measure of the number of galaxies that are physiallyassoiated with these ETGs laking spetrosopi redshifts, I apply the statistiallikelihood analysis adapted from López-Sanjuan et al. (2010). In the following setionI brie�y outline the methodology (�5.3.3) and the measurements and disussion of theompanion number for the sample (�5.3.4)5.3.3 Priniples of Statistial Likelihood Test of Companion NumberLaking spetrosopi redshifts for all galaxies in lose physial proximity (i.e, in
{X, Y, Z}), I �rst assume that the probability distribution funtion (PDF) of a galaxyin redshift spae is de�ned as either,

Pi(zi|ηi) = PG(zi|zphot,i, σphot,i) =
1√

2πσzphot,i

exp

{

−(zi − zphot,i)
2

2σ2
zphot,i

}

, (5.5)128



if a galaxy in a system, j, omposed of one primary galaxy and oen seondarygalaxy that may be a ompanion (if its physial position meets the onditions for
{X, Y, Z} de�ned in �5.3.2), has a measured photometri redshift with unertainty
σzphot,2

.Or, if a galaxy has a spetrosopi redshift, then its PDF is de�ned as
Pi(zi|ηi) = PD(zi|zspec,i, σzphot,i

) = δ(zi − zETG) (5.6)where δ(x) is the Dira delta-funtion and zETG is the spetrosopi redshift of theprimary or �host ETG.�The total number, Nc, of ompanions ontributed from j unique systems ofgalaxies within a redshift range z ∈ [zk, zk+1] entered on the �host ETG� an thenbe alulated using:
Nc =

Σc

∫ z+

z−
vj(z1)dz1

Σi

∫ zk+1

zk
Pi(zi|ηi)dzi

. (5.7)Here, the limits on the integration [z−, z+℄≡ [zETG×(1−∆vmax/c)−∆vmax/c, zETG×

(1 + ∆vmax/c) + ∆vmax/c℄, where I �x ∆vmax = 500km s−1 when alulating Nc asdisussied in �5.3.2.In Equation 5.7, the distribution of the probability of the galaxies in the systemwithin this redshift range is de�ned as vj(z1), with respet to the ETG. If the primaryand seondary galaxies in a system have measured spetrosopi redshifts (Case 1),
vj(z1) = 2 × PD(z1|zETG). (5.8)For systems where the primary galaxy has a measured spetrosopi redshiftand seondary galaxy has a photometri redshift, then (Case 2)

vj(z1) = Cjδ(z1 − zETG)
∫ z+

z−
PG(z2|zphot,2, σphot,2) (5.9)129



where Cj is a onstant that normalizes the funtion to the number of galaxies in eahsystem. Similarly, when a system ontains a primary galaxy with a measured photo-metri redshift and the seondary galaxy (by the de�nition of limits in Equation 5.7,this galaxy may only be the host ETG) has a spetrosopi redshift,
vj(z1) = Cj × PG(z1|zphot,1, σphot,1) (5.10)Note that vj(z1) is only non-zero in the veloity range of interest, whih I de�newith respet to the �host ETG.� In Case 1,δ = 1 only at z = zETG. In Case 2, theprobability of deteting the primary galaxy as a ompanion is only non-zero withinthe veloity range z ∈ [z+, z−]. Throughout this analysis, I only onsider possibleompanions for whih the PDF of the photometri ompanion intersets this veloityrange at 2× the Gaussian (photometri unertainty) width, σ.5.3.4 ETG Companion Number from Statistial Likelihood MethodI �rst measured photometry for all objets within a 200kp×200kp square region,entered on eah of the host ETG, using all ten �lters (F225W-F160W). I applied SEin dual-image mode (the F160W was the detetion image), and applied the detetionriteria outlined in Chapter 4. Next, I �t the measured SED for all objets in thisregion using the software, EAZY (Brammer, van Dokkum, & Coppi , 2008) to measurethe photometri redshift of eah ompanion. The observed SEDs were �tted againsta spetral template library de�ned by ombinations of �ve SED templates providedwith the software by the authors whih they derived from the PÈGASE model SEDs.The full library of spetral templates was de�ned by all ombinations of the �ve modelSEDs. I refer the readers to the Users' Manual10 for additional details regarding theonstrution of the spetral template library. No redshift priors were used.10available online at http://www.astro.yale.edu/eazy/eazy_manual.pdf130



To produe a atalog for eah ETG of possible ompanions, I mathed a atalogof galaxies with spetrosopi redshifts with the results of the EAZY photometriatalog. Members of both atalogs were assigned the spetrosopi redshift, whih ismeasured with higher preision.For eah atalog of possible ompanions, I then applied the statistial formal-ism outlined in �5.3.3. The measurement of the photometri redshift has an impliitunertainty (I an antiipate an unertainty of at least a few perent, f. Brammer,van Dokkum, & Coppi , 2008), thus I alulated the ompanion number within aMonte Carlo (MC) simulation run 1000s of times and allow the Gaussian σ assoi-ated with the PDF of the galaxies with photometri redshifts to vary for a large range(0.01-0.1). The ompanion number alulated for eah iteration is then folded intothe alulation of the unertainty in the ompanion number.In Table 5.3, I present the number of likely ompanions, Nc, for eah ETGin Column 2. I also inlude the mean ontribution to Nc from ompanions withmeasured photometri (Col. 3) and spetrosopi (Col. 4) redshifts. I note that inthis table, beause measurement unertainties only apply to possible ompanions withmeasured photometri redshifts, the unertainty in Nc for the full system is motivatedonly by the photometri redshift ompanions, whih ould minimally ontribute ∼0ompanions to Nc. The veloity width over whih the searh for possible ompanionswas made was �xed (see �5.3.3), thus the number of spe-z ompanions was �xedthroughout the MC simulation.I have identi�ed more than one ompanion for ∼ 10% (9/102) of the ETGs.In Figure 5.7, I present the measured ompanion number for eah ETGs as a funtionof there YSP age & mass fration. Here, I note that the distribution of galaxies withmore than one likely ompanion appear well distributed, and do not appear to reside131



in any partiular regime in this parameter. The mean age and mass fration of YSPsmeasured for ETGs with more than one ompanions di�er from those ETGs withoutompanions � t̄Y C ≃ 260 (660)Myr & f̄Y C ≃ 2% (9%) for ETGs with (without)ompanions, respetively. I disuss the impliations of this result in the followingsetion. 5.4 Disussion of the Mehanism of Reent Star-FormationIn �5.2.2, I on�rmed reent star-formation in a large fration (40%) of the atalogETGs from the results of the two-omponent SED �tting. In part due to the pho-tometri unertainties (∆m>∼0.1 AB mag) assoiated with measurements of the UVSED of these ETGs, this fration represents a lower limit to the number of ETGsthat have experiened minor, reent star-formation.The high spatial resolution of the data allow us to onsider the frequeny ofRSF in ETGs as a funtion of environment and galaxy morphology. From visualinspetion alone, I an on�rm that major mergers do not motivate the measuredRSF. This onlusion may not extend generally to the omplete lass of �eld ETGsat intermediate redshift as the seletion riteria for ETGs has exluded galaxies inwhih major mergers are ongoing or are likely to have ourred reently.I measure two trends that may provide new insight into the mehanism bywhih RSF is initiated in intermediate redshift ETGs. First, in �5.3.1, I measureda wide range of Sèrsi pro�les of the ETGs' observed F160W morphology. ETGs atthese redshifts are known to be well-�t by a similar range of Sèrsi pro�les. Withthis unique ERS data, I am able to orrelate the YSP parameters with the measuredSèrsi pro�le parameters, and �nd that many (15%) ETGs are well-�t by Sèrsi pro-�les with low index and half-light radii and have likely experiened a minor burst ofRSF. There are multiple pathways observed in the loal universe whih galaxies an132



approah the �green valley� in whih many of the atalog ETGs �reside.� Spei�ally,disk-dominated galaxies on the �blue loud� an be removed to the green valley viagas onsumption and other more �seular' gas proessing. Though the ETGs do notshow a signi�ant disk omponent in their visual morphologies, the large dispersionin measured Sèrsi indies may indiate that a signi�ant fration of ETGs are expe-riening this �in-situ� reent star-formation as relatively gas-rih ETGs (potentiallyS0s) in their �death throes� evolve away from blue sequene.Seondly, in �5.3.4, I �nd that approximately 10% of ETGs have ompanions.For ETGs whose young stellar age and mass fration ould be well-onstrained (i.e.,
χ2 ∼ 2), I measured a large di�erene in the best-�t ages and mass frations of theyoung stellar omponent for those galaxies with & without ompanions. Spei�ally,ETGs with ompanions were likely to be better �t in the two-omponent analysiswith muh younger aged stellar (tY C = 700− 800Myr) population whih omprised asmaller fration of the total stellar mass of the galaxy.Based on theory and observations of massive galaxies, I an expet a highfration (40-60%) of these ompanions to merge with the more massive ETG byz∼0(Tal et al. , 2013). If I inrease the veloity range of the ompanion searh(maintaining {X, Y } as de�ned in �5.3.2) to vmax = 1000km s−1 the likelihood ofthe ompanion merger inreases to more than 80%. The number of ETGs withompanions approximately doubles (14/102) if we inrease the veloity range. For thislarger veloity ase, we identify the same trend as in �5.3.4: ETGs with ompanionsare more likely to host a small fration of their stellar mass in relatively youngerstars than is observed for ETGs without ompanions. Though I am limited by smallnumber statistis, this orrelation would appear to support the hierarhial pitureof galaxy assembly identi�ed at lower redshifts whereby ETGs are formed at highredshift, but periodially experiene minor puntuated bursts of star formation due133



to the onsumption of old gas reservoirs introdued by minor mergers (Kaviraj etal. , 2007b; Naab, Johanssen,& Ostriker , 2009). At the redshift of the atalog, thespatial resolution is insu�ient to identify the signatures of this merger ativity (f.Peirani et al. , 2010). Galaxies without ompanions have generally older ages, butthese galaxies are not generally �red and dead� and have likely experiened a burst ofreent star-formation at higher (t> 1 Gyr) redshift. Thus, an estimate to the frationof ETGs that have undergone a minor merger event is likely to be only onstrained ata minimum by this analysis. Repeating a similar analysis in HST deep �elds whereHST rest-frame UV data (e.g., the Hubble Ultra Deep Field, for whih deep data isavailable to AB(FUV=27-28)) or for a larger sample size, would signi�antly improvethe piture of massive galaxy assembly at these redshifts.In summary, there are likely to be multiple mehanisms motivating the ob-served RSF in intermediate redshift ETGs. From the quantitative analysis of theF160W band morphologies of these ETGs, a signi�ant fration of the sample appearto have �diskier� morphologies. These galaxies may have approahed the green valleyfrom a previous residene in the blue loud and are experiening low level star forma-tion as they transition to a residene on the �red and dead� sequene. In addition, thefrequeny of ompanions appears to be orrelated with the age and mass fration ofthe young stellar population measured for the ETG. Thus, as is observed or impliatedin both the loal (Crokett et al. , 2011) and high redshift (López-Sanjuan et al. ,2012) universe, minor mergers�whih are ubiquitous in the hierarhial paradigm ofmassive galaxy assembly�are also likely to motivate minor star-formation in ETGsat intermediate redshift.
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Figure 5.1: The mass (M⊙) and age (yr) of the old stellar populations of the ETGs,measured from best-�t stellar template (�5.2.1). Stellar templates were �t only to theOptial+IR SED (F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP, F098M, F125W, F160W). Inthe primary panel, I plot the measured mass-age distribution of ETGs, oded by thebest-�tting dust extintion. Inset in this panel are the distributions of the best-�tting
τ (see �5.2.1) parameter (left) derived from the SED �tting, and redued χ2 valuesof eah �t. Table 5.1: ETG Young Stellar PopulationGOODS ID tY C [Gyr℄ fY C/100% χ2J033202.71-274310.8 0.6410.078

0.000 0.5800.4200
0.2400 7.84J033203.29-274511.4 0.1430.059

0.053 0.0500.0300
0.0240 1.08J033205.09-274514.0 0.1140.047

0.023 0.0580.0820
0.0220 0.96J033205.13-274351.0 0.1140.029

0.023 0.0940.1860
0.0380 1.21J033206.27-274536.7 0.5711.929

0.443 0.0090.2904
0.0089 1.10J033206.48-274403.6 0.0470.208

0.047 0.0000.0067
0.0006 0.83J033206.81-274524.3 0.0030.014

0.002 0.0000.0002
0.0000 2.35J033207.55-274356.6 0.4040.402

0.349 0.0300.9700
0.0291 0.88J033207.95-274212.1 0.1810.141

0.109 0.0090.0202
0.0066 0.56J033208.41-274231.3 0.4040.236

0.177 0.0160.0220
0.0102 0.34J033208.45-274145.9 0.0030.042

0.002 0.0000.0006
0.0000 1.04Continued on next page ...135



Table 4.1:Y oung Stellar Populations, ont.GOODS ID tY C [Gyr℄ fY C/100% χ2J033208.53-274217.7 0.0720.089
0.050 0.0010.0034

0.0012 1.95J033208.55-274231.1 0.0030.078
0.002 0.0000.0023

0.0000 1.08J033208.65-274501.8 1.0150.419
0.110 0.2600.7400

0.1200 1.19J033208.90-274344.3 0.2860.074
0.031 0.3400.6600

0.1800 1.09J033209.09-274510.8 0.1140.047
0.033 0.0720.0680

0.0240 1.31J033209.19-274225.6 0.5711.329
0.368 0.0220.3380

0.0184 1.02J033210.04-274333.1 0.0010.089
0.000 0.0000.0005

0.0000 0.86J033210.12-274333.3 0.2271.573
0.226 0.0020.2776

0.0023 1.42J033210.16-274334.3 0.0011.699
0.000 0.0000.0899

0.0000 0.82J033210.76-274234.6 0.3600.044
0.105 0.0120.0060

0.0076 0.59J033210.86-274441.2 0.1430.143
0.112 0.0070.0126

0.0058 0.24J033211.21-274533.4 0.0520.108
0.048 0.0000.0021

0.0005 3.67J033211.61-274554.1 0.0230.158
0.022 0.0000.0026

0.0001 1.77J033212.20-274530.1 0.3600.093
0.074 0.0240.0180

0.0100 1.06J033212.31-274527.4 0.3600.149
0.133 0.0260.0260

0.0140 1.28J033212.47-274224.2 0.4530.451
0.167 0.0320.0880

0.0160 0.75J033214.26-274254.2 0.1810.074
0.090 0.0280.0380

0.0184 2.37J033214.45-274456.6 0.0050.250
0.004 0.0000.0138

0.0000 1.30J033214.65-274136.6 0.0010.019
0.000 0.0000.0001

0.0000 0.97J033214.68-274337.1 0.1610.066
0.047 0.0540.0860

0.0300 2.84J033214.73-274153.3 0.4040.236
0.118 0.0420.0580

0.0180 0.31J033214.78-274433.1 0.0250.296
0.024 0.0000.0112

0.0006 1.21J033214.83-274157.1 0.4040.167
0.118 0.0460.0540

0.0220 0.21J033215.98-274422.9 0.4040.049
0.083 0.0780.0620

0.0360 1.06J033216.19-274423.1 0.2860.118
0.106 0.0240.0220

0.0120 0.39J033217.11-274220.9 0.0200.006
0.016 1.0000.0000

0.9964 3.78J033217.12-274407.7 0.4530.562
0.251 0.0240.1160

0.0178 0.25J033217.14-274303.3 0.2860.035
0.031 0.0400.0180

0.0140 0.59J033217.49-274436.7 0.3600.093
0.133 0.0440.0320

0.0260 1.09J033217.91-274122.7 0.0130.077
0.012 0.0000.0009

0.0000 1.51J033218.31-274233.5 0.2550.066
0.074 0.0090.0086

0.0048 3.84J033218.64-274144.4 0.0010.003
0.000 0.0000.0000

0.0000 1.51J033218.74-274415.8 0.3210.132
0.094 0.0140.0140

0.0070 0.67J033219.02-274242.7 0.0720.214
0.070 0.0010.0106

0.0013 1.50J033219.48-274216.8 0.3210.132
0.118 0.0160.0120

0.0094 0.65J033219.59-274303.8 0.4040.105
0.083 0.0360.0280

0.0160 1.23J033219.77-274204.0 0.5090.925
0.505 0.0340.9660

0.0339 0.50J033220.02-274104.2 0.0050.198
0.004 0.0000.0035

0.0000 1.30J033220.09-274106.7 0.0010.056
0.000 0.0000.0000

0.0000 2.64J033220.67-274446.4 0.1020.079
0.063 0.0030.0046

0.0022 3.62J033221.28-274435.6 0.5090.132
0.105 0.0220.0240

0.0100 1.76J033222.33-274226.5 5.0001.000
4.999 0.0300.9700

0.0300 1.14J033222.58-274141.2 0.5711.129
0.250 0.0360.4440

0.0220 0.20J033222.58-274152.1 0.2550.031
0.052 0.7400.2600

0.5200 0.84J033223.01-274331.5 0.8061.094
0.520 0.0760.9240

0.0640 0.97J033224.36-274315.2 0.0190.003
0.014 1.0000.0000

0.9880 9.69J033224.98-274101.5 0.1020.042
0.044 0.0060.0034

0.0034 1.80J033225.11-274425.6 0.0310.016
0.026 0.0090.0122

0.0091 2.11J033225.29-274224.2 0.4040.049
0.044 0.9200.0800

0.4800 2.71J033225.47-274327.6 0.4040.167
0.202 0.0090.0146

0.0072 3.52J033225.85-274246.1 0.0140.041
0.013 0.0000.0016

0.0003 1.40J033225.97-274312.5 0.4532.297
0.452 0.0090.9902

0.0097 0.36J033225.98-274318.9 0.0060.058
0.005 0.0000.0006

0.0000 1.48J033226.05-274236.5 5.0000.000
0.750 1.0000.0000

0.4000 2.76Continued on next page ...136



Table 4.1:Y oung Stellar Populations, ont.GOODS ID tY C [Gyr℄ fY C/100% χ2J033226.71-274340.2 0.3210.132
0.118 0.0120.0120

0.0066 0.36J033227.18-274416.5 0.5710.000
0.062 0.1200.0400

0.0540 3.69J033227.62-274144.9 0.2030.052
0.042 0.0180.0140

0.0060 2.75J033227.70-274043.7 1.0150.885
0.375 0.1200.8800

0.0840 1.34J033227.84-274136.8 0.0500.153
0.047 0.0010.0070

0.0009 1.83J033227.86-274313.6 0.0190.062
0.016 0.0000.0056

0.0009 1.43J033228.88-274129.3 0.2030.202
0.164 0.0030.0102

0.0033 0.64J033229.04-274432.2 5.0000.000
4.999 1.0000.0000

1.0000 0.58J033229.30-274244.8 0.0720.089
0.052 0.0040.0096

0.0034 0.89J033229.64-274030.3 0.1020.101
0.062 0.0090.0268

0.0066 2.08J033230.56-274145.7 0.1430.059
0.042 0.0420.0460

0.0200 1.82J033231.84-274329.4 0.0020.225
0.001 0.0000.0099

0.0000 0.58J033232.34-274345.8 0.1140.029
0.050 0.0400.0560

0.0240 1.58J033232.57-274133.8 0.0010.001
0.000 0.0020.0004

0.0002 2.37J033232.96-274106.8 0.1430.037
0.016 0.0480.0260

0.0140 0.57J033233.28-274236.0 5.0000.000
4.999 0.1800.8200

0.1800 0.10J033233.40-274138.9 0.2030.084
0.089 0.0160.0260

0.0104 2.20J033233.87-274357.6 0.0050.250
0.004 0.0000.0077

0.0000 1.48J033234.34-274350.1 0.1610.094
0.059 0.0090.0108

0.0044 3.56J033235.10-274410.7 0.0520.028
0.026 0.0120.0100

0.0068 8.73J033235.63-274310.2 0.0010.025
0.000 0.0000.0001

0.0000 1.16J033236.72-274406.4 0.1430.059
0.063 0.0090.0064

0.0052 0.67J033237.32-274334.3 0.1140.113
0.079 0.0040.0058

0.0030 1.15J033237.38-274126.2 0.4040.167
0.149 0.0070.0124

0.0052 1.72J033238.06-274128.4 0.1280.232
0.127 0.0010.0060

0.0013 2.32J033238.36-274128.4 0.2860.223
0.125 0.0500.2900

0.0340 6.48J033238.44-274019.6 0.0260.117
0.025 0.0000.0021

0.0002 1.14J033238.48-274313.8 0.2550.066
0.052 0.1600.3600

0.0780 1.66J033239.17-274026.5 0.3210.083
0.066 0.0320.0300

0.0140 1.02J033239.17-274257.7 0.5710.236
0.211 0.0320.0400

0.0180 0.54J033239.18-274329.0 0.0030.224
0.002 0.0000.0069

0.0000 0.44J033239.52-274117.4 0.0520.203
0.052 0.0000.0051

0.0004 1.42J033240.38-274338.3 0.0250.047
0.022 0.0000.0018

0.0006 0.65J033241.63-274151.5 0.0380.052
0.034 0.0000.0017

0.0007 4.30J033242.36-274238.0 0.5090.132
0.149 0.0180.0180

0.0104 1.51J033243.93-274232.4 0.0010.063
0.000 0.0000.0003

0.0000 3.03J033244.97-274309.1 0.0090.171
0.008 0.0000.0029

0.0002 4.93Notes- Unertainties provided for eah parameter werederived from the 68% on�dene interval.
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Figure 5.2: In �5.2.1, I measured the mass-weighted star-formations rates for theETGs (i.e., spei� SFR, or sSFR) applying the onversion provided by Salim etal. (2012) measured for low-redshift ETGs using GALEX. These sSFRs are in goodagreement with omparable ETGs observed at these redshifts (see Rowlands et al. ,2012).
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Figure 5.3: Representative �ts of the two-omponent stellar models to the omplete(UV-optial-near IR) SED of the atalog. For more details regarding the �ttingtehnique, see Jeong et al. (2009) and �5.2.2.
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Figure 5.4: The rest-frame UV-optial olors of the ETGs from the best-�t two-omponent stellar population model (see �5.2.2). In Panels (a) and (b) I plot therest-frame UV-optial olors, shaded aording to the olor sheme provided in thepanel. Overplotted on these data are vertial lines representing the o�set in magnitudebetween olors measured in Chapter 4 and those presented here. These o�sets aretypially small (∆ ≪0.3), on�rming the transformation applied in Chapter 4 tomeasure rest-frame UV-optial olors from the observed photometry is generally valid.
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Figure 5.5: In �5.3.1, I measured the best-�t Sèrsi funtion, e�etive radius andelliptiity for the two-dimensional F160W light pro�le of eah ETG. The distributionof these parameters is provided here, with respet to the YSP mass fration. ETGsidenti�ed in Chapter 3 as AGN are designated with a �lled star symbol.
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Table 5.2: Early-Type Galaxies, Measured Spatial Parameters: F160WObjet Re n B/A θ mF160W χ2
ν000 5.78±0.007 10.24±0.023 0.79±0.000 -69.3±0.07 17.18±0.001 1.020001 Failed Fcrit002 2.42±0.086 1.45±0.018 0.92±0.011 27.8±5.62 22.48±0.009 0.441003⋆ 2.58±0.130 1.08±0.021 0.86±0.007 34.9±2.83 23.61±0.033 0.355004⋆ 2.55±0.023 2.69±0.008 0.29±0.000 -89.1±0.05 21.95±0.009 0.443005⋆ 1.25±0.027 2.85±0.017 0.81±0.004 27.6±0.88 21.94±0.005 0.468006⋆ 2.88±0.148 1.99±0.033 0.34±0.004 -34.0±0.27 22.98±0.034 0.401007 4.15±0.064 3.31±0.051 0.85±0.005 -72.6±1.35 21.31±0.008 0.400008 3.01±0.098 0.79±0.008 0.55±0.007 68.5±0.67 22.29±0.004 0.526009 6.82±0.083 0.60±0.002 0.91±0.003 -17.0±1.33 20.42±0.003 0.721010 5.92±0.059 2.15±0.020 0.86±0.003 74.3±0.75 20.21±0.004 0.596011⋆ 2.87±0.029 3.28±0.012 0.66±0.001 -87.3±0.16 22.03±0.010 0.817012⋆ 4.26±0.323 3.62±0.264 0.90±0.016 43.8±7.56 24.60±0.052 0.671013⋆ 1.29±0.016 2.02±0.006 0.63±0.001 -55.7±0.18 21.35±0.005 0.603014⋆ 1.65±0.058 1.63±0.012 0.62±0.006 -23.8±0.74 24.70±0.065 0.377015 Fail To Converge016⋆ 1.63±0.018 2.82±0.009 0.62±0.001 -34.4±0.18 22.46±0.008 0.551017 Not Fit018 Not Fit019 Not Fit020⋆ 1.76±0.002 4.11±0.005 0.73±0.000 77.8±0.10 20.85±0.002 3.786021⋆ 3.68±0.201 0.94±0.024 0.47±0.007 -73.0±0.69 23.86±0.057 0.442022⋆ 2.25±0.060 1.34±0.021 0.46±0.002 -30.6±0.15 24.93±0.456 0.439023⋆ 5.01±0.071 2.40±0.021 0.37±0.002 -55.1±0.15 24.11±0.047 0.407024 Fail To Converge025 Fail To Converge026⋆ 0.45±0.019 5 1.97±0.020 0.85±0.007 -14.4±2.16 21.78±0.002 0.637027 Failed Fcrit028 Failed Fcrit029⋆ 5.73±0.213 4.11±0.101 0.88±0.006 -32.2±2.24 23.00±0.017 0.449030 2.64±0.080 1.43±0.013 0.40±0.007 -29.2±0.43 22.31±0.005 0.401031 5.40±0.127 0.84±0.010 0.56±0.006 83.2±0.54 21.44±0.004 0.647032⋆ 1.05±0.030 1.78±0.012 0.70±0.002 -82.2±0.53 23.168±0.022 0.425Continued on next page ...
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Spatial Parameters, ont.Objet Re n B/A θ mF160W χ2
ν033⋆ 0.69±0.017 2.40±0.015 0.88±0.005 -27.2±1.70 22.055±0.002 0.531034⋆ 3.45±0.057 4.46±0.030 0.55±0.002 64.0±0.19 23.704±0.028 0.413035⋆ 4.43±0.757 4.11±0.535 0.81±0.033 48.6±6.00 22.920±0.050 4.375036 Failed Fcrit037⋆ 2.97±0.109 1.07±0.013 0.31±0.005 -2.6±0.37 23.43±0.028 0.386038 4.07±0.019 0.94±0.001 0.87±0.001 -49.8±0.40 19.72±0.001 0.533039 8.94±0.100 6.50±0.148 0.99±0.003 -31.1±113.40 20.14±0.009 0.387040⋆ 2.56±0.041 2.64±0.016 0.93±0.002 -59.3±1.72 22.82±0.014 0.439041 5.25±0.014 3.43±0.010 0.48±0.000 -10.9±0.04 19.09±0.001 0.665042 Failed Fcrit043⋆ 2.97±0.029 2.72±0.010 0.58±0.001 61.4±0.12 22.59±0.013 0.450044⋆ 2.21±0.044 6.06±0.099 0.59±0.005 17.5±0.55 22.87±0.008 0.930045 7.93±0.038 2.44±0.015 0.71±0.001 -82.7±0.14 19.29±0.002 0.560046⋆ 7.64±0.226 2.89±0.039 0.92±0.003 -36.4±1.33 22.05±0.027 0.681047 Failed Fcrit048⋆ 9.06±0.130 2.70±0.053 0.89±0.003 -31.4±1.09 20.11±0.007 0.612049⋆ 2.57±0.035 4.63±0.041 0.67±0.003 -62.2±0.42 22.05±0.006 0.678050 3.91±0.026 2.33±0.011 0.60±0.001 -87.8±0.17 20.39±0.002 0.670051⋆ 0.64±0.004 6.31±0.014 0.49±0.001 -35.1±0.12 20.36±0.002 13.968052 3.63±0.050 2.02±0.013 0.43±0.003 60.8±0.20 21.28±0.003 0.421053⋆ 2.15±0.032 2.53±0.013 0.88±0.003 -85.5±0.93 21.49±0.004 0.666054 Failed Fcrit055⋆ 1.25±0.022 2.78±0.014 0.84±0.003 -71.5±0.94 22.45±0.006 0.425056 Failed Fcrit057 6.05±0.035 1.82±0.009 0.82±0.001 44.6±0.32 20.03±0.002 0.506058 Failed Fcrit059 Failed Fcrit060⋆ 3.74±0.017 5.95±0.022 0.87±0.001 71.2±0.30 21.49±0.004 0.538061 Failed Fcrit062 2.40±0.131 0.82±0.011 0.57±0.011 -33.9±1.22 22.77±0.005 0.443063 6.08±0.129 1.59±0.026 0.44±0.005 -45.2±0.34 21.46±0.005 0.518064⋆ 2.31±0.093 2.02±0.029 0.24±0.002 -9.1±0.19 23.05±0.032 0.445065⋆ 3.65±0.063 1.35±0.011 0.58±0.002 42.9±0.27 22.65±0.014 0.467066⋆ 4.81±0.028 4.17±0.010 0.56±0.000 29.0±0.05 21.16±0.009 1.034067⋆ 1.81±0.028 1.85±0.008 0.68±0.002 -44.8±0.28 21.66±0.007 0.640068⋆ 4.03±0.078 2.46±0.020 0.33±0.001 -77.0±0.10 22.17±0.017 0.478Continued on next page ...
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Spatial Parameters, ont.Objet Re n B/A θ mF160W χ2
ν069 6.75±0.075 10.16±0.21 60.61±0.002 52.7±0.27 20.30±0.009 0.492070 Failed Fcrit071⋆ 2.75±0.017 3.28±0.007 0.91±0.001 -56.4±0.59 21.88±0.005 0.542072 2.20±0.096 1.32±0.016 0.20±0.010 -51.3±0.42 22.34±0.004 0.922073 Failed Fcrit074 1.32±0.036 2.02±0.013 0.43±0.005 87.3±0.40 22.39±0.004 0.449075 0.95±0.012 1.63±0.005 0.58±0.002 78.4±0.26 21.64±0.001 0.361076⋆ 2.55±0.114 3.49±0.056 0.86±0.009 -70.5±2.83 23.68±0.020 0.391077 Failed Fcrit078 Not Fit079⋆ 0.78±0.015 1.15±0.005 0.89±0.002 69.8±1.37 23.30±0.019 0.480080 2.59±0.169 1.18±0.023 0.39±0.014 38.6±0.92 23.03±0.008 0.464081⋆ 1.87±0.023 2.25±0.007 0.82±0.002 -21.0±0.48 23.37±0.029 0.388082 3.62±0.070 1.13±0.008 0.91±0.005 53.1±2.57 21.53±0.004 0.458083 9.73±0.086 5.43±0.093 0.84±0.002 28.7±0.51 19.77±0.006 0.430084 4.86±0.128 3.17±0.094 0.83±0.009 35.9±1.91 21.44±0.014 0.392085⋆ 4.53±0.095 4.08±0.037 0.54±0.002 -24.8±0.22 22.43±0.013 0.439086⋆ 3.79±0.086 4.87±0.065 0.54±0.003 23.9±0.28 22.96±0.022 0.403087 Fail To Converge088 Fail To Converge089 5.80±0.032 4.76±0.037 0.58±0.001 40.0±0.12 19.67±0.003 0.535090⋆ 3.35±0.060 1.21±0.008 0.90±0.004 46.2±2.49 24.37±0.046 0.475091 6.01±0.074 3.09±0.042 0.72±0.003 -80.6±0.45 20.71±0.006 0.442092 Failed Fcrit093⋆ 2.41±0.026 3.83±0.014 0.65±0.001 -28.7±0.21 22.85±0.010 0.448094⋆ 5.59±0.022 5.30±0.019 0.89±0.000 20.8±0.24 20.47±0.002 0.562095 5.85±0.149 2.55±0.065 0.87±0.008 25.1±2.21 21.81±0.012 0.360096⋆ 1.41±0.022 3.57±0.019 0.63±0.003 4.7±0.33 22.26±0.006 0.457097 4.30±0.048 5.68±0.083 0.64±0.003 26.2±0.37 20.90±0.007 0.376098⋆ 1.99±0.036 3.70±0.020 0.94±0.004 9.3±2.85 22.70±0.008 0.474099 8.65±0.048 5.77±0.056 0.46±0.000 74.4±0.06 18.79±0.004 0.977100⋆ 3.54±0.056 4.84±0.039 0.59±0.001 28.6±0.25 22.49±0.010 0.478101 Failed FcritContinued on next page ...
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Spatial Parameters, ont.Objet Re n B/A θ mF160W χ2
νNotes-Row values are de�ned as follows:�Failed Fcrit�=Galaxies that failedthe Ryan et al. (2012) ritierion for identifying well-resolved glaxies were not �tted (see �5.3.1;�Not Fit�=Galaxies were not �t beause the light pro�les of the ETG were strongly blended with bright;neighbors; �Fail to Converge�=One (or more) parameters ould not be well-�tted by

GALFIT. Galaxies designated �⋆� were best-�t by a two-omponent model, see �5.3.1.
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Figure 5.6: One realization of a Monte Carlo simulation to measure the ompanionnumber for J033233.40-274138.9, an ETG identi�ed with greater than one ompanionin the simulation (N̄c ≃2.4, see Table 5.3). In this analyis, I required that all galaxiesbe identi�ed within 1000kp, on the plane of the sky, and that their veloities liewith vcomp = vETG ± 500km s−1 (hathed region; 1.04< z< 1.05), minimally, 2σ fromthe mean of the galaxies' PDF. In this simulation, the ETG was identi�ed with bothphotometri (indiated by Gaussian funtions, with area normalized to one) andspetrosopi (vertial dashed lines) ompanions within this range. For larity, I haveextended the probability range of possible ompanions with spetrosopi redshiftsto +∞. In pratie, the PDF of these galaxies is de�ned by the Dira-delta funtion.
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Table 5.3: ETG Statistial Companion NumberGOODS ID N̄a
c N̄b

spec−z N̄c
phot−zJ033202.71-274310.8 0.00+0.00

−0.00
0 0.00J033203.29-274511.4 0.09+0.11

−0.09
0 1.93J033205.09-274514.0 3.10+0.07

−0.10 3 1.47J033205.13-274351.0 0.14+0.11
−0.14 0 1.56J033206.27-274536.7 1.00+0.00
−0.00 1 0.00J033206.48-274403.6 0.10+0.09
−0.10 0 1.31J033206.81-274524.3 0.03+0.09
−0.03 0 0.59J033207.55-274356.6 1.10+0.07
−0.10 1 0.85J033207.95-274212.1 0.19+0.24
−0.14 0 2.22J033208.41-274231.3 0.02+0.03
−0.02 0 0.52J033208.45-274145.9 0.01+0.09
−0.01 0 0.55J033208.53-274217.7 0.16+0.10
−0.16 0 2.45J033208.55-274231.1 0.03+0.03
−0.03 0 0.61J033208.65-274501.8 0.27+0.16
−0.20 0 3.04J033208.90-274344.3 0.15+0.13
−0.10 0 2.04J033209.09-274510.8 0.00+0.00
−0.00 0 0.00J033209.19-274225.6 0.02+0.06
−0.02 0 0.70J033210.04-274333.1 1.15+0.17
−0.09 1 1.71J033210.12-274333.3 1.14+0.19
−0.08 1 1.21J033210.16-274334.3 0.24+0.14
−0.18 0 2.72J033210.76-274234.6 0.14+0.10
−0.14 0 2.15J033210.86-274441.2 0.03+0.04
−0.03 0 0.64J033211.21-274533.4 1.00+0.00
−0.00 1 0.00J033211.61-274554.1 1.23+0.15
−0.23 1 2.60J033212.20-274530.1 0.12+0.10
−0.12 0 2.08J033212.31-274527.4 0.16+0.13
−0.16 0 2.25J033212.47-274224.2 0.25+0.24
−0.18 0 3.26J033214.26-274254.2 0.42+0.31
−0.30

0 4.96J033214.45-274456.6 1.14+0.09
−0.14

1 2.12J033214.65-274136.6 0.00+0.00
−0.00

0 0.00J033214.68-274337.1 0.16+0.16
−0.10

0 1.57J033214.73-274153.3 0.00+0.00
−0.00

0 0.00J033214.78-274433.1 0.00+0.03
−0.00

0 0.03J033214.83-274157.1 0.21+0.12
−0.16

0 3.06J033215.98-274422.9 0.15+0.10
−0.15

0 2.06J033216.19-274423.1 0.01+0.03
−0.01

0 0.27J033217.11-274220.9 0.02+0.05
−0.02

0 0.42J033217.12-274407.7 0.18+0.15
−0.18

0 3.12J033217.14-274303.3 0.02+0.09
−0.02

0 0.61J033217.49-274436.7 0.15+0.12
−0.10

0 1.97J033217.91-274122.7 0.31+0.24
−0.31

0 4.04J033218.31-274233.5 0.01+0.03
−0.01

0 0.26J033218.64-274144.4 0.14+0.19
−0.07

0 1.00J033218.74-274415.8 0.00+0.00
−0.00

0 0.00J033219.02-274242.7 1.75+0.40
−0.49

1 8.81J033219.48-274216.8 0.00+0.00
−0.00

0 0.00J033219.59-274303.8 0.21+0.16
−0.21

0 3.41J033219.77-274204.0 0.56+0.55
−0.37

0 5.03J033220.02-274104.2 0.23+0.14
−0.17

0 3.29J033220.09-274106.7 0.21+0.20
−0.14

0 1.76J033220.67-274446.4 0.00+0.03
−0.00

0 0.16Continued on next page ...147



Table 4.3: ETG Catalog, Measured Phot. (Continued)GOODS ID N̄a
c N̄b

spec−z Nc
phot−zJ033221.28-274435.6 0.05+0.06

−0.05 0 1.04J033222.33-274226.5 0.26+0.25
−0.26 0 3.93J033222.58-274141.2 0.10+0.15
−0.05 0 1.00J033222.58-274152.1 0.00+0.00
−0.00 0 0.00J033223.01-274331.5 0.00+0.00
−0.00 0 0.00J033224.36-274315.2 0.01+0.04
−0.01 0 0.34J033224.98-274101.5 0.02+0.03
−0.02 0 0.47J033225.11-274425.6 0.00+0.00
−0.00 0 0.00J033225.29-274224.2 0.18+0.19
−0.14 0 2.28J033225.47-274327.6 0.10+0.06
−0.10 0 1.56J033225.85-274246.1 0.05+0.05
−0.05 0 0.66J033225.97-274312.5 0.33+0.20
−0.27 0 3.72J033225.98-274318.9 0.00+0.00
−0.00 0 0.00J033226.05-274236.5 0.01+0.04
−0.01 0 0.25J033226.71-274340.2 1.02+0.09
−0.02

1 0.81J033227.18-274416.5 0.33+0.36
−0.24

0 3.78J033227.62-274144.9 0.29+0.21
−0.29

0 3.64J033227.70-274043.7 0.52+0.35
−0.34

0 5.40J033227.84-274136.8 0.40+0.32
−0.36

0 4.82J033227.86-274313.6 0.22+0.15
−0.22

0 2.18J033228.88-274129.3 0.32+0.21
−0.32

0 4.79J033229.04-274432.2 0.03+0.05
−0.03

0 0.53J033229.30-274244.8 0.06+0.08
−0.06

0 1.06J033229.64-274030.3 0.10+0.07
−0.10

0 1.09J033230.56-274145.7 0.24+0.14
−0.17

0 2.62J033231.84-274329.4 1.17+0.19
−0.17

1 2.65J033232.34-274345.8 0.29+0.18
−0.23

0 3.45J033232.57-274133.8 0.07+0.09
−0.07

0 1.45J033232.96-274106.8 0.08+0.08
−0.08

0 0.91J033233.28-274236.0 0.13+0.21
−0.07

0 1.00J033233.40-274138.9 2.41+0.29
−0.29

2 4.38J033233.87-274357.6 0.05+0.05
−0.05

0 0.64J033234.34-274350.1 0.20+0.13
−0.15

0 2.84J033235.10-274410.7 1.16+0.15
−0.10

1 1.82J033235.63-274310.2 0.05+0.12
−0.05

0 0.96J033236.72-274406.4 0.07+0.07
−0.07

0 1.26J033237.32-274334.3 0.04+0.07
−0.04

0 0.99J033237.38-274126.2 0.14+0.10
−0.09

0 2.32J033238.06-274128.4 0.21+0.20
−0.16

0 2.47J033238.36-274128.4 0.04+0.04
−0.04 0 0.61J033238.44-274019.6 0.42+0.31
−0.36 0 5.35J033238.48-274313.8 0.11+0.07
−0.11 0 1.66J033239.17-274026.5 0.01+0.03
−0.01 0 0.40J033239.17-274257.7 0.04+0.04
−0.04 0 0.71J033239.18-274329.0 0.02+0.04
−0.02 0 0.39J033239.52-274117.4 0.29+0.21
−0.27 0 3.66J033240.38-274338.3 0.00+0.00
−0.00 0 0.00J033241.63-274151.5 0.16+0.14
−0.16 0 1.51J033242.36-274238.0 0.00+0.00
−0.00 0 0.00J033243.93-274232.4 0.00+0.00
−0.00 0 0.00J033244.97-274309.1 0.14+0.13
−0.09 0 1.73Notes- Col. 2 and 4 are average values fromsimulation. Assoiated unertainties for Nc arederived from Monte-Carlo simulation (�5.3.4)148



Figure 5.7: In �5.3.4 I measured the ompanion number for eah ETG using thestatistial likelihood formalism presented in López-Sanjuan et al. (2010). Here, Irepresent ETGs measured with more (fewer) than one ompanion with large red(blue) �lled irles, plotting eah as funtion of the best-�t age and mass fration ofthe young stellar omponent (�5.2.2). The distribution of ETGs with more than oneompanion appears similar to the broader distribution, but the mean age and massfration measured for those ETGs with ompanions is signi�antly smaller (t̄Y C ≃
260Myr; f̄Y C ≃2%) than is observed for ETGs without ompanions (t̄Y C ≃ 660Myr;
f̄Y C ≃ 9%).
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Chapter 6CONCLUSION6.1 Summary and onlusions on the nature of Seyfert ore morphologiesI have investigated the dust-morphology�AGN lass relationship for highly spatially-resolved galaxies in the loal universe by visually inspeting a atalog of arhivalWFPC2 F606W images of the ores of 85 loal (z < 0.015) Seyfert galaxies. Ihave lassi�ed the presene and distribution of dust features the ores (r<1kp) ofthese galaxies and determined that Sy2 galaxies were more likely to be assoiatedwith galaxies whose ore dust morphology is more irregular and of �later� type�morphology. This visual lassi�ation on�rms the qualitative morphologial rela-tionship established by MGT98. We onur with the onlusion of MGT98 that�ifthis morphologial relationship is indiative of a fundamental distintion between thesublasses of AGN�this result weakens the entral postulate of the Uni�ed Model ofAGN. I have extended the study of this qualitative morphologial relationship by re�analyzing the images using quantitative morphologial tools. First, I developed andmeasured the C∗, A∗, S∗ and G∗�M∗
20 parameters for use in assessing the morphologyof the galaxy ores. The distribution of these parameters, as measured for Sy1 andSy2 AGN, did not strongly distinguish between the Seyfert lass and morphology ofthe host galaxy. I determined that the parameter distributions for Sy1 and Sy2 AGNare likely drawn from the same parent distribution using a two�sample K�S test, withthe exeption of the onentration C∗ parameter. In priniple, C∗ is the least e�etivemethod for measuring galaxy morphology, though. I onlude from this analysis thatno strong morphologial distintion exist between the ores of the Sy1 and Sy2 AGNhost galaxies. This onlusion on�its with the established MGT98 relationship. I150



developed an alternative, new method to quantify the ore dust morphologies of theAGN galaxies. This method ombines SE with the inverse unsharp mask-tehniqueto diretly detet dust features. I found that the distributions of the average numberof deteted dust features in Sy1 and Sy2 AGN may in fat be unique to AGN lass.But, there was no onordane between this result and others derived from this newquantitative method (i.e., the radial distribution, size and overing fration of dustfeatures). I therefore annot strongly distinguish between Sy1 and Sy2 AGN on thebasis of their ore morphologies using this quantitative method.Combining the results from the analysis of dust morphology using new and ex-isting methods, I onlude that the Uni�ed Model of AGN is still su�ient to explainthe observed diversity of AGN and need not be signi�antly modi�ed to aommo-date the results of this analysis. Though no onlusive trend was identi�ed using allof the 10 parameterized measurements of the dust distribution, in the analyses us-ing both the adapted and novel parameters we identi�ed one parameter for whih theSeyfert distributions were statistially distinguishable by the results of the two-sampleKolmogorov-Smirnov test. We an rule out the null hypothesis�that the distribu-tions sampled were likely to be drawn from the same parent distribution�with highertainty for the adapted Conentration (C∗) and the number of dust features (Nt)parameters.The onentration parameter is not, by �rst priniples, the most-sensitive mea-sure of galaxy morphology, in omparison to the other adapted parameters that wereonsidered. But, the results of the analysis presented in Addendum A1 of Chapter 3demonstrated that C∗ was most robust to the hanges in spatial resolution amongst
C∗A∗S∗. These results present an interesting prospet for future researh. Though Ihave onsidered a large sample of AGN in this study, if this study ould be extendedto a larger sample (N≫100), the statistial unertainty assoiated with eah of the151



measurements ould be signi�antly redued. One way the sample size ould be in-reased is to extend a similar study to a larger survey of AGN, suh as the SDSS.Though the spatial resolution of the dust features in suh a survey would be reduedonsiderably in omparison with the HST data we have used, ifthe onentrationparameter is in fat sensitive to the dust morphology, inreasing the sample size toinlude all SDSS Seyfert galaxies in the loal Universe (z < 0.1) would provide amore statistially robust study of the Malkan relation.. I will extend this work hereto onsider this larger sample in the future.In the future, better and more internally onsistent quantitative methodsshould also be developed in order to assess larger, omplete samples of loal AGN.Developing these tehniques in the next few (<2) years is ritial. The the launh ofthe JWST and the deployment of wide-�eld ground-based surveys by the end of thedeade will soon provide large, panhromati imaging and spetrosopy whih willbetter reveal the dust and the nature of the AGN embedded in the ores of thesegalaxies.6.2 Summary and onlusions on the evolution of massive early-type galaxiesI have extended the study of formation and evolution of ETGs to inlude the study ofthe morphology and star-formation history of these galaxies at intermediate (0.35<z<1.5)redshift. Combining high-spatial resolution rest-frame UV and near IR HST ERSmedium-depth data with existing rest-frame optial ACS data, I produed a atalogof ∼100 morphologially-seleted ETGs. A one-omponent SED analysis on�rmsthese galaxies have relatively large stellar masses (M>∼1010M⊙) and their UV-optialolors suggest that a signi�ant fration of them have reently experiened a minorburst of reent star-formation. 152



Simultaneous �tting of the ETG SEDs to measure both young and old stellarpopulations on�rms that at least 30-40% of these ETGs are likely host to a young(t<1 Gyr) minority (by mass, ≪10%) young stellar omponent. The potential meh-anisms driving this reent star-formation were investigated morphologially. First,using the GalFit software, I measured the Sèrsi pro�les for eah ETG, and foundmany to have low Sèrsi indies (n<∼2). As many of these galaxies were also identi�edwith young stellar populations, these galaxies may represent a population of formerlydisky galaxies (S0s/Lentiulars). Laking ompanions in their loal environmentswhih ould potentially replenish these gas reservoirs, these galaxies will likely tran-sition to their eventual residene on the red sequene of galaxies, as is observed inthe loal universe. Extending this and similar analysis of the stellar light pro�les is atop priority in the future, as the distribution of stellar objets provides one of the fewobservable onstraints on the underlying dark matter distributions in these galaxies.With the high spatial resolution of the HST WFC3/IR, it may be possible to measurethe ore (d∼100 p) light distribution in these galaxies. For a large sample of ETGs,I an orrelate �uspy-ore� and ��at-ore� ETGs with the observed young stellarpopulations. This provides an alternative method of measuring the harateristis ofthe merger that may have generated the young, massive stars. Cuspy ore pro�lesare believed to our, based on observations of loal ETGs and simulations, fromrelatively gas-rih mergers whih interat in di�erent ways with the dark matter dis-tribution than do gas-poor mergers. This extended study would provide onstraintson the fration of gas introdued into the old ETG system to refresh star formation,as well as onstrain the halo distributions of dark matter.Applying a statistial likelihood analysis to measure the frequeny of ompan-ions, I identify ∼10% of the ETGs with lose, faint (M(F850LP)>∼25, thus, low-mass)ompanions. The harateristis of the young stellar populations measured for these153



galaxies are notably younger and onstitute a smaller fration of the total stellar massin these galaxies than is observed for galaxies without ompanions. It is interestingto note that mean age of the young stellar populations of ETGs with ompanionsidenti�ed by this statistial analysis are signi�antly younger (t∼400 Myr) than themean identi�ed by ETGs without ompanions. The mean age is also equivalent to thedynamial sale over whih ompanions are expeted to interat with the ETG, assum-ing their relative veloities and positions in the searh volume. Thus, non-destrutiveinterations between the ETG and these loal ompanions ould be onsidered as aplausible mehanism for the prodution of the observed young stellar populations.I onlude that these galaxies have, due to their loation in small groups or pairs,likely undergone a reent minor merger event whih initiated the low-level observedstar-formation, as is identi�ed for galaxies of similar morphologies in the loal andhigh redshift universe.With these broadband, ontinuous observations of the UV-optial-near IRSEDs of intermediate redshift ETGs, I have demonstrated that HST an be e�e-tive in measuring reent star-formation in this lass of galaxies whih have beentraditionally onsidered to be �red and dead.� Combined with the high spatial reso-lution, medium-depth HST surveys of �eld ETGs an also be used to onstrain themehanism for star-formation. This survey provides strong observational onstraintson theoretial models of galaxy formation and evolution in the hierarhial assemblyparadigm.
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Appendix AAdditional Figures for Chapter Two
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g.TOL0109Fig 3(a.-g.): From left to right, I provide the WFPC2 F606W postage�stamp image of the atalog galaxy that was used tolassify galaxy morphology qualitatively (�3.2) and quantitatively (�3.3 and �3.4). I have re-saled the sizes of these imagesonly for publiation; full sale �ts images are available on request from the orresponding author. Next, I provide thesegmentations maps that were generated using the inverse unsharp�mask method de�ned in �3.4.1 are provided. Finally, Iprovide the umulative number funtion of objets measured for radii less than 1 kp and the half� objet radius as wellas the objet surfae density, de�ned as the number of objets per annulus and the best��t slope α. I disuss eah of thesedata produts at length in �3.4.2.
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